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But if there is no solace in the fruits of our research, there is at least some
consolation in the research itself. Men and women are not content to comfort

themselves with tales of gods and giants, or to confine their thoughts to the
daily affairs of life; they also build telescopes and satellites and accelerators,
and sit at their desks for endless hours working out the meaning of the data

they gather. The effort to understand the universe is one of the very few
things that lifts human life a little above the level of farce, and gives it some of

the grace of tragedy.

Steven Weinberg
“The first three minutes”

On the cover page:
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The understanding of the world we live in has always fascinated the human
being, from the early philosophers to the modern scientists, and can be sum-
marised in three questions: where do we come from? what are we? where are
we going?1. The second question in particluar, has been succesfully answered
in the last centruy in the context of high energy particle physics. It has been
proven that matter is made of elementary particles, which properties and inter-
actions can be described in the theoretical framework of the so-called Standard
Model (SM).

The SM model describes matter and three of the four fundamental forces of
Nature: electromagnetic, weak force and strong force. Gravity is not described
by the SM and one of the biggest challenges in theoretical physics is in fact to
incorporate it into the SM in a unified model.

Elementary particles are dimension-less particles and their properties are
defined by a set of quantum numbers, defining their quantum state. For each
particle an anti-particle exists, which has the same quantum numbers, but with
opposite sign. Particles can be divided into two groups:fermions and bosons.
The difference between the two groups is that identical fermions at same energy
cannot have the same quantum states, while there can be an infinite number of
bosons sharing the same quantum numbers and energy.

Fermions are the matter building blocks and they always have semi-integer
spin value. They can be divided in lepton and quarks. While the formers only
feel the electroweak force, the latters are also sensitive to the strong interaction.
There are six types (or flavours) of leptons, organised in three generations,
each one formed by an electromagnetic charged lepton and a neutral one called
neutrino. Leptons can be directly observed in detectors as free particles The first
lepton to be discovered was a fermion, called electron, in 1897 [1]. Its discovery
was followed by the one of the second generation fermion, the muon, in 1937
[2] and their respective charge-less neutrinos, νe in 1956 [3] and νµ in 1962 [4].
The third generation was discovered later, with the τ lepton discovered in 1975
[5] and the tau neutrino ντ found in 2000 [6], which was the last SM fermion
to be discovered. The quarks can also be of six different flavours, organised
in three generations. The first family is formed by the up (u) and down (d)
quarks, the second by the charm (c) and strange (s) ones, while the third by

1‘Where Do We Come From, What Are We, Where Are We Going by P. Gauguin is the
painting used as backgrounf of the cover page.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the beauty or bottom (b) and top (t) ones. Quarks cannot be directly observed,
since strong force only allows their existence in nature as bounded systems
called hadrons. In fact their existence was postulated by theorists [7, 8] as
an explanation to the large number of hadrons discovered in the first collider
experiments. Studies performed in 1969 of the internal structure of the proton
via deep inelastic scattering [9, 10] confirmed the existence of point-like particles
inside the proton, which were the first generation quarks. The strange quark
existence was a consequence of the previous experiment, being the first strange
composed particle observed much earlier (1947 [11]). The charm quark was
introduced ,to explain the suppression of flavour changing currents [12] and was
found in 1974 [13, 14] with the discovery of the J/ψ resonance, a hadron made
of cc̄ pair. The presence of a third generation of quarks, made of the bottom and
the top quarks, was introduced to explain the observation of processes violating
the CP-simmetry [15]. The bottom quark existence was confirmed shortly after,
in 1977 [16], while only in 1995 the top-quark was found [17, 18].

year

1870 1885 1900 1915 1930 1945 1960 1975 1990 2005 2020
electron
photon

µ
eν
µν

down
up

strange
charm

τ
bottom

gluon
W
Z

top
τν

H
Year when theorised
Year when discovered

Figure 1.1: The elementary particles discovered so far.

In the SM, fundamental interactions between fermions happen through the
exchange of quanta of vector bosons, which are particles with spin one. The
electromagnetic force is mediated by photons, the electroweak by W and Z
bosons and the strong force by gluons. The interpretation of the photons as
light quanta is at the base of the quantum mechanic revolution which took
place in the first half of the 1900 thanks to scientists like Einstein, Plank and
Compton [19]. Photon quanta were experimentally measured in 1923 [20]. The
gluons existence was confirmed indirectly after the quarks discovery, and directly
1978 [21, 22]. The electroweak vector bosons W and Z were more difficult to
discover, since due to their large mass, colliders with enough energy to produce
them were needed. Finally they were observed directly in 1983 [23–26],

An additional boson with zero spin was introduced [27–32] to explain the
mechanism through which elementary particles and electroweak mediators can
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acquire mass. Such a boson was finally found at the LHC by the ATLAS and
CMS experiments in 2012 [33, 34], completing the list of the SM theorised
particles to be discovered.

One could think that knowing all the elementary particles of the SM and their
interactions, all the phenomena in the universe can be described. Nevertheless
there are a few which cannot be explained in the context of the SM. Apart from
gravity and its connection to the quantum world, the SM gives no explanation for
neutrino oscillations, the absence of strong CP violation, the Baryon asymmetry
and the nature of dark matter and dark energy. It is of course possible to think
about extensions of the SM which describe the aforementioned phenomena, but
so far no direct evidence of the existence of new particles or mechanisms different
from the one predicted by the SM has been found and all the measurements of
the theory parameters agrees with the SM theoretical expectations within their
errors.

Since no big deviation from SM predictions has been observed, more precise
measurements and more refined theoretical calculations are needed in order
to look for possible small unexpected effects and to reduce the possibilities of
beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios as strongly as possible. In this
context, the top-quark plays an important role. Firstly, there are BSM models
which predicts deviations in the top-quark sector [35–37]. Secondly, being the
top-quark the heaviest between all the SM particles, it has been postulated
that it could play a special role in the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak
symmetry which gives mass to the fermions [38]. Thirdly, an accurate and
precise determination of all its properties (and of the SM parameters in general)
is useful to stress the consistency of the SM [39].

Since deep inelastic scattering experiments in the 60’s, the most successful
method to study the properties of elementary particles at high energy has been
the use of particle colliders. At the moment, the most powerful particle collider
in the world is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which collides protons as
well as heavy ions in a circular ring. The LHC produced proton-proton (pp)
collisions at energies of the centre of mass of the pp system of

√
s = 7 TeV

in 2011 and
√
s = 8 TeV in 2012 and, after a shutdown period to upgrade

the detectors, is now colliding protons at
√
s = 13 TeV. There are four main

experiments collecting data produced by the LHC collisions: ALICE, ATLAS,
CMS and LHCb. ALICE has been designed to study a particular state of
matter, the quark-gluon plasma, which is believed to have existed between 10−12

and 10−6 seconds after the Big Bang, when temperature and densities were
so high to allow quarks and gluons to move freely without being confined in
hadrons. LHCb’s main purpose is to study the parameters of CP violation
in hadrons containing b-quarks, which are important to understand why the
universe universe we live in is mostly made of matter, instead of antimatter.
ATLAS and CMS are general purpose experiments which have been designed
to take advantage of the high energy of pp collisions to look for new particles
and evidence for BSM theories, as well as measuring precisely the parameters
of the SM.

In this thesis, data collected by the ATLAS experiment in pp collisions at√
s = 8 TeV are used to measure the top-quark mass, in the context of the SM.

Since quarks do not exist as free particles in nature, their mass is not directly
measurable. Hence observables which depend on it have to be measured and
then compared to theoretical predictions, checking which value of the top-quark
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mass better describe data. The observable which have been chosen in this work
is the normalised differential tt̄+ 1-jet cross section, which was firstly proposed
in [40]. A first measurement of the top-quark mass using this method was
performed by the ATLAS collaboration using

√
s = 7 TeV collisions [41], result-

ing in the most precise measurement of the top-quark pole mass at that time.
In this thesis the measurement has been repeated using the same observable,
optimising the analysis to the data collected by ATLAS during 2012.

The thesis has the following structure. In Chapter 2 the formalism of the
SM and the main theoretical aspects needed to describe the physics happening
at the LHC are introduced. After a short explanation of the basic concepts of
quantum field theory in Section 2.1, Section 2.2 introduces the SM and Sec-
tion 2.3 explains how fermions like the top-quark can gain mass through the
breaking of the electroweak symmetry. In Section 2.4 the physics of pp colli-
sions is presented and in Section 2.5 it is explained how theoretical knowledge
is in practice implemented in tools so that predictions can be computed for a
variety of measurements. In Chapter 3 the physics of the top-quark at the LHC
is introduced, with a particular focus on the role its mass has in the SM and
beyond (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 shows how the top-quark mass is measured by
the LHC experiments, highlighting the limitations of the current methods used
and shortly explaining what the future prospects are. In Chapter 4 the experi-
mental setup of the ATLAS experiment is described, including a short digression
on the calibration of jet of large radius in Section 4.3, which was the topic I
worked on during my qualification period within the ATLAS collaboration. In
Chapter 5 the experimental strategy of the top-quark mass measurement is
presented, which details the event selection and tt̄ + 1-jet system reconstruc-
tion.To extract the top-quark mass, data and theoretical predictions must be
compared at the same level. It is hence possible to correct data to the level
where theoretical predictions exist, as it has been done in Chapter 6, or to fold
theoretical predictions (or both), as explained in Chapter 7. Differences in the
various approaches are commented in Chapter 8, where topics such as off-shell
effects are discussed. Chapter 9 finally is a discussion of the results obtained
and the prospects for the future.



Chapter 2

The Standard Model of
particle physics

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a gauge quantum field theory
which describes three of the four forces of nature (gravity is not included) and
all the elementary particle observed so far. All the information of the theory
is encoded in a scalar function of quantum fields representing the elementary
particles, called the SM Lagrangian, LSM.

In Section 2.1 an introduction to the basic concepts of quantum field theories
is given. Then, in Section 2.2, the LSM is built assuming the SM symmetries,
and the physical fields measured in experiments are presented. One problem
of the SM model described in Section 2.2 is the fact that its fields are massless
due to the gauge symmetries assumed. In Section 2.3 such a problem is solved
by mean of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the introduction
of the Higgs field. Theoretical aspects of computing observables in the context
of hadron collisions, such as the pp collisions which take place at the LHC, are
discussed in Section 2.4. Sections 2.1 to 2.4 are mainly a personal recompila-
tion of information available in Refs. [42–44]. A review on how the SM model
has been implemented into software tools and how such tools can be used as a
link between theoretical calculations and experimental measurements is presen-
ted in Section 2.5. It mainly use the information contained in manuals of the
most common Monte Carlo programs used by experiments [45–49] and in the
HiggsTools ITN network report [50], to which I directly contributed.

2.1 Basics of quantum field theory

Relativistic Quantum field theories (QFTs) combine field theory, quantum mech-
anics and relativity to describe elementary particle dynamics. In this contenxt,
it is useful to use natural units, setting the speed of light and the Planck constant
dimensionless and with unitary value: c = ~ = 1.

As in classical field theory, the equation of the dynamics of a system are
obtained by requiring that the action of a Lagrangian L(Ψi(xi)), function of
some fields Ψi(xi), is stationary, i.e. δ

∫
L(Ψi(xi) = 0. In order for the theory

to be re-normalizable and hence a predictive theory, the Lagrangian must have
dimensions of energy fourth power.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS

In quantum mechanics, all the significant features of a particle are contained
in a quantum state |φ〉, excitation of a vacuum field |0〉 (in classical mechanics,
the important information is instead specified by spacial coordinates x and
momenta p). Hence, a field quantization is obtained by promoting the classical
particle fields to be creation and annihilation operators, making a field φa(x)
to create a particle of type a at position x from the vacuum |0〉 state. The
probability P [φa(x)] of the φa quantum state is then given by

P [φa(x)] =

∣∣∣∣∫ φa(x)φ+
a (x)dx

∣∣∣∣2 =: |〈φa|φa〉|2 (2.1)

being φ+
a (x) the conjugate field of φa(x), and the evolution of a quantum state

follows the Schroedinger’s equation

i
∂

∂t
|φ(~x, t)〉 = Ĥ |φ(~x, t)〉 (2.2)

Ĥ in Eq. (2.2) is the Hamiltonian operator, defined as

Ĥ =

n∑
i=1

Ti + V (φ1, . . . , φn) (2.3)

for a system |φ〉 = |φ1 ⊗ φ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φn〉 composed by n particles of type i, where
Ti is the kinetic energy operator of particle φi.

Special relativity enters in the choice of the kinetic terms Ti and interacting
term V , which have to be locally gauge invariant. Because any Lorentz invariant
local quantum field theory with a hermitian Hamiltonian must have CPT sym-
metry[51], particle and anti-particle fields have to be taken into account into one
single field together. A fermionic field f is then a superposition of four states:
a matter fermion with two spin components1 (fL and fR) and an anti-matter
part also with two spin components (f̄L and f̄R ):

f(x) =

∫
d~p

(2π)3
√

2p0

[(
fL(p)
fR(p)

)
eixp +

(
f̄L(p)
f̄R(p)

)
eixp

]
(2.5)

Particles with spin-1 have three spin degrees of freedom, which can be described
by polarization vectors εµ(p) such that εµ(p)pµ = 0. The spin-1 particle field
hence can be written as:

Aµ(x) =

∫
d~p

(2π)3
√

2p0

[
εµ(p)eixp + ε̄µ(p)eixp

]
(2.6)

Since scalar particle have no spin-components, they are described by scalar
operators:

φ(x) =

∫
d~p

(2π)3
√

2p0

[
φ(p)eixp + φ̄(p)eixp

]
(2.7)

1It is convenient to define helicity as the projection of the spin along the direction of the
fermion four-momentum. Helicity is defined as

ξL/R =
1± γ5

2
(2.4)

, being γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 and γµ the Dirac matrices.
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Kinetic terms Ti are chosen such that, after requiring the action of the Lag-
rangian to be stationary, free-particle fields satisfy Eq. (2.2). For scalar particles
φ of mass m, it correspond to choose the kinetic term

Tφ = ∂µφ∂
µφ̄−m2φφ̄ (2.8)

while for a vector boson Aµ of mass m (defining the tensor Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ)

TA = −1

2
Fµν F̄

µν +m2ĀµA
ν (2.9)

and for a fermionic filed f of mass m

Tf = if̄ · γµ∂µf −mf̄f̄ (2.10)

With these choices, the resulting equation of motions of non-interacting fermions
follow the Dirac equation (iγµ∂µ −m) f(x) = 0, while every component of the
vector boson fields, as well the scalar bosons, follows the Klein-Gordon equation.

In high energy particle collisions, relativistic QFT is used to compute the
probability of an initial state |Ψi〉 formed by two particles non-interacting at
long distances, which after interaction produce a certain final state |Ψf 〉 of free
particles. A fundamental role in this calculation is played by the S matrix, which
is related to the probability that the initial state Ψi evolves after interaction
into the final state Ψf by the equation

Pi→f = [〈Ψi|S |Ψf 〉]2 (2.11)

The S matrix, to conserve the quantum probability, must be unitary.
Using Schroedinger equation to determine the evolution of the colliding sys-

tem, the S-matrix can be computed from a given Lagrangian. Using a Dyson
series, it can be written in the form:

S =

∞∑
n=0

in

n!

∫ n∏
j=1

d4xjT

 n∏
j=1

Lint (Ψj(xj))

 (2.12)

where Lint includes the terms of the Lagrangian where fields interact between
each others, while T stands for a time-ordered product. Here Ψj(xj) define a
certain field Ψj , which value depend on its coordinate xj . The usual approach
to compute the S-matrix is via the so-called Feynman diagrams2, which allows

to calculate the time ordered product T
[∏n

j=1 Lint (Ψj(xj))
]

in a diagrammatic

way, as it is shown in Fig. 2.1.
To summarise, once a Lagrangian is defined, transition probabilities can be

computed and theoretical values for cross sections and decay widths can be
obtained. Such values can then be compared to the ones measured by experi-
ments. The Lagrangian which best describes experimental observations is the
SM lagrangian, which is introduced in the next section, Section 2.2.

2The time ordered product of Eq. (2.12) can be rewritten by means of a Wick expansion.
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Pγ→f+f− ∝

2

+ + + . . .

Figure 2.1: Types of Feynman diagrams which contribute to the calculation
of the probability P of a photon decaying into a fermion-antifermion pair,γ →
f+f−. The terms contributing to Pγ→f+f− up to second order in the γ − f
coupling are shown. First diagram only contains one γ − f vertex and, if the
coupling value is smaller than 1, it is the leading contribution, being the second
and third terms sub-leading. The second diagram is often referred to as real-
radiation contribution, while the third one is the so-called virtual radiation.

2.2 Introduction to the Standard Model

The three forces described by the SM are represented by a local gauge sym-
metry which is SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . The strong force is represented
by the SU(3)C group, i.e. the group of unitary 3 × 3 matrices, and its con-
served quantum number is called colour. It has 8 generators Ca, a ∈ {1, . . . , 8}
in its fundamental representation, which can be identified with the Murray-
Gellman matrices λa. A transformation from this group acts on an field Ψ(x)

as eigs
~C·~g(x)Ψ(x), where ~C = {C1, C2, . . . , C8}. The SU(2)L group only acts

on the left-handed3 fermions and has conserved charge the weak isospin, T .
Its fundamental representation is the group of unitary 2 × 2 matrices, and has
three generators Ti, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which are proportional to the Pauli matrices
σi. A field Ψ(x) is transformed under the action of a SU(2)L transformation

as eigw
~T ·~w(x)Ψ(x), with ~T = {σ1

2 ,
σ2

2 ,
σ3

2 }. The last group U(1)Y is the group
of complex numbers with unitary module, which have one generator usually
defined as Y

2 , the weak hypercharge, acting on fields as eig
Y
2 b(x)Ψ(x). The first

derivatives of the functions ga(x), wi(x) and b(x) are also fields. Hence , it
is possible to define fields such as Gaµ = ∂µg

a(x).They are the so-called gauge

fields and they will be called Gaµ,W
i
µ and Biµ, for their respective simmetries,

in the following. When quantised, they create/annihilate spin-1 gauge bosons
from the vacuum. In the following the dependence of all the fields on the spa-
tial coordinates is omitted, as well as sum over repeated indices. For the indices
relative to the SU(3)C group letters a, b, c, . . . has been used, while for SU(2)L
indices i, j, k, . . . . were used. The Lorentz indices instead are denoted by Greek
letters µ, ν, . . . .

As already mentioned in Chapter 1, six leptons (e, µ, τ, νe, νµ, ντ ) have been
discovered which does not feel the strong force and other six (u, d, c, s, b, t)
which instead do. They can be divided into generations, based on their re-
lation through weak isospin. It is possible to rearrange the physical fermions

3The left handed part of a fermion is obtained by acting on the fermion field with the

operator
(1−γ5)

2
, whereγ5 here is the product of the four Dirac matrices: γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 .

The same procedure applies to get the right handed part of a fermion. In this latter case the

chirality-right projector would be
(1+γ5)

2
.
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into a multi dimensional fermionic field, for each generation i:

li =

{(
νiL
eiL

)
, νiR, e

i
R

}
qa,i =

{(
ui,aL
di,aL

)
, ui,aR , di,aR

} (2.13)

where the left and right hand components of each fermion have been separ-
ated, u(d) denotes the up(down)-type quark with their respective colour charge
α, while e and ν represent the electron-type and neutrino-type fermions. A
generic SU(2)L transformation would hence only affect the first component of
the vectors of Eq. (2.13). A common choice is to take eL and νL as auto-
state of the third component of the weak isospin operator, i.e. T3eL = − 1

2eL
and T3νL = + 1

2νL. Since SU(2)L does not affect right handed fermions,
TiνR = TieR = 0,∀i ∈ 1, 2, 3. The quark fields are affected by a SU(2)L exactly
in the same way. SU(3)C only acts on the quark fields qi,α, which means that,
making explicit the color indices, [Ca]bc q

c = cabcq
b. U(1)Y acts differently on

li and qα,i. The typical choice is Y liL = −2liL and Y eiR = −1eiR for leptons and

Y qa,iL = 1
3q
a,i
L , Y ua,iR = 4

3u
a,i
R , Y da,iR = − 2

3d
a,i
R for quarks, in order to recover the

correct value of each field electric charge, as it will be clear in the follwing.
The most general dimension-4 Lagrangian which can be written, invariant

under the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry is:

LSM =
∑

f∈
{

leptons
quarks

} if̄γµDµf −
1

4
W i
µνW

µν
i −

1

4
BµνBµν −

1

4
Gµνa Gaµν (2.14)

where it has been introduced the covariant derivative

Dµ = ∂µ − igwTiW i
µ − ig

Y

2
Bµ − igs (Ca) γµνG

ν
ab (2.15)

at first order in the coupling constants g, gwand gs; and the tensor fields

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ
W i
µν = ∂µW

i
ν − ∂νW i

µ + gwε
ijkW j

µW
k
ν

Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ − gsε′

abc
GbµG

c
ν

(2.16)

where εijk and ε′
abc

are the structure constants4 of the SU(2)L and SU(3)C
respectively.

In order to make explicit the electromagnetic force and the weak charged
currents, it is possible to define:

W±µ =
1√
2

(
W 1
µ ∓ iW 2

ν

)
Zµ = cos θWW

3
µ − sin θWBµ

Aµ = sin θWW
3
µ + cos θWBµ

(2.17)

4Structure constants are defined by commutation laws of the group generators. For example
[Ti, Tj ] = iεijkTk for SU(2)L group and [Ci, Cj ] = iε′abcCc for SU(3)C .
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Performing such field rotation, one could define5 T± = 1√
2
(T 1 ± T 2)and write

the covariant derivative Eq. (2.15) as :

Dµ = ∂µ − igwT+W+
µ − igwT−W−µ − ieQZZµ − ieQAµ − igs (Ca)Gaν (2.18)

where the operators

eQZ = gw cos θWT
3 − g sin θW

Y

2

eQ = gw sin θWT
3 + g cos θW

Y

2

(2.19)

have been introduced, being e the electric charge of the proton.
The operator Q can be identified with the electromagnetic charge operator

if eQ[νe]L/R = 0 and eQ[le]L/R = −e, i.e the neutrino has no electric charge,

while the electron is negatively charged. Similarly for quarks, eQ[u]L/R = 2
3e

and eQ[d]L/R = − 1
3e. These conditions imply:

gw sin θW = g cos θW = e

Q = T 3 − Y

2

(2.20)

Using Eqs. (2.17) to (2.19) the SM Lagrangian can then be written at the
first order in g, gs, gw as

LSM =
∑

fermions

[
if̄γµ∂µf

]
− 1

2
W+µνW−µν −

1

4
ZµνZµν −

1

4
AµνAµν −

1

4
Gµνa Gaµν+

+
∑

fermions

[
gw√

2
f̄
(
γµT+W+

µ + γµT−W−µ
)
f + ef̄γµQZZµf + ef̄γµQAµf

]
+

+
∑

quarks

gsf̄γµC
afGµa+

+ three- and four- bosons interaction terms

(2.21)

The term involving the Z and fermions fields in particular refers to weak neutral
currents, predicted by the SM model and then discovered in 1973 [52], which at
the time were a strong confirmation that the theory was in fact working.

First line of Eq. (2.21) describes the kinematic energy of free massless fer-
mioninc and bosonic fields, as it was shown in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) . The
second line containes the electro-weak interaction terms between fermions and
bosons, as a function of the physical vector boson oberved in experiments: two
oppositely EM charged W bosons and one neutral EM charged Z boson, as well
as the photon field Aµ. Third line contains the information on the interaction
between quarks and gluons. The lines describing vector bosons self-interactions
and interaction between three and four vector bosons have not been reporte and
can be found in [44].

In order to quantize such a Lagrangian, one can use the approach introduced
in Section 2.1, and obtain the equation of motion for the free fields by requiring

5T± acts on a SU(2)L doublet as T+

(
νiL
eiL

)
=

(
eiL
0

)
and T−

(
νiL
eiL

)
=

(
0
νiL

)
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the action of LSMto be stationary. When gauge symmetries are involved though,
the equation of motions do not uniquely determine the evolution of the fields,
and there is no a priori procedure to select one of multiple equivalent physical
solutions. In order to not over-count such solutions, which could breakdown
unitarity of the S-matrix, a gauge choice has to be made to cancel the additional
degrees of freedom which comes from the local invariance of the theory. This can
be done by adding additional terms to the Lagrangian [53]. For abelian group
symmetries, such as U(1)Y , it is enough to add terms which are functions of the
gauge fields. For non abelian ones, like SU(3)C and SU(2)L, additional non-
physical anti-commuting fields have to be introduced . Such fields are usually
called ghost, and do not affect explicitly any obseravble which can be computed
within the SM. For this reason, ghost-fields are not taken into account in the
next sections. One possible choice for the gauge fixing terms is the so-called
Lorentz gauge:

Lg.f. =
1

2ξ
(∂µBµ) (∂µBµ) +

1

2ξ

(
∂µW i

µ

)
(∂µW

µ
i ) +

1

2ξ

(
∂µGaµ

)
(∂µG

µ
a) +

+ c̄a (∂µ∂
µca) + igs (∂µc̄

a) ε′
abc
Ac,µcb + igw

(
∂µb̄

i
)
ε′
ijk
W j,µbk + b̄i

(
∂µ∂

µbi
)

(2.22)

where ca are the ghost fields of the SU(3)C group, and bi the ones of the SU(2)L
one. The choice of the value of ξ is arbitrary. For ξ → ∞ the chosen gauge is
called Feynman gauge and the gauge bosons, such as the photon and the gluons,
are massless.

In the picture of the SM Lagrangian depicted so far, fermions are massless
and gauge bosons masses are not defined because of gauge freedom (massless
in the Feynman gauge). In fact, explicit mass terms, like the ones shown in
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), would violate the gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian.
Still, it is possible to generate fermion and boson masses through the Brout-
Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism [27–32] and the spontaneous breaking of the
electroweak symmetry, as it is explained in the following.

2.3 Electroweak simmetry breaking and element-
ary particles masses

Fermion and electroweak boson masses can be generated when and additional
field is added to the theory. Such a particle has to be a doublet under SU(2)L
and it is usually chosen to have a hypercharge value Y (Φ) = −Y (fL) = 1. Such
particle was in fact found at the LHC by the ATLAS and CMS experiments[33,
34] and was finally denominated Higgs boson.

Given the new scalar field Φ, additional terms which are invariant under the
SM symmetry can be added to LSM:

LΦ = (DµΦ)
†

(DµΦ)− V (Φ) +
∑

fermions

[
f̄LYfΦfR + h.c.

]
(2.23)

where Dµ is the covariant derivative defined in Eq. (2.15), V (Φ) is the Higgs
potential and the last term is the so-called Yukawa term [54] which contains the
interaction of the Φ field with fermions, proportional to the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
matrix Yf .
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In the standard approach to EWSB, it is supposed that just after the Big
Bang, the Higgs potential had its minimum value for Φ = 0. This can happen
for shapes of V (Φ) as:

V (Φ) = +µ2(ΦΦ†) + λ(ΦΦ†)2 , (2.24)

with µ2 > 0 and λ > 0, which is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this condition, all
the SM fermions and bosons still are massless. Then, with the expansion and
cooling of the universe, a phase transition could have occurred, as it happens for
instance in ferromagnetic systems below the Curie temperature [55]. This phase
transition modified the Higgs potential giving it a shape which can be described
by crefeq:HiggsPot, but with µ2 < 0 and λ > 0. In this case the potential of
Eq. (2.24), the minimum potential configuration is obtained for values of the Φ
field satisfying

‖Φ‖2 = −µ
2

λ
=
v

2
(2.25)

where the vacuum expectation value v has been introduced. Eq. (2.25) only fixes
the magnitude of the Φ field, giving infinite possible minimum configurations
which are connected by SU(2)L gauge transformations. Since gauge choices do

Figure 2.2: Behaviour of the Higgs potential above (left) and below (right) a
critical temperature Tc. Figure from Ref [55].

not change the physical result in the end of the calculations, it is convenient to
expand the Φ field around one of these minimum potential configurations. It is
possible to chooseΦ to have definite value of weak isospin, for instance choosing
in the SU(2)L space Φ(x) = 1√

2

(
0

v+H(x)

)
, where the field H and the constant v

are both real and ‖H‖2 = 0.

The total Lagrangian of the SM would hence gain new terms. Firstly, the
Higgs potential can be rewritten as:

V (Φ)|Φ∼Φmin =− µ2H2 + λvH3 +
λ

4
H4 + const. (2.26)

where the first term introduces a mass term for the H field (−µ2 > 0 , mH =√
2λv2 from Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25)) and the other terms contains the H field

self-interactions. Secondly, the first term of 2.23 can also be expanded in terms
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of the H field:

(DµΦ)
†

(DµΦ) =
1

2
∂µH∂

µH + λvH3 +
λ

4
H4+

+
g2
wv

2

4
W+
µ W

−µ +
g2
w

4
W+
µ W

−µH2+

+
(gw cos θw − g sin θw)

2
v2

4
ZµZ

µ +
(gw cos θw − g sin θw)

2

4
ZµZ

µH2+

+
(gw sin θw + g cos θw)

2
v2

4
AµA

µ +
(gw sin θw + g cos θw)

2

4
AµA

µH2+

+
g2
sv

2

2
GaµG

µ
a +

g2
s

2
GaµG

µ
aH

2

(2.27)

Using the results of Eq. (2.20) and choosing the gauge in which vector bosons
are massless, the H-induced mass terms for the gauge bosons become:

• mγ = 0

• mgluon = 0

• mZ = (gw cos θw−g sin θw)v
2

• mW = gwv
2

As far it regards the Yukawa term of Eq. (2.23), at the minimum of the
Higgs potential it becomes

LYuk|V (Φ)min
= −

∑
fermions

(
f̄Yf (v +H)fR + h.c.

)
=

= −
∑

generations

(v +H)√
2

(
yle l̄ele + ydq̄dqd + yuq̄uqu

) (2.28)

where f =
(
fL
fR

)
are the fermionic fields of electron-, up- and down-type of each

generation. Neutrino-type fermions are not present, since right-handed neutrino
have no interactions with any of the other SM fields and hence have not been
observed so far. The fermion mass terms are defined as

mf =
vyf√

2
(2.29)

and are fundamental parameters of the SM Lagrangian. Their value cannot
be inferred from theory and must be determined experimentally. As already
mentioned, quarks are not free particles as the leptons and can not be observed
directly. Their mass is not an observable, though, but it can influence other
observables measured in experiments. This topic will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3.3.1. First of all, a short discussion on how SM can be used
as a predictive theory has to be made. This is done in Section 2.4.
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νLe , ν
L
µ , ν

L
τ

e, µ, τ

Leptons

u c t

d s b

Quarks

WZ γ g

H

Gauge bosons

Fermions

Scalar boson

Figure 2.3: Observed SM particles and their interactions. Lines represent inter-
actions: green lines for electroweak, red lines for electromagnetic and blue line
for the strong one. The gray lines instead represente the interactions with the
Higgs field. Also bosons self interactions are represented.

2.4 Quantum Chromo Dynamic at the Large Had-
ron Collider

The study of fundamental interactions and elementary particles benefit of particle
colliders, since the very first project to build one [56]. By increasing the energy
of the collisions and by varying the colliding beams and targets, ordinary mat-
ter has been studied at very small distances and a number of new particles and
exotic states of matter has been discovered. In fact, by increasing the energy of
the collisions, one can study deeply the structure of the colliding particles and
eventually access region of the phase space were new particles can be produced.

The collider which at the moment produce collisions at the highest energy is
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It produced proton-proton (pp) collisions at
a centre of mass energy of the pp system of

√
s = 7 TeV and

√
s = 8 TeV and it

is currently working at
√
s = 13 TeV. As it has been mentioned in Chapter 1,

protons are made of quarks and gluons, which, all together, are called partons.
When a high energy pp collision occur, the highest scale (hard) interaction
happens between two partons of each proton, while the rest of the proton con-
stituents either do not interact or interact with at lower scales. In general pp
collisions are considered as a combination of high energy (short distance) and
low energy (large distance) processes and factorisation theorems are used to
separate these two behaviours. Factorisation has been proven mathematically
for a number of processes, such as deep inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan, but
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is elsewhere taken as an approximation [57].

If a parton a of an hadron A carries a fraction xAa of the hadron momentum,
the cross-section of the collision of two protons A and B can be written as:

σAB =

∫
dxadxbfA(xa, µF )fB(xb, µF )

dσab
dxadxb

(xa, xb, µF ) (2.30)

where fA(xa, µF ) is the probability of finding parton a in the proton A, carrying
a fraction xa of its four momentum, at an energy scale of µF . µF is the scale
at which the separation between the short distance and long distance effects
occur, and it is usually set to values at which the partonic collision happens.
The fA(xa, µF ) distributions are called parton distribution functions (PDF).

The computation of such functions involves non perturbative calculations
which are difficult and often impossible to be made. Hence PDFs are extracted
from data instead [58], with µF fixed by the experimental processes studied by
the experiments. The dependence of the PDFs on the factorisation scale is de-
scribed by the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) equations
[59–61]:

dfA(xa, µF )

d logµ2
f

∝ Pa,b(z)⊗ fA(xb = xa/z, µF ) (2.31)

where ⊗ stands for convolution product. Pa,b(z) are the splitting functions, i.e.
the probability for a parton a to emit a parton b carrying a fraction z of his four
momentum, which are general objects independent of the process under study.
Hence, the typical procedure is to extract PDFs from experiments and then to
use them at a generic µF using Eq. (2.31). Various methods exists to extract
PDFs [62], but it is out of the scope of this thesis a more detailed discussion on
PDFs. Only the proton PDF is shown in Fig. 2.4, at two different factorisation
scales.

Figure 2.4: Distribution of the partons inside the proton at NNLO in QCD,
according to the NNPDF group, evaluated at a scale µ2

F = 10GeV2 (left) and
µ2
F = 104GeV2 (right). Figure from Ref. [63].
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The second term of Eq. (2.30), dσab
dxadxb

(xa, xb, µF ), is called the partonic cross
section and includes the perturbative part of the calculation. The probability
to produce a final state X from two colliding partons a and b (ab→ X) can be
computed from LSM, using the S matrix of Eq. (2.12), at the desired perturb-
ative order in the coupling constants of the electromagnetic, weak and strong
interactions.

2.4.1 Ultraviolet divergences and renormalisation

When computing cross sections including terms beyond the leading order (LO),
the so called next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations, divergent terms come up
in the calculation of the S matrix. Thanks to the renormalizability of the SM
though, such divergences, called ultraviolet (UV) can be reabsorbed by redefin-
ing fields and coupling of the Lagrangian, using a finite number of parameters,
by mean of the Ward-Takahashi identity [64, 65]. Various schemes can be used
to reabsorb such infinities, such as the minimal subtraction scheme (MS) and
its modified version (MS), which introduces a parameter with mass dimensions,
usually called the renormalisation scale µR. The choices of the renormalisation
scheme and the renormalisation scale are both unphysical, hence any observable
must be independent on such arbitrarierty. This fact leads to renormalisation
group equations (RGE). For any observable O, function of the LSMcoupling gi
and fermion masses mj , one has:

0 = µ2
R

d

dµ2
R

O =

=

(
µ2
R

∂

∂µ2
R

+

n∑
i=1

βi(g1, . . . , gn)
∂

∂gi
−

n∑
i=1

γi(g1, . . . , gn)mi
∂

∂mi

)
O

(2.32)

where the βi functions and the anomalous mass dimensions, γi, have been in-
troduced:

βi(g1, . . . , gn) = µ2
R

∂gi
∂µ2

R

γi(g1, . . . , gn) = −µ2
R

1

mi

∂mi

∂µ2
R

(2.33)

Such functions are usually computed at a fixed perturbative order, and the
differential equations of Eq. (2.33), solved for gi, takes to the so called running
of the couple constants, which is the dependence of the coupling constants on
the renormalisation scale, shown for example in Fig. 2.5.

The standard interpretation of this effect is that fields and couplings ap-
pearing in the Lagrangian differ from the ones which are then seen by the
experiments. The first ones are then called bare, while the latter are called
renormalised, and their relation is controlled by the RGE equations Eq. (2.32).
For instance, at NLO in pQCD, the strong coupling constant RGE in the MS
scheme reads6:

gs(µ
2
R) = gs(Λ

2
QCD)

1

1 + 7gs(Λ2
QCD) log

(
µ2
R

Λ2
QCD

) (2.34)

6We used the six flavour scheme, where nf = 6. For a generic number nf of flavours the

factor in the denominator of Eq. (2.34) would have been β0 = 11− 2nf
3
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where ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV indicates the scale at which the renormalised coupling
would diverge. The ΛQCD scale is the limit at which pQCD theory can be used.

Figure 2.5: Running of the QCD strong coupling at NLO in QCD, in various
renormalisation schemes. Figure from [66]. Translating to the notation used
in this thesis, one has gs = 4παs , µR = Q. Green line shows the choice
µ = 0.708µR.

The running of the couplings is important in particular in the context of
QCD, since allow to use perturbative QCD (pQCD) to compute partonic cross
sections in high energy hadronic collisions. For such collisions, the typical scale
at which partons collide are much larger than ΛQCD, i.e. µR � ΛQCD. In this
condition the strong force coupling is much smaller than 1, as can be seen in
Fig. 2.5. Therefore it make sense to compute partonic cross sections using a
perturbative approach. This phenomena is called aymptotic freedom of QCD.

Renormalisation of quarks masses Quarks masses also are renormalized
in pQCD beyond the tree-level, and the γi functions of Eq. (2.33) control their
renormalisation. One could solve for the mass mi the γi equation, getting:

mi(µ
2
R) = mi(µ

2
0)e
−2

∫ µR
µ0

γi(g1,...,gn)dµR (2.35)

At NLO in pQCD in the MS scheme, the γi functions are positive (γ(µ) = 4gs(µ)
is the first and dominant term in gs). It is then obvious from Eq. (2.35) that,
in such renormalisation scheme, quark masses get smaller at higher scales. It
possible though to define, at fixed order in the coupling constant, a constant

mass term, which is the running mass at its scale mMS
i = mi(µR = mi).

Another renormalisation scheme which is often used for quark masses is the
so called pole mass scheme. It is defined by requiring that the mass of the quark
coincides with the pole of the quark propagator, and that the residue of such
pole has a fixed value at any order in pQCD. The full propagator for a particle
is inferred for example from Eq. (2.10) and has the typical structure is:

Π(p2) ∝ 1

p2 −m2
R + Σ(p2) + i0

(2.36)

where p is the four momentum of the particle, mR is the renormalised mass
and Σ(p2) is the self-energy. At LO in pQCD, Σ(p2) = 0, i.e. no self energy
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correction exists to the propagator and the mass of the particle is the pole of
the propagator, with residual given by the proportional constant of Eq. (2.36).
These properties in the pole mass scheme are made valid at any order in pQCD,
requiring:

Σ(p2 = m2
R) = 0[

dΣ

dp2

]
p2=m2

R

= 0.
(2.37)

These equations are a possible alternative to the ones of Eq. (2.33), but for
the pole mass scheme. The renormalised mass which satisfies the conditions of
Eq. (2.37) is called the pole mass, mpole. For heavy quark masses, the pole mass
scheme has a non-perturbative ambiguity in its definition [67], which affects the
pole mass by ∆m ≈ ΛQCD. To solve this ambiguity new renormalisation schemes
have been proposed [68, 69], but their discussion is outside of the scope of this
thesis. Top quark mass definitions and their interpretation in experiments are
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.1

Of course, since mpole and mMS
i are renormalised quantities of the same

LSMbare parameter, there is a connection between the two. Such relation is
known to four loops in QCD [70, 71], and at first order in pQCD it reads:

mpole
i = mMS

i

(
1 +

16

3
gs(m

MS
i ) +O(g2

s)

)
(2.38)

In general, equations relating two different renormalisation schemes exist for all
the parameters of the Lagrangian.

2.4.2 Infrared divergences and jet physics

When performing calculations beyond the LO, another kind of divergences,
called infrared (IR) may appear. They are typical of theories where massless
particles are included, such as gluons and photons, but also other approximated
theories, where light quarks are considered massless, suffer from it.

In the calculation of S−matrix elements beyond the LO, Feynman diagrams
containing the exchange of virtual particles and the emission of additional real
particles appear, as it has been shown in Fig. 2.1. Infrared divergences then
arise from particular configurations of the momenta of the radiative particles.
In particular IR divergences can be distinguished between collinear and soft.
The collinear type arise when two four momenta p1 and p2 become parallel. The
soft ones instead appear when the radiative particle energy is almost null. In

both cases quantities such 1
(p1+p2)2

p2
1=p2

2=0

−−−−−→
1

2(|~p1||~p1|−~p1~p2) , which often appear

in NLO calculations, diverge for massless particles.
For observables defined properly, these divergences cancel in the final res-

ult of the calculation, after integration over external particles four momenta
is performed, thanks to the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [72, 73].
Observables which are non sensitive to the collinear or soft behaviour of the mo-
menta of radiative particles are free of the IR divergences and are hence called
IR safe observables. For them, the following properties hold:

On+1(p1 . . . , pi, . . . , pj , . . . pn+1) pi||pj−→ On(p1 . . . , pi + pj , . . . pn)

On+1(p1 . . . , pi, . . . , pn+1) pi→0
−→ On(p1 . . . , pn)

(2.39)
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where n is the number of outgoing particles. Typically, observables which de-
pends on the final state multiplicity are not IR safe. In fact, if one of the final
particles momentum become soft, the multiplicity of the final state decrease, as
it is shown in Eq. (2.39) (n+ 1→ n).

For initial state partons soft/collinear radiation, the divergences are reab-
sorbed in the PDF definition, up to the factorisation scale. Hence, only real
radiation with energy above µF enters the pQCD calculation. This is possible
thanks to the fact that the probability of a parton to radiate, is process inde-
pendent. For final state particles, it is possible to define objects, called jets,
which is free of divergences coming from a soft/collinear emission

Jets Jets are clusters of final state partons, summed together in such a way
that the resulting four momentum is an IR safe quantity. A number of al-
gorithms exist [74–79] to define jets, and the most used share the same under-
lying idea.

Given a set of final state particles, the first step of the jet algorithms is to
defined distances between each pair of final particles i and j (dij) and distances
between each final state particle and the axis defined by the colliding initial
partons (diB , B stands for beam). Typically, two parameters R and q are used
in the definition of such distances:

dij = min(pT
2q
i , pT

2q
j )

∆R2
ij

R2

diB = pT
2q
i

(2.40)

where ∆Rij is the angular distance between partons i and j 7, while pT stands
for transverse momentum. The parameter R naively gives the angular coverage
of the formed jet and typically is chosen to be smaller than one. Parameter q is
usually varied between q = 1 (kt algorithm), q = 0 (Cambridge/Aachen, C/A,
algorithm), q = −1 (anti-kt algorithm).

Secondly, the minimum between all the dij and diB has to be found. If
dmin = dij , partons i and j are summed together, where the sum is defined by
a proper algorithm. Else-way i is declared as a jet and removed from the list of
partons. The procedure is then repeated until no particle from the intiali list is
left.

Jets algorithm can be applied to whatever kind of set of four momenta. The
four momenta could be associated to partons, stable particles, or energy deposits
in calorimeters measured by a detector. This makes jets a very powerful objects
when comparing theoretical prediction to experimental measurements.

2.4.3 Large logarithms and resummation

Even if divergences are reabsorbed in pQCD, there is another particular feature
of perturbative calculation which could spoil the convergence of the S-matrix
series expansion. In fact, at fixed order and after renormalization, terms contain-
ing logarithms of scale ratios may appear. Such logarithmic terms can take very
large values in particular regions of the phase space, typically near the bounds

7∆R =
√

(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2 , where ηi and φi are the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal
angle of the parton i
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of the collinear/soft regions. Writing a partonic observable at the NnLO in
pQCD :

Ô =

n∑
i=0

cig
i
s (2.41)

large logarithms (L) could appear in the coefficients ci as:

ci =

m∑
j=0

aij logj(y) =

m∑
j=0

aijL
j (2.42)

where y depends on the observable under study and in ceratin phase space region
could take very small absolute values. Hence, if the coefficients ci misbehave,
the series could still not converge. One possible way to mitigate this problem,
which increases theoretical accuracy of the calculation as well as offers a better
physic description of the process, is to interpret such logarithms as terms of a
perturbative expansion in L. The large L terms can then be reorganised and
resummed as [80]:

Ô =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

aijg
i
sL

j =

= L
(
a′10 + a′11gsL+ a′12g

2
sL

2 + . . .
)

+
(
a′20 + a21g

2
sL+ a22g

2
sL

2 + . . .
)

+ . . .

= C(gs) · exp[Lf1(gsL) + f2(gsL) + gsf3(gsL) + . . . ]

(2.43)

where fi(gsL) are functions with a power series expansion in gsL. The reor-
ganisation of the large logarithms contributions of Eq. (2.43) is called large
logarithms resummation. First term of the exponent of Eq. (2.43) is the so
called leading logarithm (LL) expansion, the second the next-to-leading logar-
ithm (NLL) and so on. The effects of these terms on a particular observable
are shown in Fig. 2.6, where the benefits of calculations at higher orders in the
coupling constant and in the leading logarithms are clear.

Figure 2.6: Effects of different perturbative expansion on the Higgs total cross
section calculation. Plot from [81].
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2.5 Tools for theoretical predictions at the LHC

Lagrangian models have been implemented in software tools to simplify the
interface between the theory and experiments. These tools provide predictions
for observables as a function of a set of input parameters, such as renormalisation
and factorisation scales µR and µF or PDFs type, and also provide a way to
estimate the uncertainty on the result. The standard way to implement these
programs has been through the use of Monte Carlo (MC) event generators, each
one with dedicated features to simulate various stages of the process.

When protons collide at the LHC at high energy a huge number of final
state particles is produced. Such particles could have been produced in the
hard scattering, from secondary scatterings at lower scales, as well as from
radiation of charged particles in motion. When the protons beams are focused
to produces the collsions, proton partons can be considered as moving charged
particles which hence radiate. , only their constituent partons interact, as it has
been explained in Section 2.4. The product of this partonic collision is a number
of outgoing particles. Such particles are not the only product of the interaction
though. The evolution of the remnants of the protons which did not participate
into the hard collision have to be taken into account. Also, the evolution of all
particles up to the energy scale at which detectors can measure them has to be
modelled.

Typically, a MC event simulation of a pp collision contains the following
steps:

• Computation of hard interaction

The state of the art for general purpose tools is to have automated NLO
QCD corrections implemented, for a two particle initial state into a two/three
particles final state. For specific processes NNLO QCD [82, 83] and NLO
EW predictions exist [84, 85].

• Parton shower

High multiplicity final states are obtained from charged particles radiation.
In automated calculation the radiation is usually computed at LO, and LL
terms, which contain the main contribution of the soft/collinear radiation,
are resummed via the so called parton shower (PS) algorithms. Since PSs
describe same physics as higher order hard interaction calculations (i.e.
emission of real radiation), the hard interaction part of the calculation
and the PSs have to be combined properly to avoid radiation over/under
counting. The combination procedure is usually referred to as matching
and merging (M&M).

• Modelling of the protons remnants

Interactions between partons not participating in the hardest interaction
can occur. This is the so-called underlying event, or multiple parton in-
teractions.

• Hadronization modelling

After the hard interaction occur, partons start to radiate and progressively
loose energy. When they reach an energy scale ∼ ΛQCD, it is not possible
to treat them as a free particles, because of the running of the strong
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coupling constant. Hence they are recombined in hadrons, by algorithms
which depend on the MC generator used.

• Decay of unstable particles

Particles and hadrons can decay before they are measured by detectors,
depending on their typical lifetime. In general purpose MC programs these
decay are treated at LO.

• Simulation of the detector effects

This is the last step of the simulation and connect the theoretical predic-
tion to measured quantities. Stable particles interact with the material of
which detectors are made, leaving a track. The modelling of the detector
response is experiment based. General tools exist [86, 87] which gives the
detector response of the main experiments at the LHC, but only each of
the experiments has a fully detailed knowledge of how the detector works.
It would be impossible to use all such information for people not belonging
to the experiment, hence simplified versions of the detector response are
usually implemented in the tools.

Simulations start from the process happening at the highest energy scale,
the calculation of the hard interaction matrix element (ME), using pQCD. The
structure of the UV and IR divergences is fixed by the Lagrangian and the per-
turbative order at which the calculation is made. This makes possible to define
algorithms [88–90] which allows hard process MC generators to perform diver-
gences cancellation internally. Then, an algorithm is used to generate events
with four momenta of final state particles assigned by the probability distribu-
tion of the final state. The output of the hard process is then a set of events
containing a list of particles with defined properties and four momenta, which
has been agreed to be reported with a standard formatting(the LHE file format
[91]). The renormalisation and factorisation scale values are input to the MC
generator calculation and handle the infinities cancellation and renormalization
which took place internally to the hard process generator. µR and µF are of-
ten chosen to have the same value, since they both give the scale at which
perturbative calculation is spearated by other effects.

Initial and final state partons involved in the hard interaction are acceler-
ated charged particle and hence they radiate. Because of the gluons interacting
between themselves, the QCD radiation produces a shower of particles. Radi-
ation coming from initial state partons is usually called initial state radiation
(ISR), while if it comes from outgoing partons is called final state radiation
(FSR). In the shower approach, a final state with high multiplicity is obtained
as a succession of parton emissions, taking advantage of the factorisation of the
differential cross section in the soft/collinear limit of an emitted particle:

dσp+1 ∝ |Mp+1|2 dΦp+1 ∝ |Mp|2 dΦp ·
dt

t

gs(t)

8π2
Pp→p,1(z)dz (2.44)

being Pp→p,1(z) the splitting function of emitting particle 1. The main contri-
bution to this shower radiations is given by large logarithms produced in soft
and collinear emissions of gluons is calculated by parton shower algorithms, i.e.
the region of Eq. (2.44) where t→ 0. The differential probability of a parton a
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to split into a couple of partons b and c carrying a z (and 1− z) fraction of the
original four momentum of a, at a scale t, at first order in QCD, is given by:

dPa(z, t) ∝ dt

t

gs
8π2

Pa→bc(z)dz (2.45)

for every radiation of the shower algorithm. The process is then repeated, with
subsequent emissions ordered following a scheme which can vary generator by
generator. For instance Pythia [48] chooses to order the subsequent emissions
by their pT, choosing t ∼ p2

T. Herwig [47] instead uses angular ordering and
sets t ∼ (1− cos θ) , with θ the opening angle of the emitted particle. Different
ordering schemes affect the behaviour of soft emission at large angle and could
therefore have a strong impact on the calculation of observables which strongly
depend on it. Resumming the soft contributions at LL, the probability of having
a particle a not radiating between two scales ti and tf becomes:

∆a(ti, tf ) = exp

(
−
∫ ti

tf

gs(t)

8π2

dt

t

∑
bc

∫
z

Pa,bc(z)dz

)
(2.46)

Since higher order ME calculations and PS both describe real radiation, it
is important not to double count radiation when mixing the two approaches.
This problem is solved by M&M methods which usually tackle the problem in
one of the following ways:

• PS events are vetoed if they have already been counted in the ME cal-
culation (the MLM scheme [92, 93], usually implemented in Pythia and
Herwig)

• events are assigned a weight to properly take into account certain phase
space regions (the CKKW method [94], implemented in Sherpa [95] )

To better clarify the M&M procedure, let us study a simplified example which
is going to be useful in the following of this thesis, which is the matching of a
NLO ME generator to a PS with a MLM algorithm.

Assuming a set of events has been computed using the Powheg MC gen-
erator at NLO, the NLO real-radiation contribution is computed with an en-
ergy which depends on the scale which separates virtual from real effects. The
Powheg real radiations is pT ordered, which means that if two gluons exist in
the final state, the one with smaller pT has been computed as a NLO contribu-
tion. Let us define the NLO real radiation certain transverse momentum pT

em.
The real emission computed at NLO has the nice feature that it is properly de-
scribed at that perturbative order in the whole phase space, in particular in the
large-angle soft emission configuration which cannot be modelled in the PS al-
gorithms. In order to save the best possible description of the hardest emission,
PS emissions can be asked to only happen at a scale lower than pT

em. In the
case the PS algorithm would produce an emission with transverse momentum
harder than pT

em, the event is rejected from the shower, avoiding hardest emis-
sion double counting8.

8This examples is simplified, since Powheg and Pythia use the same ordering scheme by
pT. Things get more complicated when two generators havw different ordering scenarios, but
such a discussion is out of the scope of this thesis.
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After the shower has started, partons radiate and while the multiplicity of
the final state increase, partons energy decrease until the regime at which strong
force looses its perturbative behaviour. For energies of O(ΛQCD) confinement
forces become significant and hadronization occurs. In automated programs,
the hadronization process is described via phenomenological models, such as
the Lund model [96] or the cluster model [97]. The first hadrons produced can
then be unstable and therefore decay shortly after. Models for hadrons decay
exist and they are usually implemented at LO in the usual MC generators.

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a pp collision at the LHC. Different
colors are associated to different phases of the MC simulation of the collision.
The hard interaction is represented by the big red blob. Parton shower radi-
ation is painted in red (final state radiation) and blue (initial state radiation).
The underlying event produced by soft partons in the proton is depicted in
violet instead. Primary hadrons, obtained by colored partons recombination,
are drawn in light green. Their hadronic decay products, or secondary had-
rons, are represented in dark green. Leptons and photons, which do not feel
strong interaction, are painted in yellow instead. On the top-right corner, a
typical detector for pp collisions and its interaction with the stable particles are
sketched: the white part measure the tracks of charged particle (drawn as solid
black lines), the green and red parts absorbe repsectively electron/photons and
hadrons and measure their energies (yellow blocks), while the blue zone is ded-
icated to muons measurements. The dotted line refers to a neutrino escaping
the detection. Figure ftaken rom Ref.[98] and subsequently modified.

Particles with a lifetime larger than 3 ns finally reach the detectors of the
LHC experiments, which typically are placed starting from a distance of few
centimetres from the beam axis. The details of the interaction between the
particles and the detector, depend on the material of which the detector has
been built and of course they vary experiment by experiment. Simplified models
of the detector response are publicly available and implemented in general tools
such as GEANT and DELPHI [86, 87]. Only hadrons, electrons, muons and
photons interact with the detectors and are measured by the LHC experiments,
since τ leptons have a lifetime (10−13s) shorter than 3 ns, and neutrinos escape
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detection because of their very small cross section. Typically four main sub-
detectors are used to measure stable particles four momenta: a inner tracker
which measure charged particles, a calorimeter which absorb all the electrons
and photons, another calorimeter which absorb all the hadrons, and a muons
spectrometer for tracking muons. Details on how experiments can measure such
particles are given in Chapter 4, with a particular focus on the ATLAS detector.

Electrons and charged hadrons are reconstructed as energy deposit in their
respective calorimeters, with an associated track in the inner tracker. If no
associated track exists, then the signal can either come from a photon or a
neutral hadron, depending on which calorimeter the signal come from. Muons
are the only detectable particle which are not absorbed by the calorimeters, and
their momenta are reconstructed from tracks left into the muon spectrometer.
Of course, top-quarks are not measured directly by experiments, but top-quark-
like events can be selected, by studying the particular signature of the top-
quarks decay products. In the next chapter, Chapter 3, the phenomenology of
top-quark production at the LHC is presented, focusing in particular on the
determination of the top-quark mass.

Of course the four momenta of the physical objects reconstructed by the
experiments could differ from the original ones, because of a multitude of ex-
perimental problems, but nevertheless they are everything one has to test theory
predictions. Mainly two possibilities then exist to do so:

• Compute theoretically events up to the stable particle level, then add the
specific experiment detector response and compare directly to the data
measured by the respective experiment.

• Data collected by detectors are corrected by the experiments to the level at
which they can be compared to a theoretical calculation, using the known
detector response.

If the comparison between data and theory is performed via the first option, i.e.
folding theoretical predictions to detector level, it relies on the available tools at
the time the measurement is performed. Hence, if improvements are made on
the modelling of the theoretical prediction, the analysis has to be repeated from
the beginning, since theoretical calculation is fully entangled with the detector
response modelling. This is not feasible, from the experiments point of view.

If data is corrected, a theory model has to be used to model the detector
response, introducing a theory dependence on the data at the unfolded level. If
the theory dependence is strong, the same problem as for the first option occur:
theoretical and experimental modelling are so entangled that analysis has to
be repeated. Such a dependence can be minimised though, unfolding data to
a truth level well defined theoretically fiducial volume, which does not depend
strongly on different underlying models. In general, a fiducial volume can be
defined for different levels and selection cuts. For instance, the level formed by
particles with a relatively long lifetime of nanoseconds is usually called particle
level. It is also possible to define a level based on partons, the parton level,
by considering particles before hadronization and/or top-quark decay, which
describes elementary particles such as quarks and gluons not confined in had-
rons. If an experiment corrects a measurement to parton level, it must assume
a theoretical model for showering and hadronization, as well as a model for
interaction of stable particles with the detector. At the particle level, only the
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latter has to be assumed. Thus parton level descriptions in general depend
more on theoretical assumptions than the particle level. The analysis presented
in Chapters 5 to 7 study deeply the aforemetnioned arguments, in the context
of the top-quark pole mass measurement. A more detailed discussion on such
topic is therefore postponed to Section 6.1.

Parton level Theory
(pQCD+PS)

Data
(Det+Had corr)

Particle level Theory
(pQCD+PS+Had)

Data
(Det corr)

Detector level Theory
(pQCD+PS+Had+Det) Data

Figure 2.8: Different approaches in comparing theoretical predictions to meas-
ured data. The particle and parton truth levels are shown, as well as the level
at which data is measured, the detector level. Comparsion between data and
theory can be performed either by folding theoretical predictions to detector
level, or by unfolding data to the level where theoretical calculation has been
defined. Folding is represented by red lines while unfolding by blue ones. El-
lipses represent the fiducial volumes defined for each level phase space.



Chapter 3

The top-quark and its mass

The top-quark is the heaviest particle discovered so far, with a mass of the order
of 170 GeV. In the SM it has the strongest coupling to the Higgs field, with
a Yukawa coupling yt ∼ 1. Precise measurements of the properties of the top-
quark are important to better understand the SM and to put limit on the free
parameters space of beyond the SM (BSM) theories. In this chapter top-quark
physics and its phenomenology at the LHC are discussed, with a particular focus
on the the top-quark mass. Firstly, an introduction to the physics of the top-
quark is given in Section 3.1. The important role of the top-quark in the SM
and its influence on BSM theories is explained in Section 3.2, where implications
relative to the value of the top-quark mass are discussed. Measuring the top-
quark mass is challenging in the very dense QCD environment of the LHC.
Various methods have been developed to solve this difficult task and the most
important ones are described in Section 3.3, in which also possible advantages
of performing top-quark measurements in different conditions, such as the ones
of a lepton collider, are also shortly discussed. Finally, the method which is
used in the experimental analysis of Chapter 6 to extract the top-quark mass
in the pole and MS scheme is reported in Section 3.3.2, which is a summary of
Refs. [40, 99].

3.1 Top-quark physics

Production of top-quarks has only been observed at the Tevatron and LHC
hadron colliders. Hence, most of the measurements of the top-quark proerties
have been carried out by four collaborations: the D∅ and CDF collaborations
studied the top-quarks produced by pp̄ interactons, while at the LHC the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations are studying top-quarks coming from in pp collisions.

The top-quark belongs to the third generation of quarks of the SM, together
with its weak isospin partner, the b-quark. Both quarks were introduced by
Kobayashi and Maskawa [15], who generalised an existing work by Cabibbo [100]
to explain the observation of CP -violation in the decay of kaon mesons [101].
Since the quarks mass eigenstates are not eigenstates of SU(2)L, the electroweak
interaction term of LSM mix the quarks flavours. The mixing can be described
by a unitary matrix, which for two quarks generations is parametrised by only
one free parameter, the Cabibbo angle. For three quark generations instead,

27
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three angles and a complex phase are needed to parametrise it, the presence
of the additional complex phase allowing CP -violation processes.The matrix in
this case takes the name of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.

In the SM, the only t-quark free-parameters are its mass, mt and the three
CKM matrix elements which gives the strengths of the couplings of the top-
quark to the other quarks, Vtb, Vts, Vtd. The magnitude of the CKM matrix
parameters are precisely extracted from a global fit to all available measure-
ments, imposing the existence of three quarks generations and matrix unitarity
[102]:

VCKM =

 Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

 =

 0.974 0.224 0.004
0.224 0.974 0.0421
0.009 0.039(±0.041) 0.999


(3.1)

A precise measurement of mt is a delicate topic which is discussed in detail in
Section 3.3. In general though mt is large, which implies a large decay width
Γt, being Γt ∝ m3

t in the SM.

The top width has been computed in the SM fully differentially at NNLO
QCD plus NLO EW corrections [103, 104], and it has been measured at Tevatron
and LHC [105–108], the most precise analysis giving

Γt = 1.36± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.14
0.11 (syst) GeV (3.2)

which is compatible within the errors with the theoretical expectation of 1.35 GeV.
Such value for Γt implies that the top-quark is a very short living particle, being
its lifetime of the order of τt ∼ 1/Γt ∼ 5 · 10−25s. The t-quarks offer the unique
chance of studying a quark free of confinement effects, since they decay before
any hadronization effect occurs, being the time scale at which confinement ef-
fects become important τQCD ∼ 1/ΛQCD ∼ 10−24−10−23s. Partial decay widths
are proportional to the square of the CKM matrix elements, hence top-quarks
decay into a b-quark and a W boson in |Vtb|2| ∼ 99.8% of the cases.

The top-quark electric charge Qt is predicted to be −2/3 in the SM and can
be determined in experiments by measuring the t− γ interaction vertex or the
charge of the top decay products. In the first case, the tt̄γ production processes
should be studied, since its cross-section depends on Qt. It has been studied
both at Tevatron [109] and LHC [110], but a direct the interpretation of the
measurement of the t− γ vertex has not been attempted yet, since the photon
in tt̄γ could come from other EM charged particles. A measurement of Qt from
t-quark decay products has been performed instead, giving a value [111]:

Qt = 0.64± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst) (3.3)

compatible with the SM expectation.

Spin can be measured from the angular distributions of the top-quark decay
products. in fact, W bosons produced in top-quarks decay are polarized in the
SM. The observable which is usually employed in spin measurements is the
differential normalised cross section, function of the angle θ∗ which the charged
lepton (down-type quark) from the leptonic (hadronic) W boson form with the
top-quark boost direction, in the W boson rest frame. Such cross section can
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be written as a function of the fractions of left-handed (FL), longitudinal (F0)
and right-handed (FR) polarizations of the W boson:

1

σ

dσ

d cos θ∗
=

3

8
(1− cos θ∗)2FL +

6

8
(1− cos θ∗)2F0 +

3

8
(1 + cos θ∗)2FR (3.4)

The measurements carried out at both Tevatron and LHC agree with the NNLO
QCD SM expectation of FL ∼ 0.3, FR ∼ 0 and F0 ∼ 0.7 [112] within a 10%
[113] and 5% [114] accuracy, confirming the top-quark is a fermion of spin 1

2 .
In the following, the physics of top-quarks produced in pp collisions is studied

in more detail.

3.1.1 Top quark production at the LHC

Top-quarks are produced at the LHC either in quark-antiquark pairs (tt̄ pro-
duction) or as single quarks (single-t production). They can also be produced
in association with other particles, like a Higgs boson or a Z boson, typically
with cross sections smaller of few orders of magnitude.

For pp→ tt̄ process, the most dominant production mode at LO in QCD is
gluon fusion, accounting for 90% of tt̄ events, with qq̄ annihilation only contrib-
uting to a 10% of the total. At NLO in QCD additional production channels,
such as (anti-)quark gluon production also become possible. The most precise
calculation of the inclusive tt̄ cross section to date is at NNLO+NNLL in QCD
[115], while differential distributions have been computed at an approximate
NNLO QCD. [116]. At such level of QCD precision, it has been showed that
electroweak corrections begin to be relevant, and calculations at NNLO in QCD
including NLO EW effects have been computed [117]. Since tt̄ signature in ex-

Figure 3.1: Summary of the tt̄ and single-t inclusive cross sections measurements
at the LHC. Figures from Refs. [118, 119].

periments are of the type pp → tt̄ → W+bW−b̄, various calculations started
including top-quark decay effects and off-shell top-quark contributions at fixed
order in QCD, by computing directly the cross sections of pp→W+bW−b̄ [120–
122].

Top-quark pair events are conveniently classified in experimental categories
based on the number of leptons in their final state. The W boson decay hadron-
ically into a q′q̄ pair ∼ 67% of the times or leptonically into a charged and neut-
ral lepton pair with branching ratio ∼ 11% for each fermion generation. The τ
leptons also decay before interacting with the detector since they have ∼ 10−15s
lifetime, with branching ratios B(τ → hadrons) ∼ 66%, B(τ → eνeντ ) ∼ 17%
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Figure 3.2: Branching ratio of tt̄ events final states. If τ leptons are con-
sidered as stable particles (dotted lines), 44% of tt̄ events are hadronic, 45% are
semileptonic and 11% are dileptonic, while if τ are considered decayed (continu-
ous line) the corresponding percentages are 55%, 38% and 7%.

and B(τ → µνµντ ) ∼ 17%. Hence 55% of tt̄ events have no lepton in the final
state and such decay channel is called all hadronic. The presence of one lepton
only defines the semileptonic channel, which has a probability around the 38%,
while the dileptonic final state (exactly two final state leptons) happens only
the 7% of the times.

At high orders in pQCD, tt̄ production in the SM is expected to have a
small asymmetry under the exchange of top with anti-top quarks[123, 124].
At the LHC, the so-called charge asymmetry observable is used to measure tt̄

Figure 3.3: Summary of the tt̄ charge asymmetries measurements performed at
LHC at

√
s = 8 TeV. Figures from Refs. [118, 119].

production asymmetry. It is defined as the fraction of events with top-quarks
with absolute pseudo-rapidity (|ηt|) higher than the anti-top-quark one (|ηt̄|)
minus the fraction of events with |ηt̄| > |ηt|. So far, all the measurements
performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaboration are not sensitive enough to
confirm the SM asymmetry, but they all give results which are compatible with
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no asymmetry, as it is shown in Fig. 3.1. Nevertheless, various BSM models
predict large asymmetries in tt̄ production and the measurements carried out
at the LHC strongly exclude such models.

Top-quarks can also be produced singularly, via electro-weak processes called
single-top production modes, as it is shown in Fig. 3.4. For instance, single
tops are produced by a light quark and a b-quark interacting via the exchange
of a space-like W boson ∼ 70% of the times, via the so-called t-channel. If
the exchanged W boson is time-like instead, the production mode is called s-
channel and it contributes to ∼ 5% of the total single top cross section. The
remaining ∼ 25% of single top-quarks is produced in association with a W
boson (Wt channel). While the t-channel production has been calculated fully
differentially at NNLO [125], the s-channel and Wt channel are available at
approximate NNLO (NLO+NNLL) [126, 127]. Values of the inclusive single
top production cross sections at the LHC are reported in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.4: Examples of leading order Feynman graphs for top-quark production
at the LHC. At the top, diagrams for tt̄ pair production via gluon fusion (left)
and quark annihilation (right). At the bottom, single-top production in the
s-channel (left), t-channel (center) and in association with a W boson (right).

One particular production mode, which is interesting in the context of this
thesis, is the associated production of top-quark pairs with a Higgs boson, pp→
tt̄H. Such a process is the only one in which the top-Higgs vertex can be tested
directly and it was observed for the first time only very recently by the ATLAS
(and CMS?) experiment [128]. The observation confirmed that the top-quark
couple to the Higgs field and hence gain its mass from the EWSB and the Higgs
mechanism.

So far, the top-quark has been confirmed to have the characteristics pre-
dicted by the SM and top-quark cross sections measured by the experiments are
compatible with the theoretical expectations, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.1. Nev-
ertheless, new physics (NP) could be hiding in the top-quark sector, because of
the relevant contribution of top-quark to the EWSB. The role of the top-quark
mass in the EWSB and in BSM scenarios is discussed in the next Section 3.2.
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3.2 The top-quark mass in the EWSB and BSM
theories

The top-quark plays a special role in the SM and in new physics scenarios
beacuse of the value of its Yukawa coupling, yt ∼ 1.

Firstly, top-quark strongly affect the Higgs and W bosons renormalimased
masses, mH and mW . In fact, the running of the Higgs mass, ignoring fermions
lighter than the top-quark, can be written at first order in QCD as [129]:

dm2
H

dΛ2
∼ 3g2

s

64π2m2
W

(
m2
H +m2

Z + 2m2
W − 4m2

t

)
+ . . . (3.5)

being Λ2 the scale of the renormalisation of the UV divergences, while for mW :

mW ∼ mbare
W

(
1− 3

16v2π2 tan θW
m2
t +

11M2
Z cos θW
v248π2

log
m2
H

m2
Z

)
(3.6)

Hence, the W boson, top-quark and Higgs masses are correlated between each
other through their radiative corrections. By fixing θW and mZ to their very
precisely measured values, it is possible to check the consistency of the SM, as
it is shown in Fig. 3.5. The relations between the masses change if new physics
effects are taken into account [130] and hence mass measurements contribute to
restrict the parameters space of BSM models, as it is shown in Fig. 3.5. The
leading uncertainty in such tests come from the error with which the top-quark
mass is measured, hence more precise measurements of it could show deviation
from the SM expectation, or stronger constraints on BSM models.

Figure 3.5: On the left, global fit of the SM masses of the W boson (mW ),
Higgs boson (mH) and top-quark mt. The countours correspond to 68% (lighter
colours) and 95% (darker coulours) confidence levels. Figure from Ref. [131].
On the right, the same fit is performed as consistency check of different BSM
theories (Figure from Ref. [130]).

Secondly, from Eq. (3.5), the Higgs physical mass can be computed approx-

imately as m2
H ∼ mbare

H

2
+
(
m2
H +m2

Z + 2m2
W − 4m2

t

)
Λ2
UV , with its value at

the EW scale having been measured to be mH(mZ) ∼ 125 GeV. To satisfy such
condition, mbare

H needs to have a very precise value to balance the radiative
corrections to the Higgs self energy. Such corrections are dominated by the mt
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contribution coming from the top-quark loop correction, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Theories for which cancellations between large terms happen are called fine
tuned. The corrections to the Higgs mass diverge at high Λ and there is no
mechanism or symmetry in the SM which can avoid that. This originate the
so-called hierarchy problem. In fact, one could imagine the corrections to the

Figure 3.6: Example of quantum corrections to the SM bosons masses. F stands
for a fermionic particle (such as the top-quark) while S for scalar and V for vector
bosons. Figure from Ref. [132].

Higgs mass to be smaller than the mass itself, δm2
H < m2

H , using arguments
from naturalness1, which imply the SM validity up to a scale ΛUV ∼ 1 TeV.
Another option to solve the hierarchy problem is to define a BSM theory which
introduce additional contributions to mH which cancel the top-quark loop con-
tribution. In supersymmetric (SUSY) models for instance, this is achieved by
adding a bosonic field to the theory, associated to the top fermion field. Nev-
ertheless up to now no evidence for any BSM model has been found, and the
naturalness argument is just an aesthetic, not physical, criterion.

Another aspect in which top-quark plays an important role is the EW va-
cuum stability. To show that, it is convenient to write Eq. (3.5) as a function
of the SM couplings instead that particles masses. Recalling Eq. (2.25) of Sec-

tion 2.3, one obtains the running of the Higgs quartic coupling λbare(=
mbare
H

2

2v2 )
as a function of top-quark mass and strong coupling constant αs, as shown in
Fig. 3.7. For negative values of λ, the Higgs potential of Eq. (2.24) has no
absolute minimum, making the electroweak vacuum unstable. Assuming the
validity of the SM up to the Planck scale, the stability condition at NNLO in
QCD reads [133]:

mH − 125.14

0.24
GeV & +7.5

(
mpole
t − 173.2 GeV

0.9 GeV

)
− 2.1

(
αs(mZ)− 0.1184

0.0007

)
(3.7)

and depends on three main parameters: the Higgs boson mass and the strong
coupling constant αs, which are well known at per-mille level, and the top-quark
pole mass mpole

t , which again has the largest uncertainty. The phase diagram
of the EW vacuum is shown in Fig. 3.7.

It should be clear from the discussion of this section, that a precise meas-
urement of the top-quark mass is interesting for many theoretical topics, from

1One practical definition of naturalness is that given any observable consisitng of n in-
dipendent contributions, O = O1 + O2 + · · · + On, each of the Oi should be comparable
to or less than O. If this condition is not satisifed, i.e. Oj � O, then another Ok should
contribute to the observable in the opposite direction stabilizing the observable value. Then
the cancellation of large contributions is considered “unnatural”.
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Figure 3.7: On the left, the running of the quartic coupling λ, with 3σ contours
due to variations of αs and mt. On the right, the phase diagram of the EW
vacuum, function of the physical masses of the Higgs boson and the top-quark.
The plot is zoomed into the region of the measured values of mt and mH .
Figures from Ref. [133].

naturalness to the stability of the universe. Various techniques have been de-
veloped to measure mt in experiments, which are briefly discussed in the next
Section 3.3.

3.3 Top-quark mass measurements

Two main kind of analyses have been developed to extract a value for the top-
quark mass. Either mt is inferred from the four momenta of its decay products,
the so called direct or kinematic measurements, or the value is inferred from
cross-sections which depend on it. An alternative possibility is to extract values
of the top-quark from inclusive or differential cross sections. In both cases, the
accuracy with which mt has been measured is reaching the ∼ GeV precision,
which makes relevant a number of theoretical aspects, such as [134]:

• what mass-scheme does the value measured refers to, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.1?

• is it possible to measure the mass of a colored particle with precision higher
than ΛQCD?

• what is the connection between the measured mt and the LSMparameter?

Direct measurements do not completely answer to such questions and in
fact for such measurements only experimental errors are reported by the ex-
perimental collaborations, while no theoretical extrapolation is performed. The
top-quark mass in kinematical methods is defined from Monte Carlo simulations,

where the top-quark is considered as a resonant particle with p2
t ∼ mMC

t
2
, Hence

the mass which is reconstructed from the top-quark decay products which satisfy∑
products pi = pt follows approximately a Breit-Weigner distribution centred in

mMC
t . The resonant mass is extracted from data by comparing the reconstructed

mass distribution to the one predicted by a set of MC produced with different
input values of mMC

t . The mass extracted in this way does not have a theor-
etically rigorous definition, since no relation is known to relate mMC

t to a well
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Figure 3.8: Plot of the double differential hemisphere invariant mass cross-
section dσ/dM reco

t dM reco
t̄ , where M reco

t̄ is the mass reconstructed from top or
antitop decay products. The observed peak position (intersection of the magenta
lines) is not given by the true top-quark pole mass, which has been fixed to mJ

= 172 GeV (red lines). Figure from Ref. [135].

defined LSMparameter. Being mMC
t close to the pole of the top-quark propag-

ator, it has often been identified with mpole
t . Nevertheless it has been shown

that a theoretical error due to the misinterpretation of the mass in the pole
scheme of the order of |mMC

t −mpole
t | ∼ O(GeV) [135] exists, depending on the

observable under study, as it is shown for example in Fig. 3.8. Measurements of
mMC
t hence, should contain a theoretical uncertainty to cover mMC

t non rigorous
definition. Such error is usually difficult to evaluate and is thus not included
between the value reported by experiments, such as the ones of Fig. 3.9. With
experimentally uncertainties getting lower an lower, ∆theorymt is becoming the
leading uncertainty for direct mass measurements.

On the other end, cross sections can be computed in well defined theoretical
frame, and their values can depend on mt. Hence top-quark mass values extrac-
ted from cross sections measurements can be directly related to the respective
LSM parameter, in the renormalisation scheme in which the cross section is
calculated. Sensitivities of cross sections to mt are typically quite low, resulting
in the end in a less precise mt than mMC

t , as can be seen from Fig. 3.9.

In the best possible scenario the top-quark mass would be inferred from
observables which have high sensitivity to mt, as in the case of direct meas-
urements, and which are theoretically well defined (IR-safe, fixed mass scheme
and theoretical errors under control), as in the case of the cross-sections. In
the following, a summary of the techniques used in top-quark measurements
performed so far is presented.

3.3.1 Review of top-quark mass measurements [136]

Various methods have been developed to measure the top-quark mass. His-
torically, the first methods measured mMC

t in fully hadronic, semileptonic and
dileptonic tt̄ events.

In fully hadronic analyses [137], at least six jets come from tt̄ decay, two of
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them b-tagged. Hence, one can define mjjj as the mass of the system made of
three jets reconstructing the top-quark momentum. Such quantity strongly de-
pend on how well jets four momenta are reconstructed, which is typically of the
order of a few percent. To reduce such dependence, mjjj can be divided by the
mass of the di-jet system candidate of the W boson from the top-quark decay,
mjj , defining the observable R 3

2
=

mjjj
mjj

. In a dense QCD environment such as

the one of the LHC, the main difficulty of choosing fully hadronic final state is to
reduce the overwhelming multi-jet background and describe it properly, typic-
ally using data driven techniques. In semileptonic events[138, 139], the presence
of one neutrino does not allow to reconstruct the four momentum of the leptonic
top-quark, since the projection of the neutrino four momentum along the beam
axis cannot be inferred from the detectors. Hence, additional information has
to be assumed to constrain the leptonic top reconstruction, which typically is a
fixed value for the W boson mass. The mMC

t value can then be identified with
the mass of the lepton, neutrino and b-jet system, while the hadronically decay-
ing top-quark that can be used to perform another measurement, for example
constraining the scale of the jets energy, to reduce a particular systematic error.

Dileptonic final states instead [140, 141] have the advantage that leptons
four momenta are very well reconstructed by detectors, while on the other hand
they have a lower statistical precision. In the case of the dileptonic channel,
two neutrinos are expected from tt̄ events, which cannot be resolved without
imposing constraints on mt. Hence, observables which do not make use of
neutrinos four momenta but are sensitive to mt have been used, such as the the
lepton and b-jet system invariant mass, or similar.

Figure 3.9: Measured top-quark mass values via kinematic reconstruction. Fig-
ure from Ref. [142].

In general, standard kinematic mass methods are limited by the detector
precision on the determination of jets four momentum and/or by the model-
ling of the hadronization in the Monte Carlo program. Alternative methods
were developed to reduce such systematic errors, for instance looking at the
distributions of the charged particles [143] from top-quark decay, for which
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the four momentum is reconstructed with higher accuracy; or studying leptons
only distributions to reduce the impact of hadronization, such as in the case of
µ+µ− decay of J/ψ mesons produced in the hadronization of b-jets [144] from
top-quark decay. Other methods extract instead extract mMC

t from top-quarks
produced with very large transverse momenta [145], or produced mainly via
single-top production mode [146, 147], to explore phase space regions which are
different to the standard ones. The advantage of having a multitude of differ-
ent analyses measuring the same parameter with independent techniques or in
independent phase space regions is that it becomes possible to combine all the
measurements together to reduce the total error on the estimation of mMC

t . The
latest combination2 of the ATLAS and CMS results are reported in Fig. 3.9 and
give:

mMC
t (ATLAS comb.) = 172.51± 0.50 (stat ⊕ syst) GeV

mMC
t (CMS comb.) = 172.44± 0.48 (stat ⊕ syst) GeV

(3.8)

where no theoretical uncertainty is reported on mMC
t , since no extrapolation

to the LSM parameter is performed. As it has already been mentioned, the
dominant uncertainty on mMC

t is becoming its theoretical interpretation, of the
order of ∼ 1GeV.

Measurements ofmt via cross sections does not have such problem if the cross
sections are calculated orders beyond the leading one, where a renormalisation
scheme had to be fixed in order to reabsorb the UV divergences of the theory.
tt̄ and single-t cross sections have been calculated at NNLO in QCD, as it has
anticipated in Section 3.1.1, and they do depend on the renormalised parameters
of the LSM, such as mpole

t or mt(mt). Typically, a good parametrisation for the
inclusive tt̄ cross section, σincl.

tt̄ is [115]

σincl.
tt̄ (mpole

t ) = σ0

(
m0

mpole
t

)4 (
1 + ax+ bx2

)
+ . . . (3.9)

where m0 is a reference value for the top-quark mass, around 170 GeV, x =
(mpole

t −m0)/m0, while a, b and σ0 are free parameters.
Top-quark mass extraction σincl.

tt̄ in the pole-mass scheme have been per-
formed by both ATLAS and CMS, as reported in Fig. 3.10, yielding values
which are not very competitive with the kinematic reconstruction methods,
even if including the theoretical uncertainties. The main source of uncertainties
in such measurements are the PDF uncertainties, which strongly affect σincl.

tt̄ ,.
Also, sensitivity of σincl.

tt̄ to the top-quark pole mass is not very high. In fact,

from Eq. (3.9), typically ∆σ/σ ∼ 5%∆mpole
t /mpole

t , which means that a total
error of 5% in the measurement of the cross section roughly imply a 1% error on
mpole
t . To reduce the total uncertainty, normalised differential cross sections can

be used. Nsormalisation reduce the impact of PDF uncertainties, which mostly
simplify in the ratio, while differential distributions can have regions where they
are more sensitive to the top-quark mass. mpole

t has been measured by the AT-
LAS collaboration from the dileptonic differential distributions of tt̄ events at
8 TeV[148] with a total error of ∼ 1.5 GeV and the normalised differential cross

2Not all of the measurements enter in the combination, since not all of them add useful
information to the improvement of the result.
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Figure 3.10: Measured top-quark mass values via cross section measurements.
Figure from Ref. [142].

section as a function of tt̄+1-jet system invariant mass has been used to extract
mpole
t from data at 7 TeV by ATLAS [41] and 8 TeV by CMS [149]. This last

method has been used in this thesis to extract the top-quark mass using the
8 TeV data collected by the ATLAS detector, and is hence described in more
detail in the following Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Top-quark mass measurement from tt̄+1-jet tolopo-
logies

The gluon emission from a radiating top-quark is sensitive to its mass, and it
can be used to extract mpole

t values with high accuracy, as it was proposed in
[40]. One observable which is sensitive to this process is

R(mpole
t , ρs) =

1

σtt̄+1-jet
·

dσtt̄+1-jet

dρs
, (3.10)

with

ρs =
2m0√
stt̄+1-jet

(3.11)

where m0 is a constant of the order of the top-quark mass, fixed to 170 GeV
in [40, 41, 149], and stt̄+1-jet is the invariant mass of the tt̄ + 1-jet system.
Different values of mt changes the shape of R as it is shown in Fig. 3.11.

The sensitivity of the observable of Eq. (3.10) to the top-quark mass can be
calculated as:

S(ρs) =
∑

∆=±δ

|R(m0 + ∆m, ρs)−R(m0, ρs)|
∆m · R(m0, ρs)

∼ ∆R
R

1

∆m
, (3.12)

where ∆m is the range of the mass change. The sensitivity is almost independent
of the choice of ∆m, since the dependency of the observable on mpole

t is almost
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Figure 3.11: The normalized differential cross section R(mpole
t , ρs) at parton

level. The x-axis represents ρs. Plot is taken from Ref. [40], where the observable
was calculated at a 7 TeV centre of mass energy. Several curves are shown for
different values of the top mass.

linear., from Eq. (3.9). The green curve in Fig. 3.12 corresponds to the pole mass
sensitivity for ∆m with values of 5 and 10 GeV. The labels on the rightmost
y-axis of Fig. 3.12 correspond to the product of the top-quark pole mass and
the sensitivity of Eq. (3.12), that relates the fractional change in the observable

with that in the top-quark pole mass: ∆R
R ∼ (mpole

t × S) · ∆mpole
t

mpole
t

. For small

values of the invariant mass of the tt̄+ 1-jet system, or ρs > 0.7, the sensitivity
grows strongly. It reaches ∼ 20 for values of ρs around 0.8, meaning that a 1%
variation in the top mass results in a 20% R variation, roughly four times higher
than for the inclusive tt̄ cross section.

Figure 3.12: The sensitivity ofR(mpole
t , ρs) to the top-quark mass. The sensitiv-

ity for a similar observable for the tt̄ topology is also shown, where the invariant
mass of the tt̄+ 1-jet system is replaced by the invariant mass of the tt̄ system.
Plot from Ref. [40].

The observable defined in Eq. (3.10) has lots of good properties, in particular:
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• R has a good sensitivity to the top-quark pole mass, in particular com-
pared to other top-quark pole mass measurements based on tt̄ cross sec-
tion.

• The tt̄+1-jet event topology represents approximately 30% of all tt̄ events.
Thus a large sample is available, making the observable experimentally
accessible and with reduced statistical uncertainties.

• R has been calculated to NLO precision in QCD [150, 151], unambiguously
fixing the re-normalization scheme. Also, a minimum pT is required for
the extrajet, which makes the observable IR safe. A fit of the theory to
data thus yields an interpretation in a rigorously defined mass scheme,
divergences free.

• The theoretical calculations of the observable are well under control. NLO
theoretical corrections are small and errors due to missing higher orders
are estimated to be small, as explained in Ref.[40, 150, 151].

• Being the cross section normalized, systematic uncertainties which typic-
ally affect the inclusive cross section measurements are strongly reduced.
In particular PDF and αs uncertainties almost cancel in the normalized
cross section, as it is shown in Fig. 3.13

Figure 3.13: On the left, the impact of various theoretical uncertainties affecting
top-quark mass extraction from theR observable, as estimated in Ref. [40]. The
region where 0.5 < ρs < 0.625 has been excluded from the plots since it has
almost no sensitivity to mt.

In the fixed-order NLO calculation top-quarks are considered on-shell and
the additional jet is reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with radius para-
meter R = 0.4. In order for the observable to be IR safe, Refs. [40] required
the extrajet to have a pT

extrajet > 50 GeV and |ηextrajet| < 2.5.
The calculation of tt̄+1-jet topologies at NLO in QCD has been implemented

in the Powheg matrix element generator, opening the possibility to match the
NLO prediction to a Monte Carlo model of the parton shower [152], to re-sum
contributions (leading logs, LL) which are not taken into account in the fixed-
order calculation. In order to have a well defined observable, the shower is
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stopped before top-quarks decay, since top-quarks are defined on-shell to build
the observable R. This level is referred to as NLO+PS, or parton level. The
additional jet is then reconstructed in the same way as before including all
radiation which could be emitted by the tops and the initial state partons. The
difference between the top-quark pole mass extracted with the fixed-order NLO
alone and the merged NLO+PS calculations is found to be small [40].

The R observable calculated in the pole-mass scheme has been used to ex-
tract mpole

t from semileptonic events collected by the ATLAS experiment at

7 TeV and resulted in the most precise measurement of mpole
t at that time [41]:

mpole
t ( tt̄+1-jet

ATLAS@7TeV
) = 173.71± 1.50 (stat)± 1.43 (syst)+0.95

−0.49 (theo) GeV (3.13)

with a total error of ∼ 2.2 GeV, mainly due to the limited statistics of the
dataset used, by the uncertainties on the modelling of the tt̄ MC and by the
uncertainty on the determination of the jets energy. A recent calculation of
R in the MS scheme also allowed to extract mt(mt) from the same observable
measured by ATLAS [99].

Various strategies to reduce the total error to ∼ 1 GeV, taking advantage of
the increased integrated luminosity of the ATLAS 8 TeV dataset, were proposed
in [41]. The results of these studies are presented in Chapter 6.

3.3.3 Prospects on top-quark mass measurements

Top-quark mass measurements which use data produced by the LHC are reach-
ing the GeV precision, as reported in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, and recently a new run
of the LHC with very high luminosity, the High-Luminosisty LHC (HL-LHC),
has been approved. Hence, more precise measurements of mt are foreseen. Stud-
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Figure 3.14: Prospect for top-quark mass measurements at the LHC, for various
methods cited in Section 3.3.1. Figure from Ref. [153].

ies have been performed [153] which show that single mMC
t measurements can

reach the ∼ 0.5 GeV experimental uncertainty with the full Run 2 dataset,
which could be even more improved to ∼ 0.2 GeV with the future 3000 fb−1 of
the HL-LHC Run, as it is shown in Fig. 3.14. It is clear that with such a high
experimental precision, the theoretical interpretation of mMC

t becomes really
relevant. Inclusive top-quark cross section measurements on the other hand are
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not expected to give a mpole
t value with an uncertainty below ∼ 1 GeV (the-

oretical error included), as it is shown in Fig. 3.14 (violet curve). Differential
cross sections and combinations of single measurements can instead reduce the
global error on mt below the GeVthreshold, hopefully shredding some light on
the O(1GeV) ambiguity between mpole

t and the mMC
t .

Future e+e− colliders [154–156] also could help to reduce the uncertainties
on mt. For example, the position of the top-quark pair production threshold
in lepton colliders depends on mt, as it is shown in Fig. 3.15 (left). Thanks to
available precise calculations of the tt̄ cross section at the threshold [157, 158],
a theoretical uncertainty of ∼ 0.05 GeV on mt can be achieved, as it is shown
in Fig. 3.15 (right). From an experimental point of view instead, it has been
argued that a systematic uncertainty of ∼ 0.05 GeV can be achieved for such
observable [159].

Figure 3.15: In the leftmost plot, the cross section at the threshold is compared
for different possible future e+e− colliders taking into account experimental ef-
fects, and compared to the theoretical prediction (black curve). In the rightmost
plot, the relative change in shape due to a shift of the top quark mass is shown
for mass variations up to 100MeV and can be compared to the theoretical un-
certainties affecting the threshold cross section (shaded area). Figures from Ref.
[159]

Also jet and photon radiation rates can be used in the context of a electron-
positron collider to extract mt, similarly to what is done in Section 3.3.2 for pp
collisions. Such measurements are expected to have a precision of few hundred
MeV, according to recently published studies [160].

Summarising, in the near future measurements of mt with precisions below
1 GeV are foreseen. They will have a strong impact on the the sensitivity of
SM consistency tests and BSM searches, as it has been explained in Section 3.2,
and will allow to have a better understanding on the stability of the Higgs field
and its effects on the evolution of the Universe.



Chapter 4

The ATLAS experiment

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a top-quark factory: by the end of 2018 it
will have pruduced around 1.5·108 top-quarks. This fact makes the LHC the best
available machine to perform precise studies of the top-quark properties. Top
produce top-quarks, the LHC collides protons which have been accelerated in
various steps up to energies of 13 TeVby the CERN accelerators. In Section 4.1
the various steps of the acceleration process are presented, together with the
facilities which make it possible, as mainly referenced in [161–165]. The LHC is
the last step of the accelerating process and it is introduced in more detail in
Section 4.1.1, together with the experiments which are connected to it.

The amount of top-quarks which has been produced by the LHC is enorm-
ous, but not all top-quark events can be measured directly by the experiments.
Hence, experimetns have to look at particular regions of the phase space, where
the signal topology is enhanced. To do so, a good knowledge of the experimental
setup used to collect the data is needed. As already anticipated, in this thesis
data collected by the ATLAS (A Toroidal Large ApparatuS) detector has been
used. ATLAS is one of the most important experiments in the world, counting
more than 3000 people in its collaboration, and the largest in size at CERN.
Clearly a very detailed explanation of the working of such a system could cover
hundreds of pages, as it was the case for the construction reports [] ,and it is out
of the scope of this thesis. The most important parts of the ATLAS detectors
are presented shortly in Section 4.2. A particular focus will be given to the inner
tracker in Section 4.2.1, which summarises the knowledge acquired during the
shifts in the ATLAS control room in the years of the doctorate studies. Another
work done for the ATLAS collaboration in which I have been involved actively
is the in-situ calibration of large radius jets, which is quickly summarised in
Section 4.3 and resulted in various public documents [166–169].

4.1 The protons journey to the LHC

The LHC is situated in between France and Switzerland, in the area near
Geneva. It mainly collides proton beams at very high energies: in 2011 pp
collisions were produced at a centre of mass energy of the proton pair system of
7 TeV, then in 2012 energy was raised to 8 TeV and, since 2015, LHC is oper-
ating at 13 TeV. Accelerating protons at such high energy is complicated and

43
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cannot be done by one machine only, hence a number of intermediate particle
accelerators is needed to increase step by step the protons speed, before the
collisions can actually happen. The map of the accelerator facilities at CERN
is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Protons are extracted at the very beginning from a bottle of hydrogen gas,
thanks to an electric field which get rid of the hydrogen electrons. The extracted
protons are then passed to a linear accelerator, Linac 2 [162], which is made of
a series of cylindrical conductors, alternatively charged positively or negatively
by radio frequency cavities. When passing through the conductors, a proton
is pushed ahead by the conductor behind it, while the conductor after it pulls
it toward itself. At the end of the accelerating process in Linac 2, protons are
accelerated up to 50 MeV, while the beam of protons stays collimated thanks
to the presence of small quadrupole magnetic field. A similar linear accelerator
exists, Linac3 [170], which uses the same physics to increase ions speed. After

Figure 4.1: Map of the accelerators at CERN. Also some of the CERN exper-
iments are included. Coloured arrows indicate the type of particles circulating
inside the colliders.

this first stage, the proton beam enters the proton synchrotron booster (PSB),
which accelerate the protons through its four rings up to 1.4 GeV. At this stage,
accelerators are still of relatively small dimensions, being the radius of the PSB
rings 25 meters long. A small fraction of the PSB protons is collided against
fixed targets, yielding a large variety of atomic fragments which are studied
by the ISOLDE [171] experiment, while most of the protons enter the Proton
Synchrotron (PS), a synchrotron ring of more than 600 meters circumference.
The PS is at the heart of the CERN facilities, since it also accelerates beams of
other heavy particles such as lead atoms. In the PS, protons reach energies of
25 GeV, and a fraction of them is already used by different CERN experiments.
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For instance, the DIRAC [172] experiment use the decay of bounded states of
pions, formed along the beam, to test QCD behaviour at low energy; CLOUD
[173] instead use the protons as a source of artificial cosmic rays, to study the
processes happening in the atmosphere, but in a controlled environment. Part of
the PS beam is also fired against blocks of metal and lead, producing neutrons,
which are used to understand nuclear data via neutron time-of-flight by the n-
TOF experiment [174], and anti-protons, which are collimated and decelerated
in an anti-proton beam by the Antiproton Decelerator [175] and then used in
anti-matter experiments [176–180].

Nevertheless, the largest fraction of the protons of the PS are passed to
the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which is the second largest accelerator at
CERN, its tunnel being 7 kilometres long, and accelerates protons up to approx-
imately 450 GeV. A part of the SPS beam is used to study the decay of mesons
called kaons [181], which gives insights into how top-quark decays, or to study
the products of the collisions of protons with fixed targets [182, 183]. Another
part of the SPS protons is also directed towards the AWAKE accelerator [184]
which is studying a new technique (electro-magnetic weak modes) to accelerate
particles, which in the future could make feasible the construction of smaller
particle accelerators.

The largest part of the beam accelerated by SPS though, and of the initial
protons from the hydrogen bottle in general, enters the LHC, which is the main
accelerator at CERN and is explained in more details in the next Section 4.1.1.

4.1.1 The LHC and its experiments [185]

The LHC is the largest collider ever built. The tunnel which contains it is 27
km long and has been dig between 50 and 150 meters underground.

The proton beams are kept on circular motion by 1232 dipole magnetic fields,
with 392 quadrupole magnets keeping the beams collimated, while higher order
multipole magnets are used to correct for other smaller effects. The dipole

Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the accelerating system of the LHC. Figure from
[185].

magnetic fields are produced by radio-frequency (RF) cavities, schematically
presented in Fig. 4.2. To accelerate a protons of mass 1 GeV at relativistic
energies of few TeV, a magnetic field of ∼ 7 Tesla intensity is needed. To
produce it, super-magnetic conductors are used at cryogenic temperatures. In
total, 96 tonnes of super-fluid helium-4 are used to cool down at 1.9 K the 10.000
magnets of the LHC. The RF cavities generate a longitudinal oscillating voltage
so that the particle sees an accelerating voltage at the gap, and the voltage
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then cancels out as the particle goes around the rest of the machine. One hence
must be sure that the protons always see an accelerating voltage at the gap,
which is achieved using a RF frequency fRF integer multiple of the revolution
frequency frev with which protons circulate in the accelerator ring. All the
protons in the accelerator oscillate longitudinally around the ones which are
synchronised with the RF frequency (synchronous protons), hence the protons
are not spread in uniform beams when being accelerated, but are grouped in
bunches around the synchronous particle. In the last operative period of the
LHC, up to 2808 bunches with around 115 · 109 protons per bunch are collided.
In average it means an interaction every 25 ns1, or a bunch crossing frequency
of fbunch = 40 · 106 Hz.

The beam lines only cross in four points along the ring, where quadrupole
magnets are used to squeeze the beams down to the section of a human hair,
around ∼ 6 ·10−6m, to increase the probability of the collisions between protons
of two bunches. One parameter useful to describe the intensity of the collisions
is the luminosity L, which is defined as the number of interactions between two
beams per cross section per time. Supposing the two proton beams inside the

Figure 4.3: Instantaneous luminosity (left) and integrated luminosity delivered
by the LHC year by year. It can be clearly seen how the nominal luminosity
(green line in left plot) has been exceeded during Run2.

LHC have Gaussian bidimensional cross section, with widths σx and σy in the
transversal plane, the luminosity can be calculated as

L =
1

4π

N1N2

σxσy
fbunch (4.1)

being N1/2 the number of protons contained in each of the Nb bunches crossing

and fbunch is the frequency of the bunch collisions. The LHC is designed to
work at a nominal maximum luminosity of L ∼ 1034cm−2s−1, but it surpassed
the design limit in 2017, providing luminosities up to 2.1·1034cm−2s−1, as it can
be seen in Fig. 4.3. A quantity directly related to the instantaneous luminosity
can be defined, which measure the total number of interaction per cross section
happened. It is usually called integrated luminosity, Lint, and it is defined as

Lint =

∫
L (4.2)

1Protons are accelerated by the PS and SPS before entering the LHC. In reality, the 25
ns bunch spacing is due to the PS cavities, but we thought it was best to describe briefly RF
cavities in this section.
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Luminosity plots of the LHC are shown in Fig. 4.3 for different years of the LHC
campaign.

The luminosity has to be maximised in order to perform precise measure-
ments and study very rare processes or very particular regions of the phase
space. In fact, the total number NX of event produced from a certain process
pp→ X which has a cross-section σpp→X is given by

NX = ε · σpp→X · Lint (4.3)

whereε < 1 is a factor taking into account detector effects and phase space
efficiency. Hence, the higher the luminosity the largest is the data sample of
pp→ X events which can be analysed.

At very high luminosities though, various problems arise. Firstly, the beam
radiation become high, increasing the probability of damaging the part of the
detectors which are veru close to the interaction points. Secondly, the aver-
age number of simultaneous pp interactions happening at every bunch collision
(〈µ〉) also increase with the luminosity, as can be seen in Fig. 4.4. Simultaneous
interactions provoke in the detectors the so-called pile-up effect: particles from
different pp collision hitat the same time exactly the same part of the detector,
being measured as a single event with higher energy. Both effects can be mitig-
ated in experiments, both with hardware and software methods, as it is shortly
explained in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.4: Number of interactions per bunch crossing in pp collisions at the
LHC during Run 2. Comparing this Figure with Fig. 4.3, it can be seen how to
high instantaneous lumionisty is associated an increase of 〈µ〉.

Four big caverns have been dig in the LHC tunnel around each interaction
point, in order to place seven detectors to measure the products of the pp colli-
sions. Four of such experiments have really large size, as it is shown in Fig. 4.5,
where they can be compared to the size of human bodies. They are:

• CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid)[186] it has been designed to perform pre-
cise SM and Higgs measurements, as well as BSM searches. It has a cyl-
indrical shape and is formed by a inner tracker, an electromagnetic calor-
imeter (ECAL), a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) and a muon detector, for
a total length of 20 m and a radius of 15 m. The world’s largest magnet
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surround the inner detector and the calorimeters, producing a 4 T mag-
netic field which bends the trajectories of the charged particles. With a
total weight of 14000 tonnes, it is the heaviest experiment at CERN.

The inner tracker is made of ∼ 107 silicon strips and ∼ 6.6 · 107 silicon
pixels, which allows to reconstruct with high accuracy the momenta of
the tracks left by the charged particles. The ECAL is made of crystals
of PbWO4 and its job is to absorb all the photons and electrons and to
measure the energy they leave in the crystals. The HCAL is built of
layers of absorbing material, such as brass and lead, alternated to plastic
scintillators, and it plays the same role as the ECAL, but on hadrons
instead. The muon spectrometer is composed by drift tubes in the most
central region, by cathode strip chambers in the region closest to the beam
pipe, and by resistive plate chambers in the between.

The strong 4 T magnetic field is produced by a single solenoid magnet,
which is so big to impose limits on CMS construction. For instance, the
calorimeter system had to be place inside the magnetic field volume, neg-
atively affecting its performances. On the other end the large magnetic
field allows to measure charged particles momenta with high accuracy
even when they have very high energy. A summary of the resolution of
the CMS detector is reported in Table 4.1.

• ATLAS (A Toroidal Large Apparatus)[187] is also a general purpose ex-
periment and share with CMS its construction design, being made of four
main sub-detectors. A detailed description of the subs-systems is reported
in Section 4.2, while in the following only the main differences with respect
to CMS are reported, which are a consequence on the decision on how to
minimize the error on particles momenta reconstruction.

The error with which the momentum is measured at a distance l from the
interaction point is given by the equation of motion of a charged particle
with momentum p in a magnetic field of intensity B:

σ(p)

p
∝ p∆x

Bl2
(4.4)

being ∆x the spatial resolution with which a particle is detected. Since ∆x
depends on the available technology chosen to build detector components,
it is almost the same for the two experiments. Hence, to minimise σ(p)
one can either maximize the magnetic field, as CMS did, or measuring
particles at large distance l, as its has been chosen by the ATLAS collab-
oration. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, making the
two experiments complementary in their physics research.

Elements and technologies used to build the ATLAS and CMS sub-detectors
were optimised according to the very initial decision taken. While CMS
only uses silicon in its tracking system, ATLAS inner tracker is composed
by silicon strips and pixels only in the very inner part, using less per-
formant gaseous detectors elsewhere. The ATLAS toroidal magnets are
smaller than the (only) CMS solenoid, and it was then possible to colloc-
ate them between the inner tracker and the calorimeters, allowing a better
calorimeter resolution. Also, ATLAS magnets can be used as a separate
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spectrometer for the muons, while CMS can perform independent meas-
urements for muon only using the magnetic field in the return yoke of the
solenoid, with lower performance. A summary of the global differences of
the main sub-detectors resolutions between ATLAS and CMS is shown in
Table 4.1.

Sub-detector ATLAS resolution CMS resolution

Inner Tracker σ(pT)
pT

∼ 5 · 10−5pT ⊕ 0.01 ∼ 1.5 · 10−5pT ⊕ 0.005

ECAL σ(E)
E ∼ 0.1√

E
∼ 0.2−0.5√

E

HCAL σ(E)
E ∼ 0.5√

E
⊕ 0.03 ∼ 1√

E
⊕ 0.05

Muon detectors σ(pT)
pT

∼ 0.07 (for 1 TeVmuons) ∼ 0.10 (for 1 TeVmuons)

Table 4.1: Summary table of the resolution of the CMS and ATLAS detectors.
Values are approximate and refers to the Run 1 of the LHC. It can beseen how
the design of the two experiments influence their performances: CMS has better
resolution in the inner tracker, while ATLAS performs better in the hadrons and
muon energy reconstruction.

• ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment)[188] has been mainly designed
to study strongly interacting matter at very high energies and pressures.
In this conditions a new phase of the matter forms, which is called quark-
gluon plasma (QGP). This phenomena has been shown to exist when the
LHC collides ions, recreating conditions which are believed to be similar
to those just after the bing bang, when temperature and pressure were so
high that quarks and gluons were free of moving.

The ALICE collaboration produced QGP at the record temperature of 5
trillion grades [189] and found that it behaves approximately as a per-
fect liquid [190]. It also found, between other interesting results, that
p-Pb collisions at the LHC, which take place for few weeks a year, have a
completely unexpected double-ridge structure with so far unknown origin
[191].

The design of the ALICE detector is significantly different from the AT-
LAS and CMS ones, even if the three are comparable in size. ALICE is
composed by 19 sub-detectors and has the widest coverage to the forward
region of the four LHC experiments. The high number of sub-detectors
is necessary to distinguish between the different charged hadrons that are
produced in the Pb-Pb collisions, since the method used by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments is not suitable in these conditions.

• LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty)[192] has been built to study the
physics of the b-quark, which can help in explaining the matter-antimatter
asymmetry of the universe, by measuring the charge-parity (CP) violation
parameters in the interactions of heavy hadrons containing a b-quark (b-
hadrons). The design of LHCb reflects the fact that pairs of b-hadrons are
mostly produced by pp collisions in the same cone along the beam axis.
Hence LHCb has been designed as a single arm forward spectrometer,
long 25m and with a 10 m diameter, covering a polar angle in the forward
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region of 300 mrad in the horizontal plane and 250 in the vertical one. A
1500 tonnes dipole magnet breaks the symmetry between horizontal and
vertical planes.

Recently LHCb found evidence of a deviation from SM expectations in the
ratio of probabilities of a particular b−hadron [193], which violates lepton
universality with a significance of ∼ 2.3 standard deviations2.

Figure 4.5: Images of ATLAS (top left), CMS (top right), ALICE (bottom left),
LHCb (bottom right) experiments. Their dimensions can be compared to the
size of people in each image separately.

The other three smaller detectors share a cavern with one of the previously
cited experiments.

• LHCf (Large Hardon Collider forward) [194] consists on two detectors
placed at 140m from the ATLAS interaction point. It studies the neutral
pions produced in the regions close to the beam axis (the so-called forward
regions) and it is the smallest of the seven LHC experiments.

• Monopole and Exotics Detector At The Lhc (MoEDAL) [195] has been de-
signed to find magnetic monopoles and (pseudo-) stable massive particles.
Compared to other experiments in the world searching for monopoles, it
has the highest sensitivity among them. It was the latest LHC experiment
to be approved and is mounted inside the LHCb cavern.

• TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement (TOTEM)[196]
is mounted in the CMS cavern. A the name suggests, it aims to separate
different processes contributing to the total cross sections of pp collisions.
In fact, not all the collisions happens at very high transferred energy, and

2The lower limit to declare a discovery has been set to 5 standard deviations, which means
that the probability of having observed statistical fluctuations is ∼ 10−7. A 2.3 significance,
means that the probability of having observed a fluctuation is ∼ 1/50.
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elastic and single diffractive processes contribute to the pp cross section
inelastic,. For instance, at 7 TeV centre of mass energy, the total pp
cross section is approximately σtot

pp ∼ 110 · 10−3 barn and can be divided

into σinelastic
pp ∼ 60 · 10−3 barn, σdiffractive

pp ∼ 12 · 10−3 barn and σelastic
pp ∼

40 · 10−3 barn.

In this thesis, data collected by the ATLAS detector during the year 2012
has been used. Hence, a detailed description of the experimental setup and of
its components is given in Section 4.2.

4.2 The ATLAS detector and its components

The ATLAS experiment has been built around the collision point denominated
P1, near the CERN buildings at the Meyrin site in Switzerland. Its construction
was completed in 2008 and took almost a decade. It is the biggest detector at
CERN, measuring 46 m in length and 25 m in diameter.

A system of coordinates can be defined to describe the ATLAS detector
with origin of the axis coinciding with the P1 interaction point. The x−axis
can then be defined to point towards the centre of the LHC ring, the y-axis
to point up-wards and the z−axis to coincide with the tangent to the beam
axis, with positive direction given by the right-hand rule. Polar coordinates
(r, θ, φ), with r =

√
x2 + y2, are better to describe the cylindrical symmetry of

the detector. The azimuthal angle φ is defined such that φ = 0 coincides with
the x−axis, while a null value of the polar angle θ coincides with the positive
direction of the z−axis. In collider experiments it is often useful to define the
pseudorapidity, η, associated to the polar angle:

η = − ln

[
tan

(
θ

2

)]
(4.5)

such that η = 0 is perpendicular to the beam axis, while |η| =∞ coincides with
the beam (z−) axis.

The whole ATLAS detector covers a 4π polar angle and it consists of four
main sub-systems with cylindrical symmetry around the interaction point: the
inner tracker, two calorimeter systems and the muon spectrometer. All the sub-
systems are made of a barrel part which has a cylindrical shape and two parts
closing each side of the cylinder, called end-caps. A schematic representation
of the ATLAS detector and its components is given in Fig. 4.6. Each of the
main sub-detectors have different components, which are described in the next
Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3.

4.2.1 The inner tracker [197]

The closest detector to the LHC beams is the inner tracker. It originally con-
sisted of three sub-systems, to which an additional one was joined in 2014 as an
upgrade for LHC Run 2:

• The pixel detector (PIX) consists of 80 millions semiconductor silicon pixel
elements, which cover an area of 1.4 m2 in the |η| < 2.5 region.
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Figure 4.6: Section of the ATLAS experiment, showing its main parts. The
inner detector is painted in red, the calorimeter systems are show in light brown
(ECAL) and green (HCAL), while the muon detectors are blue. Magnetic field
is generated by a magnetic solenoid (yellow) around the inner detector and by
toroidal magnets (orange).

The working principle of a semiconductor detector is the following: a
charged particle passing through a silicon semiconductor ionize the me-
dium creating lots of electron-hole pairs which are attracted to the sides
of the semiconductor which are polarised by an electric field. Hence neg-
ative (positive) charges are attracted to the positive (negative) pole and
create a differential of potential which is measured by a read-out device
and interpreted as the passage of a very energetic charged particle in the
detector. Every pixel has an associated read-out channel. Three layers
(B-layer, Layer-1 and Layer-2) of pixels are placed in the barrel at dis-
tances of 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm and 122.5 mm from the beam pipe, with 67
millions pixels in total. The 13 millions pixels left are installed in three
disks in each end-cap.

• The semiconductor tracker (SCT) is a microstrip tracker placed outside
the PIX, at a distance to the beam axis going from 30 cm to 51.4 cm, which
also use silicon technology. It covers a total area of 60 m2 distributed over
18 end-cap disks (1.4 < |η| < 2.5 region) and 4 barrel layers (for |η| < 1.4
region), with 6 millions read-out channels in total. It allows to measure
the position of charged particles at a 17 µm precision, roughly one fourth
of the section of a human hair.

• The transition radiation tracker (TRT) is a gas detector made of 350 · 103

straw tubes. Straw tubes are cylinders with an external layer of insulating
material, filled with gas and with a anode wire along their axis. Each tube
is filled with a gas mixture of Xe/CO2/O2 and has a gold plated tungsten
anode wire, while the external layer is made of kapton, which provides
electrical insulation at low thermal gradients. Charged particles passing
through a straw tube ionize the gas, and negative charged are attracted
by the anode wire which then takes the charges to the read-out system.
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The TRT system covers the |η| < 2 region at a distance between 0.55 m
and 1.08, to the beam.

• The Insertable B-Layer (IBL) was added to the ATLAS detector on the
7th May 2014, as part of the detector upgrade in preparation to the Run
2 data taking, and is the closest part of the detector to the beam, at only
33.5mm from the beam. With the luminosity in the LHC Run 2 expected
to be very high, significant radiation damage to the PIX layers could have
occurred, causing a loss in tracking efficiency, especially in tagging the
decay of the b−quarks. To minimise such risk an insertable layer was
added instead of replacing the existing B-layer in the PIX. To integrate
the IBL in the inner tracker though, the diameter of the beam pipe was
shrunk and a 2mm gap between the PIX B-layer and the pipe structure
was created where the IBL was inserted.

The whole inner detector is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field, parallel to the
beam axis, which bend the trajectories of charged particles, depending on each
particle momentum. In this way the charges of the particles are measured,
as well as their transverse momentum. Additionally the longitudinal (z0) and
transverse (d0) impact parameters3 of each charged particle are computed. The

Figure 4.7: The r − z cross section view of the layout of the ATLAS Inner
Detector for Run 2. The top panel shows the whole Inner Detector, whereas
the bottom panel shows a magnified view of the PIX detector region, including
the IBL. Figure taken from [197].

precisions with which such parameters are measured by the ATLAS inner tracker
are reported in table Table 4.2. A schematic representation of the whole inner
tracker is shown in Fig. 4.7 instead.

3 Impact parameters are the distances with respect to the primary collision.
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Tracking parameter Inner tracker resolution (unit)

φ0 σ(φ0) ∼ 0.075⊕ 18
pT

√
sin θ

mrad

θ σ(1/tanθ) ∼ 0.7 · 10−3 ⊕ 2·10−4

pT

√
sin3 θ

pT σ(1/pT) ∼ 0.36pT ⊕ 13√
sin θ

TeV−1

d0 σ(φ0) ∼ 11⊕ 73
pT

√
sin θ

µm

z0 σ(z0) ∼ 87⊕ 115

pT

√
sin3 θ

µm

Table 4.2: Performances of the ATLAS inner detector on measureing the azi-
muthal angle (φ0), the polar angle (θ0), the transverse momentum (pT) and the
impact parameters d0 and z0.

4.2.2 The calorimeters system [198, 199]

Calorimeters are made of layers of materials absorbing particles energy (ab-
sorbers) interleaved with layers of ionizing/scintillator materials. When a particle
interacts with the absorber material, it produces a multitude of other particles
(shower) with lower energy, which are then measured in the subsequent scintil-
lating layer by a sampling system. In calorimeter, such a process is repeated
until the energies of the particles in the shower are not enough to allow them
passing through a block of absorbing material. In the electromagnetic (EM)
calorimeters, showers are initiated either by photons or electrons and the shower
is produced by either bremsstrahlung or e+e− pairs creation, allowing only elec-
trons and photons as components of the shower. In hadronic calorimeters the
shower is started by a hadron instead and it is mediated mainly by strong force.
Hadronic showers always have an EM part too, and the final state particles can
be of different types.

The typical parameter which describe calorimeter showers is the interaction
length x0, which is the typical length of absorbing material which reduces the
energy of particles in the shower by a factor e−1. A particle producing a shower
which pass through absorbers for a length equivalent to l = nx0 before being
not measured by a scintillator, is reconstructed as a particle with initial energy
Einit = exp (nx0).

For EM showers typically x0 ∝ A/Z2, being respectively A and Z the mass
and atomic numbers the absorber atoms. The great majority of an EM shower
product use to be completely contained in a length of L ∼ 20x0 ∼ 1 m, inde-
pendently of the material the absorber is made of. The ECAL colorimeter in
ATLAS uses lead (APb = 82) as absorbing material, liquid Argon (LAr) at a
working temperature of 88 K as a scintillator, and electrodes with an accordion
shape for sampling. Three sampling levels exist, with a solid angle granularity
of ∆η × ∆φ respectively of 0.003 × 0.1, 0.025 × 0.025 and 0.05 × 0.025. The
EM calorimeter is placed just outside the magnet solenoid which envelopes the
inner tracker, at a distance 115 cm < d < 228 cm from the beam axis, and
it has a barrel part covering the |η| < 1.475 region and a end-cap one to cover
1.475 |η| < 3.2 phase space.

For hadronic showers x0 ∝ A1/3, hence hadrons with enough initial energy
are not stopped by the lead absorbers of the EM calorimeter, pass through all
of them and reach the ATLAS hadronic calorimeter. The HCAL calorimeter is
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Figure 4.8: Modules of the ATLAS calorimeter system using the liquid argon
technology (LAr, on the left) and the plastic scintillating one (TileCale, on the
right). The accordion structure of the ECAL barrel calorimeter, which ensures
azimuthal simmetry and a complete coverage of the whole η − φ space, can be
noticed in the figure on the left. Figures from Refs. [198, 199].

built around the ECAL, at a distance to the beam axis between 228 cm and
382.5 cm . In the most central region (covering |η| < 1.7) it is formed by 14 mm
layers of iron (AFe = 26) alternated to 3mm of plastic scintillator plates, called
tiles. This part of the ATLAS calorimeter is usually called TileCal, because of
the sampling technology it uses, and has 0.1× 0.1 granularity . In the end-caps
instead the |η| coverage goes from 1.5 to 3.2 and copper (AFe = 23) has been
chosen as the absorber material, while the sampling material is liquid argon,
with a ∆η ×∆φ resolution of 0.2× 0.2.

An additional region is covered by the forward calorimeter, FCal, made of
copper/tungsten and LAr, which measures hadrons emitted small polar angle,
covering the 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 region, with a 0.1 × 0.1 granularity. The FCal
is important for instance in vector boson fusion processes, where two jets are
mostly produced in the forward regions.

The performances of the ATLAS calorimeters are reported in Table 4.3, while
a schematic figure of two ECAL and HCAL modules installed in the barrel is
presented in Fig. 4.8.

Calorimeter Absorber-Sampling material σ(E)
E

ECAL Pb-LAr 10%√
E
⊕ 0.7%

HCAL barrel Fe-Tile 53%√
E
⊕ 6%

HCAL end-caps Cu-Tile 50%√
E
⊕ 3%

HCAL forward Cu/W-Tile 100%√
E
⊕ 10%

Table 4.3: Typical resolution of the calorimeters used in ATLAS detector.

ATLAS calorimeters fully absorb most of the particles, the only muons and
neutrinos passing through the ECAL and HCAL absorbing layers. Neutrinos are
not absorbed because they have a really small cross section with every material.
Muons in the electromagnetic calorimeter do very little bremsstrahlung, since
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their mass is ∼ 40 times the electron mass and the bremsstrahlung effect goes
as m−4, and hence not stopped by the ECAL. They neither are stopped by
the HCAL, since leptons do not interact via strong force, making it necessary a
dedicated detector to measure them.

4.2.3 The muon spectrometer [200, 201]

The muon spectrometer is the largest of the ATLAS sub-detectors, starting from
a distance to the beam of ∼ 4.25 m and extending up to ∼ 11 m. With such
muon detecting arms, the muon momenta can be measured with very high pre-
cision, as already anticipated already in Section 4.1.1. The muon spectrometer
working principle is similar to the one of the inner tracker. A magnetic field is
provided by three systems of toroidal magnets (one in the barrel region formed
by 8 coils and two in the end-caps with 8 coils each) and has an intensity of
4 T on the magnets surface. The spectrometer is composed by four smaller
sub-systems, which position is shown in Fig. 4.9. Two of them serve as trigger
systems, while the others measure muons momenta:

Figure 4.9: The r−z cross section view of the layout of the ATLAS Muon Spec-
trometer for Run 2. The four sub-systems of the muon spectrometer are shown:
MDTs (green in barrel and blue in the end-cap), TGCs (violet lines), RPCs
(grey lines, near the barrel MDTs) and CSCs (yellow). Also, the dimensions of
the spectrometer can be compared to other parts of the ATLAS detector, such
as the hadronic calorimeter (red). Figure taken from [201].

• Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) are used for triggering in the end-cap region,
covering the region 1 < |η| < 2.7 and in total there are three layers of
TGCs, for a total number of 192 chambers, covering an area of 2900 m2.

• Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are also used for triggering, but in the
region up to |η| < 1. Also RPCs are organised in three layers, for a total
of 596 chambers covering 3650 m2
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• Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) give precision measurement for muons with
|η| < 2.7. They cover a 5500 m2 area and in total there are 1194 MDTs,
distributed in three layers or levels. Small-diameter MDT (sMDT), which
have one order of magnitude higher rate capability and can be installed
in detector regions where MDT chambers do not fit, have been installed
in ATLAS in 2014 as an upgrade of the muon system for the LHC Run 2.

• Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) also measures muons momenta precisely,
but they cover the forward region 2.4 < |η| < 2.7. Since the phase space
region the CSC cover is small (27 m2), only 32 chambers are needed.

The muon spectrometer was designed to have a momentum resolution of
σ(pT)
pT

< 10−4pT/GeV for muons with pT > 300 GeV, allowing a good resolution
in reconstruction of mass of heavy resonances decaying into two or four muons
(i.e. H → µ+µ−, or H → ZZ → µ+µ−µ+µ−). The trigger selectivity was
designed to be around pT > 10− 20 GeV for muons from such high-mass states,
nevertheless muons with pT ∼ 5 GeV, which are useful for b−physics and CP
violation studies, can also be measured.

4.2.4 The trigger system and data storage [202, 203]

When the LHC collides proton bunches at 40 MHz, around 107 Terabytes of data
are produced every second by the ATLAS detector. To reduce the flow of data
to manageable levels, events which are categorised as potentially interesting are
selected by the ATLAS trigger system.

The trigger system is a computing system which, during Run1, was struc-
tured into three levels of increased complexity:

• The Level-1 trigger (L1) decides if an event is interesting based on a subset
of information coming from the calorimeters and the muon spectrometer.
It is hardware based, with a rejection rate of ∼ 2.5/10−3 and a charac-
teristic time response smaller than 2 · 10−6 s. Hence, on average only
100,000 of the 40 million events produced per second pass the L1 filter.
The information of the selected events is collected into buffers and passed
to the second level of decision.

• The Level-2 trigger (L2) is software based and analyses in detail specific
regions of the event which were already pre-selected by the L1 trigger,
using a larger number of the event variables. It takes milliseconds to
decide if the event should be discarded and typically only ∼ 1000 events
per second are then not rejected and passed to the last filtering step.

• The Event Filter (EF) is also software based and performs a detailed
analysis of the full event data in few seconds. Around ∼ 200 events per
second pass all of the three triggers and are saved permanently to be used
later for offline analyses.

For Run 2 the trigger system had to be renewed because of the increase in
energy of the pp collisions, which increased trigger rates by a factor 2 − 2.5.
The L1 trigger was largely improved to mitigate pile-up effects and suppress
the fake-muon rate4, while also increasing the triggera rate limit from 70 to 100

4the rate with which non-muon particles where actually identified as muons by the ATLAS
detector.
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kHz. The L2 and EF levels were merged into a single High Level Trigger (HLT)
which allowed a better resource sharing and simplified both the hardware and
software configurations. The differences in the ATLAS trigger system between
Run1 and Run 2 of the LHC are summarised in Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.10: The trigger systems used during Run 1 (left, figure from [202]) and
the one which is being used for Run 2 (right, figure from [203])

The permanently saved events are in the end only about the 0.0005% of the
total, which still is an enormous quantity of data to be stored or analysed in
one computing site only. For this reason a network of computing centres was
created, the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), to share the resources
of various site all around the world. The WLCG is structured into four levels,
called Tiers, which are computer centres providing specific services. Tier0 is
where all the data from every LHC experiment pass through, it is located in
the CERN Data Centre and backed up in another centre in Budapest, and in-
formation is saved there in a very raw format, which cannot be used easily by
analysers. Tier1 are responsible for storing a proportional share of raw and re-
constructed data, as well as performing large-scale reprocessing and storing the
corresponding output. There are 13 Tier1 centres all around the world. They
also re-distribute data between the 155 Tier2 centres, which typically are univer-
sities and research centres with adequate computing power. Finally, individual
scientists and students can access the reprocessed information at local com-
puting resources, Tier3, which can also be individual computers, where data
are available in a usable format. Event information as it is measured in the
detector is reconstructed in physics objects before it can be used in analyses.
How ATLAS define such objects is explained in the next Section 4.2.5. A de-
tailed definition of the physical objects used in the top-quark mass extraction
of Chapter 6, is contained in Chapter 5.

4.2.5 Physics objects reconstruction

The starting point of any ATLAS physics analysis is the reconstruction and
identification of objects representing the particles which interacted with the
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detectors. The only objects which are measured by ATLAS are, as already
mentioned, electrons, photons, hadrons and muons and a number of physics
objects can be defined:

• Electrons [204]

Electrons are reconstructed from a shower in the ECAL, matched to a
track reconstructed in the inner detector. The major electron misiden-
tification backgrounds are photons decaying into e+e− pairs, as well as
energy deposit in the ECAL left by charged hadrons. Such backgrounds
can be reduced by requiring a particular shape of the electromagnetic
shower, by matching calorimeter energies to track momenta and by asking
a minimum number of hits in the B-Layer and TRT. Three reconstruction
working points (loose, medium and tight) have been defined, with increas-
ingly stringent cuts. The efficiency with which electrons with pT > 25 GeV
are reconstructed ranges from 80% to 95%.

• Photons [205]

Photons also are defined from energy deposits in the ECAL. If they have
no associated track in the inner detector, they are called unconverted,
while converted photons are reconstructed as e+e− pairs by associating
two charged track in the ID compatible with the same origin and ECAL
energy deposit. The identification efficiency increases from 60-70% for
ET = 20 GeV to 87-95% (90-99%) for ET > 100 GeV for unconverted
(converted) photons. The main background of the photon physic object is
due to hadronic jets contamination, which is reduced by requiring the jet
to be isolated from other particles of the event and particular jets shape
properties.

• Muons [206]

Muons leave tracks both in the inner detector and muon spectrometer and
are measured independently by the two systems. Also, muons could leave
a small energy deposit in the calorimeter, which could be misidentified as
the decay of pions and kaons. The two muon tracks are checked to be
compatible and then four momenta are reconstructed via a global track
fit. Four muon identification selection are provided (medium, loose, tight
and high-pT), with reconstruction efficiencies above 95%.

• Hadronic jets [207, 208]

The outgoing quarks and gluons from the hard-scattering collision are re-
constructed as collimated jets of radius R =

√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 = 0.4 (small-R

jets). Jets are built in ATLAS from topological calorimeter clusters using
FastJet [209] with the anti-kt algorithm [75]. Jets originating from a
b-quark can be identified exploiting the long lifetime, high mass, and the
decay multiplicity of b-hadrons as well as the b-quark fragmentation func-
tion. The b-tagging in ATLAS has been strongly improved for the LHC
Run 2, thanks to the insertion of the IBL, which improved the b-tagging
efficiency by ∼ 10% at fixed rejection rate. Also jets with larger radius
(large-R jets, typically with R ∼ 1) are used to reconstruct hadronically
decaying particles with high mass, when they have high pT. More details
on this kind of jets are given in Section 4.3.
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• Missing energy

Neutrinos do not leave any track in the detector and hence produce an
imbalance in the vector sum of pT of all objects in the final state, called
missing transverse energy ,Emiss

T . Emiss
T is mainly affected by the residual

soft energy (typically from pile-up) which is not clustered into jets and
is therefore lost after jet reconstruction. A Soft Term Vertex Fraction
algorithm has been developed which almost cancel such effect. The missing
energy cannot be measured along the beam axis, where no detector can
be placed, making it necessary to add additional information to determine
neutrinos four momenta.

All the physics objects, after being reconstructed, are calibrated to take into
account for possible detector effects distorting the four momenta of the inter-
acting particles. In the following Section 4.3, studies of the detector response to
jets with large radius are reported, as a summary of the qualification work done
for the ATLAS collaboration. Section 4.3 is a summary of three publications
[166–168] which employ data (in-situ techniques) collected during 2015 and 2016
to describe how the jet mass and energy is reconstructed and distorted by the
ATLAS detector.

4.3 In-situ study of the ATLAS detector response
to large radius jets energy and mass

Jets with large radius (large-R jets) are ideal to describe massive particles pro-
duced at high transverse momentum. When a massive unstable particle decay-
ing hadronically is produced with a significant Lorentz boost in fact, the stream
of its decay products can be very collimated along the direction of the intial
particle. In fact, supposing the decay products are emitted isotropically in the
particle rest frame, they are not in the laboratory rest frame where the unstable
particle was moving with β = v/c before decaying. After a Lorentz boost of β
along an axis x, the angle θi which a decay product i form with the boost axis
is transformed as:

cos θi
′ =

cos θi + β

1 + β cos θi
(4.6)

hence for a very boosted particle with β → 1, one has cos θ′i → 1, which means
that the decay products are collimated around the boost axis. In particular the
decay products are observed in the laboratory frame within a distance approx-
imately of R ∼ 2θi

′ ∼ 2mp . Hence hadronic W bosons with pT & 200 GeV and

hadronically decaying top-quarks with pT & 300 GeV are typically contained in
a jet of radius R ≈ 1.

Many ATLAS searches needs to distinguish between large-R jets coming
from a heavy resonance from jets built from other background sources. To do
so, jets properties, such as jet pT and mass can be used to enhance signal over
background and the sensitivity of the analysis can heavily depend on the preci-
sion with which such variables are known. in ATLAS jets are built from energy
deposits in the detector and are then calibrated to the level of stable particle
using MC simulations [207]. The simulated detector response and resolution
is then checked and corrected using data-driven methods, the so-called in-situ
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calibrations. The steps which are needed to obtain a fully calibrated large-R jet
in ATLAS are summarised in Fig. 4.11.

Figure 4.11: The typical reconstruction and calibration sequence applied to
obtain the standard large-R jet collection used in many ATLAS analyses. The
in-situ calibration is the very last step of the procedure. Figure taken from
[169].

Four variables can be defined to parametrise the differences between data
and MC in the detector response to the jet pT and m, which are the Jet Energy
Scale and Resolution (JER and JER, parametrising pT response) and Jet Mass
Scale and Resolution (JMS and JMR, parametrising the mass response), defined
as:

JES =
〈pdata

T 〉
〈pMC

T 〉
JER =

σ(pdata
T )

σ(pMC
T )

JMS =
〈mdata〉
〈mMC〉

JMR =
σ(mdata)

σ(mMC)

(4.7)

where 〈x〉 and σ(x) stand for mean value and resolution of the distribution x.
In the following, how such variables are calculated with one particluar method
is explined.

4.3.1 The Forward Folding method

One possible way to compute realtive JES, JER, JMS and JMR quantites is
to use the Forward Folding (FF) method [210]. Typically, to compute response
functions a functional form has to be assumed for the reponse, which must
either be well motivated physically ot introduce an additional error covering a
the particular choice of reposnse shape. For FF, it is not necessary to assume
any response function instead.

Take a jet variable x of a jet reconstructed with transverse momentum pT
reco

and define f(xtrue, pT
reco) the detector response to the variable x, as a function

of its particle-level value (xtrue) and pT
reco. The FF writes the detector-level

reconstructed distribution of the variable x as a function of two independent
parameters r and s:

xreco = xtrue [sf(xtrue, pT
reco) + (f(xtrue, pT

reco)− 〈f(xtrue, pT
reco)〉) (r − s)]

(4.8)
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The parameters r and s are, by construction, shifts in the standard deviation
and in the average of the response function:

s =
〈xreco/xtrue〉
〈f(xtrue, pT

reco)〉

r =
σ (xreco/xtrue)

σ (f(xtrue, pT
reco))

(4.9)

and by definition for a detector-level MC distribution one has r = s = 1. For
data instead, r and s value is chosen to minimise the differences between xreco in
data and MC, thorugh a χ2 minimisation. Recalling Eq. (4.7), when choosing x
to be the mass (pT) of the jet in data, r and s can be interpreted as the relative
JMS (JES) and JMR (JER) of data respect to MC.

The FF method can be applied to extract the detector response from a
variety of distributions and in Section 4.3.2 a selection of jet collections and
mass definitions, which have been used in the FF context, is reported. One
technical requirement of the FF is that the input distributions should have
a peak, to get an accurate estimation of the r and s parameters from the χ2

minimisation; in fact the narrower the peak, the higher the precision wuth which
the parameters are extracted. For mass distributions of heavy resonances, this
requirement is almost automatically fulfilled. For the estimation of JES and
JER, it is convenient to use as input distributions balances of the large-R jet
momentum with momentum of other better measured objects, such as leptons
or small jets, as it is done in Ref. [166] and in other standard methods which
also evaluate energy response.

4.3.2 Jets and jet mass definitions in ATLAS

In ATLAS standard large-R jets are built from topological calorimeter clusters
using FastJet with the anti-kt algorithm [75] with radius R = 1. Such jets are
then cleaned from soft radiation via the so called trimming [211] procedure: jets
constituents are re-clustered into sub-jets using the kt algorithm with paramet-
ers Rsub = 0.2 and all the resulting sub-jets with pT smaller than 5% the pT

of the original jet are removed from the constituents list. Such jets are called
AntKt10Trimmed5Rsub20 jets.

For AntKt10Trimmed5Rsub20 jets, the usual mass definition is calorimeter
based:

mcalo =

√√√√( ∑
i∈constituents

Ei

)2

−

( ∑
i∈constituents

~pi

)2

(4.10)

which is not very performant at high jet pT, because of the limitations in gran-
ularity of the calorimeters. For hight pT jets hence, one can extend Eq. (4.10),
to take advantage of the information contained in the tracks associated to the
jet, defining the track-assisted mass:

mTA =
pcaloT

pT
tracks

×mtracks (4.11)

being pT
tracks and mtracks the transverse momentum and mass of the four-vector

built as a sum of all the tracks associated to the jet.
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Another possible large-R jet definition uses a re-cluster procedure has also
been used in the FF context within the ATLAS collaboration [167]. The re-
clustered jets (RC jets) are obtained from fully calibrated anti-kt jets with radius
R = 0.4, which are used as input constituents to the anti-kt jet algorithm with
R = 1. Forward Folding was used in Ref. [167] to extract the relative detector
response of

mRC = mass of large-R jet obtained
from re-clustering small-R jets (4.12)

The RC approach has the advantage of propagating the calibration obtained
from the small-R jet , typically more precise and faster to obtain, to the
large-R ones. In Ref. [167] it has been shown that the calibration propaga-
tion was performing well enough to not need to add an additional uncertainty
due to misinterpretations of reclustering very close small jets (“close-by” ef-
fects). The FF confirmed that the relative mass response of the re-clustered
and AntKt10Trimmed5Rsub20 jets is compatible.

4.3.3 In-situ calibration of large-R jets in the W boson
and top-quark topology

The FF method has been used to extract the in-situ response of jets of large
radius containing the hadronic decay products of boosted W bosons and top-
quarks. To obtain a sample enriched of heavy mass boosted particles, the event
selection cuts which have been applied to select semileptonic tt̄ events is:

• a single muon, with pT
lep > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5

• at least one small-R (R = 0.4) jet with pT
lep > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5

• Emiss
T > 20 GeV and Emiss

T +mW
T > 60 GeV 5 mimicking a neutrino

• at least one b−tagged small-R jet

• a small-R jet, j, located at ∆R < 1.5 of the muon

• one large-R jet with pT > 200 GeV and |η| < 2, distant ∆R > 2 from j

where only the µ+ jets final state was chosen to avoid multi-jet background
contamination. To enhance the W (top-quark) mass peak, the b-tagged jetwas
required to lie outside (inside) of the large-R jet cone.

Various distributions can be constructed with the events passing the afore-
mentioned selection and used to extract the relative detector response via the
FF method. mcalo and mTA distributions are used to extract relative JMS and
JMR, while balances of the pT of the large-R jet with pT of the selected lepton
(pT

lep) , pT of the lepton and b-jet system (pT
lep + b-jet) and pT of the system

defined by the lepton, close b-jet and reconstructed neutrino (leptonic top sys-
tem, pT

top lep) can be used to measure the large-R jet JES and JER. The result
of applying the FF method on these kind of distributions, built from selected
events collected during 2015 by ATLAS, is shown in Fig. 4.12.

The method was then applied to extract the in-situ relative JMS and JMR
of re-clustered jets [167] and it was then extended to compute the mcalo and

5mWT is the transverse mass of the leptonically decaying W boson. It is defined as mWT
2

=

2plepT Emiss
T (1− cos∆φ) , being φ the angle between the lepton and direction of the Emiss

T .
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Figure 4.12: FF results obtained for the relative scale and resolution of the
detector response to various observables. 3.2 fb−1 of 13 TeV data collected
during 2015 have been used to produce these results. Numerical results are
reported in the bottom table, for a set of jet observables. Figures and table are
from Ref. [166].

mTA and the pT/pT
top lep response for different values of the pT of the large

AntKt10Trimmed5Rsub20 jets, since data collected had enough statistic to have
significant estimations. The results of this last analysis are summarised by the
plots in Fig. 4.13 and were included in [169].

Figure 4.13: Summary of the in-situ constraints on the modelling of the large-R
AntKt10Trimmed5Rsub20 jets response in tt̄ events with µ+jets final state.
Left plots show the relative JMS (top) and JMR (bottom), while on the right
relative JES (top) and JER (bottom) are presented. Figure from Ref. [169].
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Chapter 5

Selection of the
tt̄ + 1-jet event topology and
reconstruction of the
tt̄ + 1-jet system

The mass of the top-quark is a key parameter of the Standard Model of particle
physics that must be determined experimentally. Its value is fundamental in
consistency checks of the SM, for the evolution of the Higgs potential and for
many BSM scenarios, as it has already been highlighted in Section 3.2. In this
analysis the top-quark mass is extracted from the differential cross section of top-
quark pair production in association with at least one energetic jet (tt̄+ 1-jet ),
taking advantage of the good properties introduced in Section 3.3 of inferring
the top-quark mass from a cross section measurement.

The measurement of the tt̄ + 1-jetdifferential cross-section is performed in
8 TeV proton-proton collisions collected with the ATLAS experiment in 2012.
The experimental strategy consists in identifying top events by their semileptonic
channel: events are selected by requiring exactly one electron or muon candidate,
at least five jets in the final state, and significant missing transverse momentum
(Emiss

T ) indicating the presence of an undetected neutrino. The tt̄+1-jet system
is then reconstructed asking additional requirements on the selected objects.

The details on the data sample and Monte Carlo simulations used to simulate
the signal and background events are given in Section 5.1 The event selection
instead is explained in Section 5.2, while Section 5.3 contains the criteria of
tt̄+ 1-jet events reconstruction.

5.1 Data and Monte Carlo simulations

Data from pp collision at a center of mass energy of 8 TeV collected by the
ATLAS detector are analysed. The data sample includes all 2012 data taking
periods with stable beam conditions, where all relevant subdetector systems
were operational. The data set corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
Lint = 20.3 fb−1, with an uncertainty of ±1.9% [212].

67
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For the simulation, Monte Carlo samples are used that belong to the MC12
production campaign [213]. The following releases have been used for the dif-
ferent stages of the simulation [214]:

• AtlasProductions 17.2.0.2.1 and 17.2.0.4.1 for the event generation.

• AtlasProduction 17.2.6.2 for the simulation of the detector response with
Geant [215]. The Geant simulation has been used with conditions
OFLCOND-MC12-SIM-00

• AtlasProduction 17.2.1.4 for the digitization and reconstruction, with con-
ditions OFLCOND-MC12-SDR-06

• ATLAS geometry used is ATLAS-GEO-20-00-01

A variety of MC event generators are used to model the signal and Standard
Model background processes. Details on the production tags can be found in
[216] (ptag used p1575, p1770 where p1575 not available).

The nominal tt̄ sample used to correct the data is generated at NLO with
the Powheg [46, 217, 218] hvq package [219]. The top-quark mass is set to
mt =172.5 GeV. The CT10 [220] parton distribution functions (PDF) are used.
The hdamp parameter, which determines the strength of the NLO emission in
Powheg, is set to hdamp = mMC

t . Showering is added, using the Pythia [221]
program with the Perugia2011C tune [222]. This is the sample which is used
by default in data unfolding and analysis optimisation. A k-factor is applied to
take into account the most precise tt̄ cross section prediction (NNLO+NNLL
computed with top++2.0 [115, 223–232]): σtt̄ = 253+13

−15 pb at a center-of-mass
energy of 8 TeV.

Additional tt̄ samples with different choices of the value of the MC top-
quark mass, and otherwise the same settings as the nominal sample, are used
to validate the analysis.

Uncertainties coming from PDFs and αs choices are calculated following the
PDF4LHC prescriptions [233], using different sets of PDFs (MSTW200868%CL
NLO [230, 231, 234], CT10NLO and NNPDF2.3 [232]) which use different values
of the strong coupling constant at the scale of the mass of the Z boson.

Uncertainties related to the modelling of the initial and final state radiation
parameters are evaluated by varying values of renormalisation and factorisation
scales, the value of the hdamp factor and shower tunes. Two samples, that
represent the envelope of the possible deviations from the nominal settings, are
generated. The first has settings which produce less radiation, and it is obtained
with µren = µfac = 2µnom

fac , hdamp = 172.5 GeV, radLo tune. In the second more
radiation is generated by using µren = µfac = 1

2µ
nom
fac , hdamp = 345 GeV, radHi

tune.
To estimate the uncertainty of the shower and hadronisation modelling the

Powheg simulation is matched to the Herwig [47, 235] event generator with
the ATLAS AUET2 tune and Jimmy [236] code for multiple parton interac-
tions. Differences in the calulation of the hard process are evaluated using the
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [45] matrix element generator with CT10 NLO PDF,
which is then matched to Herwig with the same tunes as the previous one.

Two further tt̄ samples, identical to the nominal except for shower tunings,
are generated. They are used to estimate uncertainties in the modelling of color
reconnection and the underlying event.
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When available, tt̄ Powheg simulations have been chosen to have hdamp =
mMC
t . When only tt̄ Powheg simulations with hdamp =∞ were available, they

were reweighted to hdamp = mMC
t , following the strategy presented in [237].

Electroweak single top-quark production is simulated with Powheg matched
with Pythia v6.4. The tune used for the parton shower and hadronisation is
Preguia2011C, for all the electroweak production modes: s-channel, t-channel
and Wt-channel. When studying systematics in the modelling of the back-
ground, further samples are considered.

Vector bosons plus jets production is simulated using Alpgen [92] generator
with CTEQ6L1 PDF. The parton shower is handled by Herwig together with
Jimmy. Samples corresponding to the production of a W -boson in association
heavy-flavor quarks (b and c type quarks) are generated separately, at leading
order and with a correct treatment of the mass of heavy quarks. Double counting
due to heavy quarks produced in the parton shower is avoided using the Heavy
Flavour Overlap Removal (HFOR) tool [238].

Diboson events are generated with Herwig with the CTEQ6L1 PDF.
All the MC simulations described above follow the standard prescription of

the ATLAS top physics group. Details on the generator input files, together
with links to the samples and further information, can be found in Ref.[213].

The multijet background is estimated using a data-driven method described
in [239].

5.2 Object definitions and basic event selection

For this analysis the event selection requires exactly one electron or muon, at
least two b-tagged jets, at least three jets from light quarks or gluons, and the
presence of significant missing transverse energy due to a neutrino escaping
detection.

Basic object reconstruction and object definitions used in this analysis are
shared with most top physics analysis in ATLAS, following prescriptions from
[240]. The TopCoreRelease-14-00-28, together with the AnalysisTop-1.13.00
package, is used for object definition and their calibrations.

Electron candidates [241] are reconstructed from clusters of energy deposits
in the electromagnetic calorimeter, matched with a reconstructed inner detector
track. The calorimeter cluster is required to have pT > 25 GeV, |η| ¡ 2.47.
Clusters in the transition between barrel and end-cap and 1.37 < |η| < 1.52
are excluded. Non-prompt electrons (from heavy-flavour decay) are rejected by
two 90% efficient cuts, on the sum of transverse energy deposited in a cone
with ∆R < 0.2 around the calorimeter cells associated to the electron, and on
the sum of track pT in a cone of radius ∆R < 0.3. The longitudinal impact
parameter z0 of the electron track with respect to the selected event primary
vertex (PV) is required to be smaller than 2 mm.

Muon candidate reconstruction [242] is based on track segments in the muon
spectrometer combined with inner detector tracks. The combined track must
satisfy pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Muon candidates have to be separated from
any jet by ∆R > 0.4 and the sum of the transverse momenta of tracks within a
cone of ∆R < 10 GeV/pµT around the muon candidate is required to be less than
5% of the muon transverse momentum. The longitudinal impact parameter z0

with respect to the PV is required to be smaller than 2 mm.
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Jet reconstruction starts from topological clusters [243] of energy deposits in
the calorimeters. A local calibration scheme [244] corrects for non-compensation,
dead material and out-of-cluster leakage. Jets are reconstructed on these topo-
logical clusters using the anti-kt algorithm [75, 245] with a radius parameter
of R = 0.4. Jets are calibrated to the level of stable particle jets using Monte
Carlo simulation and the response is verified in situ [246]. Jet reconstruction is
implemented in the FastJet package [209].

Jets are accepted if pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5 after the calibration. To
reduce the contribution from pile-up, jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4 must
have a jet-vertex-fraction (fraction of tracks associated to the jet pointing to the
primary vertex) greater than 0.5. The closest jet within ∆R < 0.2 of selected
electrons is discarded to avoid double-counting of the electron deposit as a jet.

Jets with B-hadrons are tagged with the MV1 algorithm, based on mul-
tivariate techniques exploiting impact parameter and secondary vertex inform-
ation [247]. The working point corresponds to a tagging efficiency of 70%, a
light jet rejection factor of 130 and a charm rejection factor of 5. The simulated
b-tagging efficiency is corrected to match the efficiency measured in data.

The missing transverse momentum (and its magnitude Emiss
T ) is reconstruc-

ted from the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the reconstructed calib-
rated physics objects and the transverse momentum deposited in the calorimeter
cells not associated with these objects.

The basic event selection follows what has been done in other analysis of tt̄
events with a lepton+jets final state [248, 249]. It requires:

• a single lepton trigger, with thresholds at 18 GeV (22 GeV) for muons
(electrons)

• matching of the selected lepton and trigger object (within ∆R < 0.15)

• no identified noise burst in the liquid argon calorimeter

• the presence of at least one primary vertex with at least five good associ-
ated tracks

• exactly one good lepton with pT > 25 GeV

• at least five jets passing high quality cuts

• exactly two b-tagged jets, using the MV1 algorithm at 70% working point.

• a significant amount of transverse missing energy (Emiss
T > 30 GeV)

• a W -boson transverse mass (mW
T )1greater than 30 GeV.

The selection differs from the usual tt̄ analysis in two aspects. Firstly, five jets
are required instead of four. The minimum number of jets needed to reconstruct
the tt̄ system is four, thus for tt̄+ 1-jet one more is needed. Secondly, Emiss

T

and mW
T cuts are the same for the e and µ channels, in order to have more

uniform e+jets and µ+jets selections.
The event yields after this basic selection are compared to the SM expect-

ations in Table 5.1. The uncertainties on the MC yields include experimental

1mWT =
√

2pT,l · pT,ν [1− cos(φl − φν)] , where l is the selected lepton and ν is the neutrino
(whose pT is identified with the missing transverse momentum).
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sources such as the jet energy scale (JES), b-tagging efficiency, MC modelling
uncertainties, as well as the uncertainties in the cross sections of the SM pro-
cesses. A detailed description of all the systematics uncertainties is presented
in Section 6.4. ∫

L = 20.3fb−1 e+jets channel µ+jets channel
Data 22971 28525

tt̄ 19624 25114
Singletop 826 1036
W+jets 490 735
Z+jets 122 70

Diboson 8 6
QCD 142 29

Total MC 21212 26990

MC/Data 0.92 0.95

Table 5.1: Event yields after the basic selection explained in the text.

The distributions of several important kinematic variables are compared to
the MC expectation in Figure 5.1. Good agreement is found between data and
expectations for all variables.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the observed distributions and the ATLAS MC ex-
pectation for several kinematic variables used in the signal selection: the mag-
nitude of the missing transverse momentum Emiss

T , the transverse mass of the
W -boson mW

T and the transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity (η) of the
charged lepton. The uncertainty band estimates the error of the MC normalisa-
tion [250] as 8.5%σtt̄ + 7.8%σsingle−t + 32.8%σV+jets + 52.8%σQCD + 500%σVV.
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5.3 tt̄+ 1-jet system reconstruction and final se-
lection

The ρs observable is reconstructed for events that pass the basic selection. In
order to reconstruct the tt̄+ 1-jet system, a number of objects are needed.
Candidates are reconstructed for the W -bosons, one decaying hadronically and
one leptonically. The b-tagged jets are combined with the W -boson candidates
to reconstruct the top-quark four-momentum.

Leptonic W -boson candidates are reconstructed by combining the selected
charged lepton and reconstructed neutrino. The component along the beam
axis of the neutrino momentum is reconstructed using a constraint on the mass
of the leptonic W -boson, requiring:(

M leptonic
W

)2

= m2
l + 2 (ElEν − ~pl · ~pν) =

(
MPDG
W

)2
(5.1)

where l indicates the charged lepton, pa = (Ea, ~pa) is the four-momentum of
particle a, and MPDG

W is the value of the W -boson mass reported by the particle
data group (PDG) [251]. Equation 5.1 is a second order equation for the com-
ponenet of the neutrino along the beam axis. Depending on the value of the
radicand in the determinant of Equation 5.1, up to two solutions can exist for
pνz. If the radiacand is positive, two leptonic W boson candidates are obtained
with this procedure. If the radicand is negative instead, the magnitude of Emiss

T

is adjusted to get a null radicand. In this case only one leptonic W boson is
reconstructed.

Hadronic boson candidates are obtained from two selected jets, which are
not b-tagged. After the basic selection at least three of such jets exist. It
is therefore important to study all the possible pairings and choose the one
which best describes a W boson. For each pair (i, j), its invariant mass mij

and its angular distance ∆Rij =
√

∆φ(i, j)2 + ∆η(i, j)2 are defined. To reduce
the combinatorial background, to minimize the effects of jet energy corrections
on light jets and to improve the mapping of reconstructed hadronic W -boson
candidates to truth level W -bosons, pairs that satisfy the following criteria are
selected:

• 0.9 < α < 1.25 , with α =
MPDG
W

mij

• ∆kijt = min(pit, p
j
t ) ·∆Rij < 90 GeV.

Among all the possible combinations of W -boson candidates and b-tagged
jets, the one that minimizes the following criteria are selected:

β′ =
Mtlept

−Mthad

Mtlept
+Mthad

(5.2)

This selects the combination where the two reconstructed top-quark candidates
have the smallest difference between their kinematical masses.

The impact of these selection cuts do not introduce any bias on the measured
top-quark mass as discussed in Appendix A.

As soon as all objects used in the reconstruction of the tt̄ system are chosen,
the four-momenta of the light jets identified with the decay of the hadronic
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W -boson are corrected by the factor α defined above (this ensures the hadronic
W -boson candidate has the proper PDG mass).

The additional jet (extra jet) which is needed to reconstruct the tt̄+ 1-jet
system is selected from all jets which have not been used to reconstruct the
top-quark candidates (i.e. two light jets and two b-taggged jets are discarded).
Among the remaining jets, the leading pT jet is chosen. The event is accepted
if the additional jet satisfies the conditions:

• pextrajet
T > 50 GeV

•
∣∣ηextrajet

∣∣ < 2.5

An additional cut is applied to improve the purity and data over background
ratio, which is:

Mtlept

Mthad

> 0.9 (5.3)

The choice of the pT cut on the extra jet is studied in detail in Refs. [252,

253] and in Appendix B of this note. The larger the pextrajet
T cut, the less

sensitive tt̄+ 1-jet theoretical calculations are to higher order corrections. On
the other hand, a high pT cut reduces the number of reconstructed events which
increases the statistical uncertainty on the measurement. In Ref. [252] a pT cut
of 50 GeV has been determined as a reasonable compromis of the two competing
effects. We assum that the difference of the center-of-mass energy between the
analysis of Ref. [252] and the one presented here does not change the conclusion.
In addition Appendix B shows no indication of any bias due to the selection of
the pextrajet

T cut. Similar results are presented in Refs. [253, 254].
The efficiency of the above described procedure, defined as the ratio between

the final number of selected events and the number of events which passed the
basic selection, is ∼ 28%. In Table 5.2 the event yield after the final selection
cuts is presented. The distributions of the transverse momentum and pseudo-
rapidity of the top-quark candidates and the additional jet are presented in
Figure 5.2. Additional control plots are available in Appendix C.∫

L = 20.3 fb−1 e+jets channel µ+jets channel
Data 6379 ± 80 7824 ± 88

tt̄ 5529 ± 470 7079 ± 602
Singletop 191 ± 15 226 ± 18
W+jets 100 ± 33 121 ± 37
Z+jets 24 ± 8 13 ± 4

Diboson 1± 0 0± 0
QCD 21 ± 11 0 ± 0

Total MC 5866 ± 537 7439 ± 661

MC/Data 0.92 0.95

Table 5.2: Event yields after final selection.

Finally, the invariant mass of the tt̄+ 1-jet system, stt̄+1-jet is obtained by
summing the four vectors of the five selected jets, the charged lepton and the
reconstructed momentum of the neutrino. Such an inclusive quantity does not
have a strong dependence on ambiguities in combinatorics, in particular it does
not depend on the choice of matching b-jets with W bosons candidates.
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The distribution of tt̄+ 1-jet events as a function of ρs = 340 GeV√
stt̄+1-jet

is

presented in Figure 5.3.
To obtain the final R distribution the predicted background contributions

are subtracted. The remaining distribution is normalized to the number of
background subtracted events. The binning choice is motivated in Appendix D.
Finally, the value of normalized cross section in each bin is divided by the
bin width. The distribution obtained is shown is Figure 5.4 together with the
prediction of the nominal ATLAS tt̄ MC sample as defined in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Control plots for the pT and η of the reconstructed leptonic and
hadronic tops, together with the jet which is identified as the extrajet of the
detector level tt̄+ 1-jet system. The uncertainty band represents an estimation
of the error of the MC normalisation, as defined in Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of the ρs variable in the tt̄+ 1-jet system after the
final selection. Data are compared to the SM expectation. Events in different
channels are shown separately in the uppermost plots, and their combination is
shown in the lowermost plot. The uncertainty band represents an estimation of
the error of the MC normalisation, as defined in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: The differential normalized ρs distribution in the selected tt̄+ 1-jet
events after background subtraction. The data points are shown for the elec-
tron+jets and muon+jets channels separately and for the combination of both
channels. The result is compared to the nominal ATLAS tt̄ MC sample (red
dashed line).



Chapter 6

Top-quark mass extraction
at parton level

In this Section the R distribution as observed in data is corrected to parton
level and compared to the theoretical predictions of Refs. [40, 99] which are
computed at NLO QCD theoretical accuracy. These calculations are performed
on the basis of the pole mass scheme [40] and the MS scheme [99] allowing to
extract both the top-quark pole mass (Section 6.6) and the top-quark running
mass (Section 6.7). Comparing both results and their compatibility represents
an interesting test. The comparisonn allows to assess the impact of uncalculated
higher orders. Furthermore, it is conceivable that one scheme shows a better
perturbative convergence that another scheme. In the present case, the relation
between mpole

t and mt(mt) does not involve large logarithms so that no major
difference is expected. The first applications of this method [99, 252], using
4.6 fb−1 of 7 TeV pp collisions, resulted in an uncertainty of 2.3 GeV (1.3%) on
the top-quark pole mass and of 2.4 GeVfor the running mass.

The chapter is structured as follows. The definition of the level at which
the measurement is performed and the main strategy of the mass extraction
is presented in Section 6.1. The approach developed in Refs. [40, 99] and in-
troduced in Section 3.3.2 is followed. Selected and reconstructed events are
corrected to the level of sable top-quarks via an unfolding procedure which is
explained in Section 6.2. The evaluation of the uncertainties on the unfolding
procedure and on the mass extraction is estimated in Section 6.4 and the fiab-
ility of such estimation is cross-checked in Section 6.5. The top-quark mass is
extracted both in the pole mass scheme (Section 6.6) and in the MS scheme
(Section 6.7). The two results are found to be compatible with each others, as
it explained in Section 6.8.

6.1 tt̄+ 1-jet system definition at different re-
construction levels

The observable R which is used to extract the top-quark mass can be computed
and compared to data at parton, particle and detector levels. The required
theory input to construct the observable is however different at each of these

79
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levels. At parton level our present ansatz considers the top quarks as a stable
particles having well defined four momenta. At particle level the four momenta
of the top quarks are reconstructed by identifying and clustering the informa-
tion from the decay products of the top quarks, the gluon radiation and later
hadronization. At detector level the experimental signals and effects due to the
particles transversing the ATLAS detector need to be considered in addition. It
is thus reasonable to get different R distributions at each of these levels which
should however be coherently connected using correction factors depending on
the same parameters, and in particular the same top-quark mass. These cor-
rection factors need to be computed using the nominal ATLAS Monte Carlo.

At parton level the observed R distribution is corrected (unfolded) and dir-
ectly compared to the prediction of Ref. [40]. On the contrary, at detector level
the theoretical prediction is corrected (folded) and compared to the observed
R distribution after detector effects. The particle level represents an interme-
diate stage in which the data are corrected (unfolded) for detector effects and
compared to the corrected (folded) theoretical distribution at this level. The
description of the different R distribution using the same value of the top-quark
mass at each of these levels represents a highly non-trivial test of the coherence
of the method as each level involves different identification and reconstruction
techniques with different fit procedures.

The previous analysis at 7 TeV [252] only considered the parton level. In the
present work results are obtained for the three levels. At parton and detector
levels the coherence and compatibility of the method is examined. At particle
level only the R distribution is presented.

In the following the detailed definition of the tt̄+ 1-jet system at the differ-
ent reconstruction levels is summarised1:

• parton level: top quarks are considered on-shell before decaying but QCD
radiation (including initial and final state radiation) is enabled. The par-
ton shower evolution is included at this level while keeping the top-quarks
on-shell,

• particle level: this is the level in which the stable particles2 are considered
before their interaction with the detector. The tt̄+ 1-jet system is recon-
structed using decay products of the top-quarks. At this level the four
momenta of neutrinos are known exactly. More details are available in
[255],

• detector level: the tt̄+ 1-jet system is reconstructed from objects as iden-
tified in the detector following the strategy developed in Sections 5.2 and
5.3.

Unfortunately, the parton level, as described above, is not directly accessible
in the ATLAS nominal tt̄ MC sample (Powheg+Pythia) as the information
to build the four momenta of the top-quarks is not kept in the n-tuples. More
detail on the missing information is available in Ref. [253]. Therefore, another
intermediate level is introduced which is available in the nominal MC sample
and is relatively close to the parton level:

1It is always required that the extra jet fulfills the conditions of pextrajetT > 50 GeV and

|ηextrajet| < 2.5)
2a particle is considered stable if its lifetime is greater than ∼3 ns.
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• 1st emission level or tt̄+ g: the observable is defined using top-quarks as in
the parton level but the additional jet is identified with the first emission
of the hard process MC generator3.

To correct the data to the parton level, the standard nominal ATLAS tt̄
MC sample and a tt̄ MC sample produced with the same ATLAS settings are
used. In this last sample the information as required to build the correct four
momenta of the top-quarks is saved. The complete procedure to unfold the data
is then performed in two steps:

1. correct the data from detector level to the first emission (tt̄+ g) level using
the nominal ATLAS MC sample

2. apply a correction to obtain the distribution from first emission level to
the parton level. This step is needed to compare with the theoretical
calculation (tt̄+ g → tt̄+ 1-jet). This last correction is obtained with the
privately produced MC sample, in which the parton level information is
saved. The private sample was validated using ATLAS samples and the
validation plots can be found in Appendix E.

In [252] it has been proven that unfolding data to parton level directly is
equivalent to do it via the first emission level.

6.2 Data correction to parton level

In order to get the R distribution at parton level, as defined in Section 6.1, the
data needs to be unfolded. By this process, the observed tt̄+ 1-jet distribution
is corrected for detector, hadronisation, gluon radiation and top-quark decay
effects. This correction is calculated using simulated events from the nominal
ATLAS tt̄ MC that pass the same event selection criteria as applied to data.
The full correction is applied in steps first by constructing a migration matrix
M and later, by bin-to-bin factors. The first factor, f , takes into account the
correction for acceptance and the difference between the first emission (tt̄+ g)
and tt̄+ 1-jet at parton level. The second factor, fPh.Sp., accounts for the avail-
able phase-space to produce events which pass the selection criteria depending
on the top mass.

The migration matrixM gives the probability that an event generated with
a certain value of ρs at first emission is reconstructed with the same or other
value of ρs at detector level. The acceptance factors consider the fact that there
could be events which are selected at detector level but did not come from events
which pass the first emission level selection cuts, and vice-versa. The last phase-
space correction takes into account the probability of producing events passing
the selection cuts depending on the top mass. This last factor is very small and
only affects the bins close to the threshold region. It can be easily factorized as
a function of R and ρs as will be explained below.

The unfolding method is thus defined as a three-step procedure. The first
step uses the inverse of the migration matrix from first emission to detector

3When matching Powheg to Pythia, the hardest emission is taken care of by Powheg.
The parton shower is then started at the kinematical limit, and emissions harder than the
first one are vetoed. A detailed discussion is available in [256].
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level to convolute the data. The inversion of M is regularized with an iterat-
ive algorithm based on the procedure that is called Bayesian unfolding [257].
A detailed study of the choice of the unfolding method and its regularization
parameter is presented in Appendix F.

The second step factorizes the acceptance and the difference between first
emission (tt̄+ g) and tt̄+ 1-jet using a bin-by-bin correction. Finally an addi-
tional factor accounts for the phase-space correction.

To explain the whole procedure in detail let’s start by defining Rtt̄+gpreACC.

as the observable built at detector level with events which pass the complete

selection, corrected to the first emission level. Notice that Rtt̄+gpreACC. is still
affected by the detector level cuts, even if it is corrected to parton level. It is then
possible to define Rtt̄+1-jet as the parton level observable built from parton level
events which pass the cuts at that level (pextrajet

T > 50 GeV, |ηextrajet| < 2.5).

Their ratio f(ρs) := Rtt̄+1-jet

Rtt̄+gpreACC.

(ρs) can be computed from MC simulation. The

correction factor f gives the magnitude of the tt̄ + 1-jet specific cuts which
are applied, as well as the small correction accounting for the transformation
from first emission to parton level The factor extracted from the nominal tt̄ MC
sample is presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Efficiency matrix of the unfolding (top left) and associated covari-
ance matrix (top right) normalised to number of entries. Also the bin-by-bin

acceptance correction Rtt̄+1-jet

Rtt̄+gpreACC.

(ρs) := f(ρs) is shown (bottom).

TheR distribution is divided in 8 bins as the result of detailed study between
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two binning choices, 6 bins versus 8 bins as reported in Appendix D. This binning
is shown in Figure 5.4 and its most relevant features are:

• Sensitivity: the binning choice isolates the region where the distribution
is most sensitive to the mass (ρs & 0.7).

• Efficiency: migrations are limited. The value of the efficiency matrix4 in
the most sensitive bin ( i.e. ρ1st emission

s ∈ [0.8, 1] and ρdetector
s ∈ [0.8, 1])

is well above 50% (Figure 6.1 ).

• Statistics: all bins are sufficiently populated minimizing statistical fluctu-
ations.

Results in Appendix D confirm that compatible values are extracted for
top-quark mass by either using 6 or 8 bins without introducing any bias. The
statistical accuracy is however improved significantly by using 8 bins. Further
studies employing a finer binning did not produce stable results due to the
decrease in the number of events populating the bins close to the top threshold.

The f correction factor was computed for a variety of different tt̄ MC sim-
ulations. As mentioned above, it encodes the extrapolation outside the phase
space defined by the detector level cuts.

In addition, near the threshold the R end-point changes as a function of the
top-quark mass due to the required available phase-space needed to produce a
gluon-jet withpextrajet

T > 50 GeV, |ηextrajet| < 2.5. Eventually for a large enough
mass value of the top quark the tt̄+ 1-jet events can be produced outside the
closest bin to the threshold. As the bin size is fixed the impact of this correction
is relevant as the bins close to the threshold get smaller. Hence these effects,
even if are small, need to be quantified and considered in the analysis. This is
possible by using a large range of top-quark masses and Figure 6.2 illustrates
the impact of this correction for top-quark masses between 165 and 180 GeV.
As it can be seen in Figure 6.2, the aforementioned effect is almost un-existing
for 6 bins. Hence a comparison between the results obtained for 6 and 8 bins
can be taken as an estimate for any bias due to this correction.

The dependence of the available phase-space can be parametrised continu-

ously as a function of Rtt̄+gpreACC..as indicated in Appendix G. One can then
factorise the pure dependence on the modelling of the phase space from the
acceptance cuts, by defining a factor fPh.Sp. such that takes a value depending

on Rtt̄+gpreACC..
The correction procedure can be summarised as:

Rtt̄+1-jet
data (ρs) =

[
M−1 ⊗Rdet

data(ρs)
]
· f(ρs) · fPh.Sp.

(
ρs,Rtt̄+gpreACC.

)
(6.1)

where the two correction factors f and fPh.Sp. distinguish between two distinct
effects: the acceptance correction (f , as presented in Figure 6.1) and the phase
space correction (fPh.Sp., presented for each bin in Figure 23 at Appendix G).

The interval of Rtt̄+gpreACC. for which the fPh.Sp. factor has been evaluated cov-
ers an equivalent mass range of 15 GeV. Where the correction is most important
(in the region 0.775 < ρs < 1) the effect is to modify the observable by ∼ 1%

GeV .

4The efficiency matrix is defined as the fraction of events of a bin at 1st emission level
which are reconstructed in another bin at the detector level.
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Figure 6.2: The dependence of f correction factor for different choices of the
MC used in the definition of the unfolding procedure. On the left the factor is
defined using only 6 bins, as it was done in Ref. [252], and shows no dependence,
since last bin has not enough resolution to reveal the effect. On the right, the
factor is presented for the finer binning used in this analysis. The dependence
in the region ρs ∼ 1 can be seen.

The overall impact of this correction is small anyway, as it is expected a value

from data of Rtt̄+gpreACC., near to the one obtained from the nominal tt̄ MC sample
(i.e. the nominal MC is suppposed to best describe data.). In Appendix G ad-
ditional cross-checks and considerations on the fPh.Sp. factor are presented. No
bias is observed by introducing this correction and a procedure to estimate its
systematic uncertainty is also derived.

The output of the unfolding process is a distribution at parton level corrected
for modelling and detector effects, which can be compared to the NLO QCD
theoretical prediction. The result at the parton level is presented in Figure 6.3.
A covariance matrix is provided that takes into account the correlations between
bins. The covariance matrix normalized to the number of entries is shown in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: Corrected, parton level R distribution for the e+jets, µ+jets and
l+jets channels in 8 TeV pp collision data. The result is compared to a
tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS calculation for pole mass values of 165 GeV(red line) and
175 GeV(blue line)
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6.3 Pole mass measurement: fit to tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS
prediction

To extract the value of the top-quark pole mass from the unfolded distribution,

a fit to Rtt̄+1-jet
data with the tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS calculation is performed. The

fit uses the least squares method, where the best value of mpole
t is chosen to be

the one which minimizes:

χ2 =
∑
i,j

[
Rtt̄+1-jet

data −Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS(mpole

t )
]
i

[
V −1

]
ij

[
Rtt̄+1-jet

data −Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS(mpole

t )
]
j
,

(6.2)
where indices i and j refer to the bin number, and V is the covariance matrix
normalized to the number of events which passes the detector level event se-
lection. The statistical uncertainty on the measurement is taken as the mass
shift which changes the χ2 by one with respect to the minimal value. Since the
observable R is normalised, bins are not independent of each other. Thus one
bin has to be excluded in the sum of Equation 6.2. The nominal choice has been
to exclude the first bin (0 < ρs < 0.25), as it was done in [252]. The resulting χ2

distribution is shown in Figure 6.4. The effect of dropping a different bin with
similar sensitivity is evaluated in Appendix H and has a negligible contribution
on the extracted value. Differences in the extracted mpole

t values are compatible
with 0 within their statistical uncertainty, while values of χ2

min vary in range
between 0.5 and 2.
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Figure 6.4: χ2 distribution from Equation 6.2. Vertical dashed lines shows the
∆χ2 = ±1 variation.

No analytical prediction is available forRtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS(mpole

t ), thus the para-
metric dependence on the top-quark pole mass is approximated using a second

order polynomial. Nine different theoretical predictions for values of
mpole
t

GeV =
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Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS

mass [GeV] 0 < ρs < 0.25 0.25 < ρs < 0.325 0.325 < ρs < 0.425 0.425 < ρs < 0.525
160 0.1388 ± 0.0027 1.073 ± 0.011 1.816 ± 0.014 2.342 ± 0.018
165 0.1522 ± 0.0017 1.134 ± 0.012 1.963 ± 0.015 2.413 ± 0.017

167.5 0.1637 ± 0.0020 1.188 ± 0.010 1.991 ± 0.013 2.428 ± 0.015
170 0.1686 ± 0.0017 1.211 ± 0.011 2.052 ± 0.012 2.466 ± 0.015

172.5 0.1718 ± 0.0015 1.256 ± 0.010 2.078 ± 0.013 2.511 ± 0.014
173.75 0.1763 ± 0.0019 1.255 ± 0.010 2.119 ± 0.012 2.572 ± 0.015

175 0.1804 ± 0.0016 1.290 ± 0.010 2.146 ± 0.015 2.576 ± 0.015
177.5 0.1851 ± 0.0024 1.336 ± 0.010 2.224 ± 0.014 2.597 ± 0.016
180 0.1922 ± 0.0022 1.378 ± 0.010 2.254 ± 0.013 2.639 ± 0.015

mass [GeV] 0.525 < ρs < 0.675 0.675 < ρs < 0.725 0.725 < ρs < 0.775 0.775 < ρs < 1
160 2.102 ± 0.015 1.399 ± 0.022 0.939 ± 0.015 0.1634 ± 0.0038
165 2.056 ± 0.012 1.317 ± 0.022 0.796 ± 0.019 0.1124 ± 0.0037

167.5 2.060 ± 0.010 1.271 ± 0.018 0.740 ± 0.013 0.0826 ± 0.0023
170 2.050 ± 0.011 1.183 ± 0.021 0.675 ± 0.014 0.0657 ± 0.0018

172.5 2.049 ± 0.011 1.092 ± 0.014 0.633 ± 0.014 0.0459 ± 0.0014
173.75 2.012 ± 0.013 1.059 ± 0.016 0.565 ± 0.010 0.0424 ± 0.0020

175 1.995 ± 0.012 1.042 ± 0.014 0.540 ± 0.014 0.0343 ± 0.0015
177.5 1.968 ± 0.012 0.976 ± 0.016 0.449 ± 0.011 0.0218 ± 0.0010
180 1.941 ± 0.011 0.931 ± 0.018 0.375 ± 0.010 0.0134 ± 0.0007

Table 6.1: The observable R predicted by a tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS calculation for
different mt values. The requirements on the additional jet are pT > 50 GeV and
|η| ≤ 2.5. The uncertainties represent the statistical accuracy of the calculation.

{160, 165, 167.5, 170, 172.5, 173.75, 175, 177.5, 180} are computed. For each bin

j the theoretical dependence on mpole
t is parametrized as:[

Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS(mpole

t )
]
j

= aj+bj

(
mpole
t − 170 GeV

)
+cj

(
mpole
t − 170 GeV

)2

,

(6.3)
where coefficients aj , bj , cj are extracted using the four mass points which have

the nearest values to
[
Rtt̄+1-jet

data

]
j
. Theoretical calculations of the observable for

each bin are reported in Table 6.1, while the second order polynomial curves of
Equation 6.3 for each bin are shown in Figure 6.6. Different parametrizations
give compatible results. More details can be found in Section 6.4.4.

Finally, an important result to be noticed is that with such fit and unfolding
procedure, the correction of the data to parton level is independent of the as-
sumed top-quark mass which is used in the MC (mMC

t ). This fact is reflected in
Figure 6.5 within a 15 GeV mass range. The plot shows the difference between
the extracted and the input quark masses when the MC simulated data are and
the reference fit curves are produced using the MC prediction at parton level.
The result confirms the findings already reported in Refs. [252] and strongly
supports the method to extract the top-quark mass from a direct comparison
between the theoretical prediction and the corrected distribution without any
further assumption.

The observable, as obtained from data corrected for detector and hadron-
isation effects, is presented in Figure 6.3. The top-quark pole mass is extracted
from fitting the R distribution at NLO+PS level, as explained in this section.
The value obtained is:

mpole
t = 171.05± 0.43(stat) GeV (6.4)

where only the statistical uncertainty is considered. The value of the mass was
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Figure 6.5: Difference between the extracted top-quark mass value and its input
value when using the unfolding procedure described in Section 6.2. No depend-
ence is observed in the range of top-quark masses between 165 GeVand 180 GeV.
Error bars indicate the statistical precision of the MC sample used for each test.

also measured separately for the e+jets and µ+jets channels, resulting in:

mpole
t (e+jets) = 171.14± 0.51(stat) GeV

mpole
t (µ+jets) = 170.97± 0.66(stat) GeV

(6.5)

All values are compatible with each other.
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Figure 6.6: Parametrization of the mass dependence of the observable R with a
second order polynomial. Each plot corresponds to one bin of theR distribution.
The bins with 0.525 < ρs < 0.675 are not shown since their sensitivity is very
low.
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6.4 Pole mass measurement: systematic uncer-
tainties

In this section the uncertainties that affect the measurement of the top-quark
pole mass are studied. Statistical uncertainties on the corrected data have
been calculated by repeating the unfolding procedure on pseudo-experiments,
as already discussed in 6.2.

The uncertainty due to the limited size of the MC sample used in the defin-
ition of the unfolding procedure has also been evaluated, by repeating the un-
folding procedure varying the unfolding matrix within its errors. A set of 5000
pseudo-matrices were used and the distribution of the results of the unfold-
ing had a gaussian distribution. The width of such gaussian was referred to
as error due to the statistic of the MC sample used in the unfolding. It has
been taken into account as a systematic uncertainty. The impact on the top-
quark mass due to the limited size of the MC sample has been estimated as
∆(MC-stat) = 0.16 GeV.

The uncertainty sources which remain can be split in four categories: signal
modeling uncertainties, detector modeling uncertainties, theoretical uncertain-
ties and method uncertainties. In the next sections it is explained how these
uncertainties are evaluated, while in 6.6 their values are reported all together.

For each systematic error, its statistical uncertainty is also reported when
possible, as obtained from the mass extraction from alternative MC samples.
When multiple components are considered for a systematic source (i.e. jet
energy scale), the statistical errors are added in quadrature without taking into
account correlations.

In general the evaluation of the systematic errors proceeds as follows. The
nominal procedure to extract the top quark mass is applied to the different
MC samples which correspond to different predictions for R depending on the
specific effects under study. The difference between the values obtained for the
top-quark mass when applying the unfolding procedure to these simulated event
samples is quantified and following the ATLAS prescriptions the systematic
uncertainty is determined.

6.4.1 Theoretical uncertainties

Theoretical uncertainties mainly come from two sources:

• missing higher orders in the perturbative calculations.

• imperfect knowledge of the proton PDFs and the QCD coupling αs.

The uncertainty related to uncalculated higher order corrections is evaluated
with the conventional procedure of varying factorisation (µf ) and renormalisa-
tion (µr) scales around the value chosen. For the tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS calcula-

tion, the nominal choice has been µf = µr = mpole
t , while the variations taken

into account are µf = µr = 2mpole
t and µf = µr = 1

2m
pole
t . An example of how

the theoretical prediction for R change with the scale is shown in Figure6.7.
The usual procedure is then to fit corrected data with the different theoretical
predictions, and take the difference of the result as error. The results one would
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obtain with this method are (including only data statistical error):

mpole
t [tt̄+ 1-jet template, µr = µf = µ0] = 171.05± 0.43 (stat.) GeV

mpole
t [tt̄+ 1-jet template, µr = µf =

1

2
µ0] = 171.81± 0.40 (stat.) GeV

mpole
t [tt̄+ 1-jet template, µr = µf = 2µ0] = 170.82± 0.48 (stat.) GeV

(6.6)

Using this procedure though, various errors are taken into account simultan-
eously and it is not easy to isolate scale choice effects. For instance, when using
a different set of mass points, it is needed to re-parametrise (i.e obtain para-
metrisation coefficients) the theoretical dependence on the top-quark pole mass
and above mentioned values can vary up to 0.15 GeV. Thus using this method,
uncertainties on the parametrisation are entangled with uncertainties due to the
scale choice.

In order to reduce such effects, distributions generated with different scales
choice have been fit with the nominal theoretical prediction. Three values are
then extracted for the mass of each scale variation, mpole

t (µ = µ0) , mpole
t (µ =

2µ0) and mpole
t (µ = 1

2µ0), where µ0 is the nominal choice of the factorisation
an renormalisation scales. The following quantities are taken as errors:

∆+(µ) = −min

([
mpole
t (µ = 2µ0)−mpole

t (µ = µ0)
]
,

[
mpole
t (µ =

1

2
µ0)−mpole

t (µ = µ0)

])
∆−(µ) = −max

([
mpole
t (µ = 2µ0)−mpole

t (µ = µ0)
]
,

[
mpole
t (µ =

1

2
µ0)−mpole

t (µ = µ0)

])
(6.7)

where the minus sign takes into account that a positive (negative) shift in this
error evaluation method, correspond to a negative (positive) shift when cor-
rected data are fit with different theoretical predictions. The final scale error
amounts to:

∆(µ) =
+ 0.62
- 0.24

GeV (6.8)

To evaluate PDFs and αs errors on the theoretical prediction, Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS

have been generated with three different set of PDFs and αs values:

• CT10nlo PDF with αs(MZ) = 0.118 , the nominal choice.

• MSTW2008nlo90cl PDF with αs(MZ) = 0.120

• NNPDF23 PDF with αs(MZ) = 0.119

and extracting a mass value for each of them using the nominal theoretical
prediction. The shape of these distributions is shown in Figure 6.8. Half of the
maximum difference between nominal and the variations is taken as the error
of the PDFs and αs choice:

∆(PDF+αs) =
1

2
max

(∣∣∣mpole
t (CT10)−mpole

t (NNPDF)
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣mpole

t (CT10)−mpole
t (MSTW)

∣∣∣)
(6.9)

which amounts to 0.22 GeV.
The total theoretical uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the scale and

PDF⊕αs and it amounts to ∆(theo) =
+0.66
-0.32

GeV .
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Figure 6.7: Absolute difference between Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS generated for different

choices of the factorisation and renormalisation scales. Samples have been gen-
erated with mpole

t = 172.5 GeV.

6.4.2 Detector modelling

In this section, uncertainties on the top-quark pole mass due to reconstruc-
tion efficiency and physics objects (lepton, Emiss

T and jets) reconstruction are
studied. These kind of systematic variations are implemented in TopRootCore
(TopRootCoreRelease-14-00-28), and a set of different Rdet is obtained. Those
distributions are then unfolded following the nominal procedure and from the
unfolded distributions various top-quark pole mass values are extracted. If de-
tector modelling variations are obtained by changing a parameter with a higher
value (“up” variation) and a lower one (“down” variation), the error on the top-
quark pole mass is taken as half of the difference between the “up” and “down”
results:

∆(varup
down) =

1

2

∣∣∣mpole
t (varup)−mpole

t (vardown)
∣∣∣ (6.10)

If instead the detector variation is obtained by changing a parameter in one
direction only (alternative, “alt”, variation), the quantity

∆(varalt) =
∣∣∣mpole

t (varalt)−mpole
t (varnominam)

∣∣∣ (6.11)

is used to quantify the uncertainty.
Jet energy and b-jet energy scales: Uncertainties on jet energy de-

termination are taken into account by scaling their energy scale up and down
within its uncertainty for a number of uncorrelated components [258–260]. The
breakdown of the full JES uncertainty into the different nuisance parameters
is presented in Table 6.2. A separate uncertainty is assigned to b-quark jets
scale (BJES), which is uncorrelated with the JES. The effect of JES uncertain-
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Figure 6.8: Relative difference between Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS generated for different

choices of the the PDFs and αs(MZ) value. Samples have been generated with

mpole
t = 172.5 GeV.

ties on the unfolded distributions is shown in Figure6.9, where all the different
uncertainty components have been added in quadrature.

In [252] JES uncertainty was one of the most important systematics. In
this analysis its impact has been strongly reduced: from one side the increased
statistics allowed to use a finer binning which increased the sensitivity of R to
the top-quark pole mass; from another side the better knowledge of the detector
reduced the error on the jet energy scale by itself.

The error due to JES, including b-jet contribution, is 0.38 GeV.

Jet reconstruction efficiency (JEFF), jet energy resolution (JER)

and jet vertex fraction (JVF): Uncertainty on mpole
t due to the jet en-

ergy resolution is taken into account by smearing the energy of the jets with
a Gaussian with width in agreement with the JER error, for a number of un-
correlated components. Jet reconstruction efficiency is evaluated by discarding
a fraction of jets from the events randomly. Variations on the choice of the
jet vertx fraction cut is also considered These procedures are performed before
event selection, thus they mainly affect the number of events selected, but their
impact on the shape of Rdet is small, since it is a normalised quantity. The
breakdown of JER uncertainty in its components is shown in Table 6.3, while
the impact of JEFF is reported in Table 6.6.

The contribution of the jet reconstruction efficiency error is really small,
while the one from JER amounts to 0.18 GeV.

b-tagging efficiency: To estimate the uncertainty coming from b-tagging
efficiency and c-jet and light-jet mistag rates, every parameter of the eigenvector
method [247, 261, 262] is varied by ±1σ with respect to its nominal value.
Impact of these variations on the top-quark pole mass is presented in Table 6.4.
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Parameter name ∆mpole
t [GeV] stat. error on syst unc. [GeV]

EtaIntercalibrationModel 0.125 0.053
EtaIntercalibrationTotalStat 0.064 0.053
flavor comp 0.013 0.053
flavor response 0.027 0.053
JesEffectiveDet1 0.117 0.053
JesEffectiveDet2 0.092 0.053
JesEffectiveDet3 0.003 0.053
JesEffectiveMix1 0.085 0.053
JesEffectiveMix2 0.018 0.053
JesEffectiveMix3 0.018 0.053
JesEffectiveMix4 0.005 0.053
JesEffectiveModel1 0.132 0.053
JesEffectiveModel2 0.004 0.053
JesEffectiveModel3 0.053 0.053
JesEffectiveModel4 0.007 0.053
JesEffectiveStat1 0.103 0.053
JesEffectiveStat2 0.091 0.053
JesEffectiveStat3 0.066 0.053
JesEffectiveStat4 0.029 0.053
jvf 0.037 0.053
Pileup OffsetMu 0.040 0.053
Pileup OffsetNPV 0.069 0.053
Pileup Pt 0.026 0.053
Pileup Rho 0.073 0.053
PunchThrough 0.002 0.053
SinglePart 0.000 0.053
ALL JES (no bJES) 0.329 -
bJES 0.162 0.053

Table 6.2: Breakdown of the JES systematic uncertainty in its uncorrelated
components.

The total uncertainty from b-tagging contribute 0.07 GeV to the total error.
Leptons identification and energy resolution, modelling of Emiss

T :
Correction factors are applied to take into account efficiency of lepton identi-
fication and leptons energy/momentum scale [263, 264]. Uncertainties on such

correction factors are propagated to mpole
t . Modelling of Emiss

T [265, 266] is
affected by uncertainties on jet and lepton scales, cell out terms and pile-up
modelling. The final impact of all lepton and Emiss

T systematic uncertainties on
the precision of the top-quark pole mass is limited, as can be seen in Table 6.6.
It amounts to 0.05 GeV for the MET modelling and to 0.02 GeV for lepton
modelling.

6.4.3 Signal modelling

Several elements enter in the modelling of signal and background events. In par-
ticular, uncertainties on tt̄ MC are studied, which comes from: choice of hard
process MC generators, showering and hadronisation model, PDF choice, mod-
elling of initial and final state radiation, colour reconnection effects, modelling
of underlying event. Various tt̄ MC samples have been generated in ATLAS,
with variations of input parameters which cover uncertainties coming from these
effects. To evaluate the impact of these changes on mpole

t , alternative input spec-
tra are unfolded and fit with the nominal procedure, resulting in different values
of mpole

t . These last values are then properly compared to extract uncertainty
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Parameter name ∆mpole
t [GeV] stat. error on syst unc. [GeV]

jer diff 0.000 0.075
jer noise forward -0.006 0.074
jer np0 0.101 0.052
jer np1 0.086 0.052
jer np2 0.033 0.052
jer np3 0.011 0.052
jer np4 0.067 0.052
jer np5 0.045 0.052
jer np6 0.016 0.052
jer np7 0.028 0.053
jer np8 0.018 0.053
ALL JER 0.163 0.189

Table 6.3: Breakdown of the JER systematic uncertainty in its uncorrelated
components.

Parameter name ∆mpole
t [GeV] stat. error on syst unc. [GeV]

btag0 0.003 0.053
btag1 0.032 0.053
btag2 0.005 0.053
btag3 0.026 0.053
btag4 0.042 0.053
btag5 0.012 0.053
btag6 0.001 0.053
btag7 0.000 0.053
btag8 0.001 0.053
btag highpt e 0.002 0.053
ALL BTAG 0.0674 0.161

Table 6.4: Breakdown of the b-tagging systematic uncertainty in its components.

from a particular effect, which is reported in Table 6.6.

For the modelling of background (i.e. non tt̄ MCs), normalisation variations
have been taken into account. Data are then subtracted of the different back-
ground variations and corrected to parton level with the nominal procedure.
Difference in extracted mass from the nominal value are taken as systematic
errors.

Hard process generator: Uncertainty in the choice of the calculation of
the matrix element is computed by comparing two different NLO hard process
generators, matched with the same parton shower, hadronisation model and
tuning. These samples are Powheg+Herwig and aMC@NLO +Herwig . The
full difference between the extracted mass is taken as systematic uncertainty,
namely:

∆(hardMC) =
∣∣∣mpole

t (Powheg + Herwig)−mpole
t (aMC@NLO + Herwig)

∣∣∣
(6.12)

Impact of hard process modelling variation on the unfolded R distributions
is presented in Figure6.10. Its contribution to the total error is 0.24 GeV.

Showering and hadronisation: Hadronisation and parton shower model-
ling effects are estimated by comparing the same tt̄MC hard generator (Powheg),
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matched to two different programs: Pythia and Herwig. The full difference

∆(Hadronisation) =
∣∣∣mpole

t (Powheg + Herwig)−mpole
t (Powheg + Pythia)

∣∣∣
(6.13)

of the two extracted top-quark pole mass is taken as the showering and hadron-
isation uncertainty. Comparison between the unfolded distributions is shown
in 6.11. This error has been found to be one of the main systematic errors,
contributing with 0.41 GeV.

Initial and final state radiation: Initial and final state radiation (ISR
and FSR) is affected mainly by three variables in tt̄ events generated with
Powheg and consequently showered by Pythia:

• factorisation and normalisation scales, which set the energy at which par-
ton shower program starts. They are changed by a factor 2 around the
nominal value µ0 = 172.5 GeV.

• the damping parameter hdamp, which control the strength of the first
radiative emission in Powheg. This parameter is also changed by a factor
of 2 around the nominal value hdamp0 = 172.5 GeV. The impact of hdamp
is very small in the measurement of the top-quark mass using this method.
The whole variation between the extreme limits of hdamp0 = 172.5 and
hdamp0 = ∞ gives a change on the measured value of the top-quark

mass of ∆(mpole
t ) = 0.23± 0.07 GeV. See Appendix I for a more detailed

discussion.

• shower scale, which is the scale at which radiation is emitted in Pythia.
The strong coupling constant in the radiation from a parton with trans-
verse momentum pt has nominal value αs(pt), and its variations are αs(2pt)
and αs(

1
2pt). They are called radHi and radLo variations.

Simultaneous change of these variables are taken into account and two samples
build the envelope of all scale variations. They have respectively [2 · µ0, hdamp0, radLo]
and

[
1
2 · µ0, 2 · hdamp0, radHi

]
, their difference with respect to a sample with

all nominal values is shown in Figure 6.12. Half of the maximum of the absolute
difference in the extracted mpole

t between the variation samples and the nominal
one istaken as systematic uncertainty:

∆(IFSR) =
1

2
max

(∣∣∣mpole
t (moreRad)−mpole

t (nominal)
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣mpole

t (lessRad)−mpole
t (nominal)

∣∣∣)
(6.14)

The ISR and FSR modelling error amounts to 0.22 GeV.

Colour reconnection and underlying event: When hadronisation
happens, colour-less hadrons are built from coloured quark particles. How the
sum over coloured particles is handled in a hadronisation program can affect
how events are reconstructed at particle and detector level. The impact of such
an effect is taken into account by comparing two MC samples with different
tunes (PerugiaTune2012 and PerugiaTune2012loCR [222]), which handle the
strength of the colour reconnections. The same procedure is used to extract
the uncertainty from underlying event modelling, where PerugiaTune2012 is
compared with PerugiaTune2012mpiHi.
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In both cases the full difference in the extracted mpole
t is taken as systematic

uncertainty

∆(CR / UE) =
∣∣∣mpole

t (Perugia2012)−mpole
t (Perugia2012(loCr/mpiHi))

∣∣∣
(6.15)

Differences on the unfolded distributions are shown in Figure 6.13. Colour
reconnection systematic contributes with 0.42 GeV, while underlying event with
0.31 GeV. It has to be noticed though that the statistical error associated to
these values is of ∼ 0.2 GeV, due to limited MC statistics. For all the other
systematic errors, the associated statistical uncertainty is ∼ 0.1 GeV instead.

Proton PDF: Uncertainties on mpole
t coming from proton PDFs are evalu-

ated following the PDF4LHC recommendations [233]. Three PDF sets have been
considered: CT10, MSTW2008nlo68cl and NNPDF23. For each of them error
sets are given, which build an envelope containing the variations of the PDF
due to uncertainties in their parametrisation. To propagate such uncertainties
to mpole

t , the nominal Powheg + Pythia tt̄ MC sample has been reweighted
for all the nominal and error sets. Reweighted distributions are then unfolded
and fit with the nominal procedure, and three envelopes are constructed for the
top-quark pole mass values, as it is shown in 6.14. The envelopes are construc-
ted following the method with which PDF are constructed (asymmetric Hessian
for CT10 and MSTW2008, standard deviation for NNPDF23).

Half of the maximum difference between the envelopes is taken as proton
PDF uncertainty on mpole

t , which amounts to 0.18 GeV.
Background modelling: Non tt̄ MC samples can also affect the measure-

ment of mpole
t , since expected background is subtracted from data at detector

level. Nevertheless, selection of tt̄+ 1-jet topologies is quite pure and uncer-
tainties due to background variations are small.

The theory uncertainty on inclusive V+jets cross section is 4%, on top of
this one has to add in quadrature a 24% uncertainty per additional jet. Since
five jets are asked in the event selection at detector level, the total normalisation
uncertainty to be propagated is 54%.

Single top plus jets background normalisation and its dependence on the
MC top-quark mass have also been studied, by varying single-top cross section
within its uncertainties and using single-top samples generated with different
values of mMC

t .

To study the effect of possible backgrounds not taken into account, mpole
t

extracted from data without any background subtraction has been compared
with the nominal value, yielding a difference of 0.10 GeV.

6.4.4 Method uncertainties

Additional uncertainties coming from the unfolding algorithm and the paramet-
risation of the dependence of the theoretical prediction on mpole

t are studied in
this section.

Parametrisation of theoretical prediction: Theoretical prediction for

Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS as a continuous function of mpole

t is used in the fit. It is interpol-
ated from tt̄+ 1-jet @NLO+PS MC samples generated for nine different values
of mpole

t . These samples have been fit with different choices of parametrisation

of the dependence on mpole
t . If the parametrisation would be perfect, extracted
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mpole
t would match the value of the mass used as input in the generation of the

samples. In practice, non perfect parametrisation results in differences between
the input mass and the extracted one, as it shown in Figure 6.15. An envelope
is built from a fit to the y = 0 curve. It covers all possible misparametrisation-
parametrisation effects and has a maximum width of 0.20 GeV. Such uncertainty
is added to the total systematic error.

Unfolding matrix regularisation: The unfolding algorithm relies on
the choice of a parameter, which works as a regulator in the inversion of the
migration matrix. Such a regulator is needed in order to invert a matrix which
is not enough populated due to lack of statistic in the MC sample. In the
case of the Bayesian unfolding, the parameter is the number of iterations of the
method. To evaluate the impact of this choice on the extracted value of the top-
quark pole mass, data has been corrected with different values of the regulator.
Differences amount to up to ∼ 0.20 GeV for changes of ±5 in the number of
iterations. Statistical error on mpole

t also change, up to ∼ 0.10 GeV, for the same
interval of iterations number, but it is half smaller than the systematic error
on the value itself. Hence, an ambiguity of . 0.20 GeV come from the choice
of the regularisation parameter of the unfolding. More details are reported
in Appendix F. This effect has a statistical origin, since it comes from the
limited statistic of the MC sample used in the unfolding process. To avoid
double counting of the MC statistical error (which evaluation is explained at
the beginning of Section 6.4), it is not added to the total error.

Stability of the acceptance factor on the mt chosen in the unfold-
ing Monte Carlo: The phase space correction factor fPh.Sp. introduced in
Section 6.2 introduce an additional systematic error on the measurement. As
it is explained in Appendix G, when choosing a less finer binning near ρs ∼ 1
the phase space correction is negligible. Hence half of the maximum difference
between results obtained with and without the phase space correction is taken
as systematic error. Such an error corresponds to ∼ 0.15 GeV. This choice is
also justified by the fact that extracted mpole

t differs at maximum by a couple
of GeVfrom the value of the top-quark mass chosen as input of the nominal tt̄
MC. Since the correction modifies the corrected observable at most a ∼ 1%

GeV in
the most sensitive bin, such effects translate on a 0.3 GeV effect on the resulting
mass. Half of such quantity can also be taken as an error on the correction,
which is again 0.15 GeV.
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Figure 6.9: Relative difference in the unfolded distributions for JES (26 com-
ponents added in quadrature) and b-JES systematics.
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Figure 6.10: Relative difference in the unfolded distributions of Powheg +
Herwig and aMC@NLO +Herwig tt̄ MC samples.
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Figure 6.11: Relative difference in the unfolded distributions of Powheg +
Herwig and Powheg + Pythia tt̄ MC samples.
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Figure 6.12: Relative difference in the unfolded distributions of Powheg +
Herwig and Powheg + Pythia tt̄ MC samples.
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Figure 6.13: Relative difference in the unfolded distributions of Powheg +
Pythia tt̄ MC samples with Perugia2012loCr and Perugia2012mpiHi tunes,
compared to Perugia2012 tune.
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6.5 An alternative evaluation of systematic ef-
fects

In the previous Section 6.4 the systematic errors of the analysis are calculated.
The strategy developed so far has been to use the nominal procedure to extract
the top quark mass from the different MC samples as it is done for data. These
simulated events correspond to different predictions for R depending on the
specific effects under study. The difference between the values obtained for the
top-quark mass when applying the unfolding procedure to these simulated event
samples is quantified and following the ATLAS prescriptions the systematic
uncertainty is determined. Another approach however can also be considered in
which the different MC samples are used to re-calculate the unfolding matrices.
The data are then corrected with the new unfolding matrices giving different
values of the measured top-quark mass which are then used to evaluate the
corresponding systematic uncertainties in a similar way as the nominal method.

In this section the second approach mentioned is employed and compared
to the nominal approach. Only two examples have been chosen for this study
to illustrate possible differences between both methods: the jet energy recon-
struction (detector effects) and the hadronisation model (signal modelling). The
results of this comparison are shown in Table 6.5. The statistical precision on the
calculation of the associated errors is also indicated. Both methods give com-
patible results within their statistical accuracy though the nominal approach
shows a slightly better precision.

Systematic
|∆mpole

t | ± (stat.unc) ( GeV) |∆mpole
t | ± (stat.unc) ( GeV)

nominal method alternative method
JesEffectiveModel1 0.13 (± 0.07) 0.08 (± 0.15)
JesEffectiveMix1 0.09 (± 0.07) 0.07 (± 0.15)
JesEffectiveStat1 0.10 (± 0.07 0.09 (± 0.15)
JesEffectiveDet1 0.12 (± 0.07) 0.15 (± 0.15)
Pythia 6 vs Herwig 0.41 (± 0.13) 0.52 (± 0.20)

Table 6.5: Main jet modelling systematics evaluated with the method explained
in Section 6.4 compared to the alternative method described in Section 6.5.
Statistical errors are indicated in parenthesis.

Adding the errors of Table 6.5 (excluding double-counting of statistical errors
from correlated samples) in quadrature one gets:

∆mpole
t | (nom. method) = 0.46± ∼ 0.14( MC stat. ) GeV

∆mpole
t | (alt. method) = 0.58± ∼ 0.25( MC stat. ) GeV

(6.16)

which confirms that the two methods give compatible results but the alternative
method seems to be more sensitive to statistical fluctuations for the same sample
of simulated MC events.

6.6 Pole mass measurement: Result

The observable, as obtained from data corrected for detector and hadronisation
effects, is presented in Figure 6.3. The top-quark pole mass is extracted from
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a fit to a theoretical prediction of the R distribution at NLO+PS level, as
explained in Section 6.3. Uncertainties on the measurement are described in
detail in Section 6.4 and are summarized in Table 6.6.

The result obtained for the top-quark pole mass is:

mpole
t = 171.05± 0.43(stat)± 0.92(syst)

+0.66
-0.32

(theo) GeV (6.17)

The first uncertainty is statistical, due to the limited size of the collected sample.
Systematic uncertainties in modelling the detector response for signal and back-
ground processes are included in the second uncertainty, which also includes the
statistical uncertainty due the finite size of the Monte Carlo sample used in
the unfolding procedure. The third uncertainty includes the impact of missing
higher orders in the NLO calculation, evaluated by varying the factorization
and renormalization scales by a factor 2 and 1

2 around the central value. It also
includes the uncertainty of the PDFs and in the value of the strong coupling
constant.

A summary of the individual systematic errors affecting the measurement is
reported in Table 6.6.

Description Value [GeV] stat. unc on syst [GeV]

mpole
t 171.05

Statistical uncertainty 0.43
MC statistics 0.16 0.05
Signal MC generator 0.24 0.14
Shower and hadronization 0.41 0.11
Proton PDF 0.18 -
ISR/FSR 0.22 0.11
Color reconnection 0.42 0.22
Underlying event 0.31 0.2
b-tagging eff and mistag 0.067 0.16 (12comp)
jet reco efficiency 0.003 0.075
JES (with b-JES) 0.38 0.27 (26comp)
JER 0.18 0.19 (11comp)
MET 0.052 0.074
lepton 0.017 0.18
background 0.039 0
Unfolding modelling 0.15 −
Total exp. systematics 0.92 0.43

Scale variations (+0.62,−0.24) 0.13
Theory PDF⊕αs 0.22 0.054
Total theory systematics (+ 0.66, - 0.32) -
Total uncertainty (+ 1.21, -1.07) -

Table 6.6: Summary table of the uncertainties on the measurement of mpole
t .

6.6.1 Crosschecks summary

As referred in previous sections several tests were performed in order to check
the stability of the values obtained for the top-quark mass value. They are
summarized following:

• selection criteria: the specific cuts to define the tt̄+ 1-jet system and
the required minimum pextrajet

T of the extra jet which are considered in
Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively,
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• binning choice: the binning choice of the observable R which is studied in
Appendix D,

• fit procedure: the unfolding method, its regularization parameter, the pull-
test distributions, stress tests of the unfolding, and the bin removal as
presented in Appendices F, H and J.

• alternative evaluation of systematic uncertainties: a different approach to
calculate the systematic uncertainties as discussed in Section 6.5.

The results of all the above studies indicate that:

1. the method applied in this analysis is free from biasses,

2. the measured value of the top-quark mass is stable within present accuracy,

3. the correction of the data to parton level is independent of the top-quark
mass value used in the MC event generator.

6.7 Top-quark running mass measurement

Recently, the R observable for tt̄+ 1-jet production was computed in the mod-
ified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme [99]. This calculation is used to extract
the running mass mt(mt) from the same corrected parton level data.

The theoretical prediction for the R observable, as a function of the top-
quark running mass is presented in Figure 6.16. Nine mass points were gener-
ated, corresponding to:

• mt(mt)
GeV = { 152.5; 155; 157.5; 160; 165; 167.5; 170; 172.5; 175 } .

The top-quark running mass is extracted following the procedure described
in Section 6.3. Systematic uncertainties, evaluated exactly in the same way as
in Section 6.4, are presented in Table 6.7.

A value of mt(mt) of:

mt(mt)(8 bins) = 162.89 ± 0.45 (stat.) ± 0.98 (syst.) +2.08
−1.23 (theo) GeV (6.18)

is found with a total error of +2.34
−1.63 GeV

The main error comes from the theoretical uncertainty which is larger than
the corresponding one for mpole

t . The theoretical uncertainty of the MS scheme
gets worse when approaching the threshold production of the tt̄+ 1-jet system
which on the other hand is the region with the higher sensitivity to the top-
quark mass. This effect has also been observed and discussed in Ref. [99]. This
behavior is inverted when higher energetic bins of R are considered but then
either statistics or/and mass sensitive get smaller.

To validate such result, the measurement of mt(mt) is also performed using
6 bins as in Refs. [99] and [252]. With a coarser binning near the threshold
region, theoretical uncertainties are reduced as the weight of events close to the
threshold region is smaller. Unfortunately when doing so the sensitivity of R to
mt(mt) is also reduced. In fact, while theoretical uncertainties get halved, the
experimental ones almost double. This is reported in Table 6.7 and should be
expected from previous arguments.
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Description Value [GeV]

mt(mt) 163.13
Statistical 0.82

MC statistics 0.21
Signal MC generator 0.41
Shower/hadronization 0.55
Proton PDF 0.61
ISR/FSR 0.62
Color reconnection 0.31
Underlying event 0.14
b-tagging eff/mistag 0.19
jet reco efficiency 0.02
JES (with b-JES) 0.71
JER 0.11
MET 0.04
lepton 0.12
background 0.14
Phase space modelling 0.05
Total experimental 1.41
Scale uncertainty (+1.6,−0.8)
Theory PDF 0.25
Total theoretical (+1.62,-0.84)
Total uncertainty (+ 2.29,-1.83)

Description Value [GeV]

mt(mt) 162.89
Statistical 0.45
MC statistics 0.21
Signal MC generator 0.37
Shower/hadronization 0.55
Proton PDF 0.23
ISR/FSR 0.18
Color reconnection 0.41
Underlying event 0.22
b-tagging eff/mistag 0.09
jet reco efficiency 0.003
JES (with b-JES) 0.37
JER 0.17
MET 0.056
lepton 0.027
background 0.041
Phase space modelling 0.14
Total experimental 0.98
Scale uncertainty (+2.05,−1.18)
Theory PDF 0.35
Total theoretical (+2.08,-1.23)
Total uncertainty (+2.34,-1.63)

Table 6.7: Value of mt(mt) and of its uncertainties. Fit performed for 6 (left)
and 8 (right) bins, using the NLO theoretical prediction from [99].

For 6 bins the value obtained is:

mt(mt)(6 bins) = 163.13 ± 0.82 (stat.) ± 1.41 (syst.) +1.62
−0.84 (theo) GeV (6.19)

resulting in a total error of +2.29
−1.83 GeV. More details on the binning choice are

given in Appendix D
The mt(mt) measurement for the 6 bins and 8 bins choices are well compat-

ible between each other and they have a similar total error. The result using 8
bins is chosen as it better expresses the main observations found: similar stat-
istical and experimental precision for both mass-scheme definitions but different
theoretical behavior close to threshold.
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Figure 6.16: Parametrization of the mass dependence of the observable, using a
second order polynomial, for different bins, as a function of mt(mt). Bins with
0.525 < ρs < 0.675 are not shown since their sensitivity is very low.
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6.8 Compatibility between the pole and running
mass schemes

The values measured using the pole (mt(mt) ) and the running (mt(mt) ) mass
schemes can be compared given the known relation between the top-quark mass
parameter in the two renormalization schemes. This relation is known up to
four loop [267]. At NLO in QCD5 as it has been used in [99], such relation
reads:

mpole
t = mt(mt)

(
1 +

4

3

αs(µ)

π

)
+O(α2

s) (6.20)

which for αs(165 GeV) ∼ 0.116, the value of mt(mt) = 162.89 GeV gets mpole
t ∼

170.91 GeV to be compared with that obtained in Eq. 6.17. The translation
procedure is sketched in Figure 6.17.

Both measured mass values are thus found to be compatible with each other
when using the conversion equation at NLO

unfolded Rdata

R(mpole
t )

mpole
t

R(mt(mt))

mt(mt)

mpole
t = f (mt(mt))

Figure 6.17: Scheme explaining how to extract mpole
t and mt(mt) from an un-

folded distribution and how to convert mt from one renormalisation scheme into
another.

5The conversion between the pole and running mass is made at NLO for coherence with
the calculation of R which is also made at NLO.



Chapter 7

Top-quark pole mass
measurement at detector
and particle levels

In this chapter the measurement is repeated at detector and at particle level.
The detector level analysis is aiming to show the robustness and consistency
of the parton level top-quark mass measurement by comparing both results.
At particle level, data are only corrected by detector effects and the results are
presented in terms of theR observable. The top-quark pole mass is not extracted
at particle level, since there is conceptually no difference to the detector level
measurement, but it is technically much more involved as it requires folding and
unfolding processes. On the other hand at this level producing the experimental
R can be useful to compare with future theoretical predictions which could
reproduce the observable defined at this level.

The procedure to fit the top-quark mass at detector level and the corres-
ponding result obtained are introduced in Section 7.1. The unfolding procedure
to particle level and the detector-corrected R are presented in Section 7.2.

In this section the analysis is repeated at detector and at particle level. The
detector level analysis is aiming to show the robustness and consistency of the
parton level measurement by comparing both results. At particle level, data
are only corrected by detector effects and the results are presented in terms of
the R observable. The top-quark pole mass is not extracted at particle level,
since there is conceptually no difference to the detector level measurement,
but it is technically much more involved as it requires folding and unfolding
processes. On the other hand at this level producing the experimental R can
be useful to compare with future theoretical predictions which could reproduce
the observable defined at this level.

7.1 Detector level

In order to check that whole analysis is consistent the nominal value and the
statistical uncertainty of the mpole

t mass measurement is evaluated at both par-
ton and detector level. In this way a closure test is performed giving consistency

111
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to the measurement by checking that an equivalent result is obtained either by
folding the theoretical predictions or by unfolding the data. In fact at detector
level data can be compared directly to fixed order calculations, when prop-
erly folded to account for top-quark decay, parton shower, hadronization and
detector effects.

This can be done by performing the inverse procedure of the unfolding pro-
cedure described in Section 6.2, which is described below.

The first step of the folding procedure is to correct parton level predictions
for the fraction of parton level events that fail to pass the selection at detector
level. Following the scheme of Section 6.2 the predicted NLO+PS distribtuion
is also corrected to the 1st emission level. Such corrections are include in a
bin-by-bin factor, called fFOLD-DET

1 .
As a second step, the R distribution is folded to the detector level includ-

ing the shower, hadronization and detector effects by multiplying by a matrix
MFOLD-DET constructed with tt̄ events that pass both parton level and detector
level cuts.

Finally one has to take into account the acceptance at detector level. This
last correction is again implemented in a bin-by-bin correction (fFOLD-DET

2 ).
It has to be noticed that the so defined correction factors are related to the

bin-by-bin factors defined in Section 6.2, but they are not exactly the same.
The difference comes from the fact the starting point is different. While in the
unfolding procedure one starts from reconstructed events which pass detector
level selection, in the folding one has to start from parton level events which
pass their parton level selection.

In one equation, the folding procedure can be written as:

Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@detector =

[
MFOLD-DET ⊗

(
fFOLD-DET

1 · Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS

)]
· fFOLD-DET

2

(7.1)
The migration matrix, together with the acceptance factors, is presented in

Figure 7.1. Both factors and migration matrix are constructed with the nominal
tt̄ MC sample. The folding performed on the theoretical prediction is simply the
inverse of the nominal unfolding procedure used to extract the value of mpole

t at
parton level. In the following, to make the discussion clearer, the folding matrix
M fold is defined as:

M fold
ij = fFOLD-DET

2 i · M
FOLD-DET

ij · fFOLD-DET
1 j (7.2)

representing the migration matrix with acceptance factors included, where the
bin indices i, j have been explicitly written out.

Once the theoretical prediction is folded, the top-quark mass is extracted by
minimizing the χ2 function:

χ2 =
∑
i∈bins

([
Rdet

]
i
−
[
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector(m
pole
t )

]
i

)2

Var
([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

) , (7.3)

where Rdet is the observable at detector level and Var
([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

)
the

variance of the theoretical prediction in bin i. No covariance matrix is needed in
this fit since no correction for detector effects nor hadronization ones is applied to
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Figure 7.1: Acceptance factors and migration matrix used in folding the theor-
etical prediction to detector level. The matrix is normalised by column, each
bin value represents the fraction of events of the parton level distribution which
contribute to the detector level bin.

data. As usual, the statistical uncertainty on the measurement is then obtained
by varying ∆χ2 = ±1 around its minimum value.

The most important issue is the evaluation of Var
([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

)
. In

the present work two different hypotheses have been studied.
The first possibility considered has been to assume that in each bin i, the the-

oretical prediction
[
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

follows a Poissonian distribution and each

bin is independent of each other. This means that no correlations are assumed
between the bins with no assumptions on the underlying model used to populate
them. This model includes the theoretical and experimental/detector inputs.
In this case one obtains:

Var
([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

)
=
[
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

(7.4)

This assumption is rather naive and ignores the fact that the detector level
expectations are obtained from folding of parton level ones and further detector
effects.

The second possible hypothesis is to notice that from the result of Eq. 7.1,

the expected values of Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@detector in each bin are correlated between them,

the correlation given by the folding matrix which transforms the R observable
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from parton level to detector level. This second method is already expected
to agree with the unfolding method which in fact considers the knowledge of
all these effects. In this case, the result for the variance of the detector level
expectation becomes:

Var
([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@detector

]
i

)
=
∑
j

M fold
ij

[
M fold
ij +M fold

ik0

]
Var

([
Rtt̄+1-jet

theo@NLO+PS

]
j

)
(7.5)

This expression also takes into account that, since parton level distributions are
normalised, one bin (k0) can be written in terms of the others. The detailed
calculation is available in Appendix K, where it is also shown that the result
is independent on the choice of k0. In Appendix K the full discussion and
comparison of both methods is presented.

When neglecting bin correlations, in Eq.7.4 and therefore no knowledge of
the theory or experimental effects is used in the fit, the result obtained is:

mpole
t (detector level) = 170.91± 0.71(stat.) GeV (7.6)

When the bin mixing information is instead contained in the definition of
7.5 the fit gives:

mpole
t (detector level) = 170.84± 0.48(stat.) GeV (7.7)

By comparing the values and associated errors of Eqs. 7.6 and 7.7 one finds
that:

• both mass values are compatible,

• the errors are different being the one obtained without considering correl-
ation significantly larger,

• the mass value and its error obtained considering bin correlations are
compatible with the result obtained at parton level of Eq. 6.17:

As an additional cross-check, the central value of the top-quark mass is extracted
using ATLAS tt̄ MC samples. It also gives a compatible result.

Next step is to infer which of the two methods gives the correct estimation
of the error. For that a set of pseudo distributions was produced starting from
a well defined top-quark mass and later the two methods were exercised to
recover the original value. In addition the pulls of the distributions were also
evaluated. A Gaussian distribution of mass values was generated with a central
value m0 = 171 GeV and σ = 1 GeV. For each mass value the corresponding
distributions were folded to detector level, and then the top mass was extracted
using each of the two methods each with its variance definition 7.4 and 7.5.

In this exercise the correct method is expect to give fitted masses values,
mi, which have a gaussian shape, centered in < mi >= m0 and with a standard
deviation σ(mi) = 1 GeV. If errors are correctly evaluated, the distributions
of the errors δi on the fitted mass values should have average value < δi >∼
1 GeV. This facts can also be studied together in a pull distribution, defined as
Pi = (mi −m0)/δi. The fit definition giving the correct error estimate would
then be the one which has a pull distribtuion with < Pi >= 0 and σ < Pi >= 1.
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The outcome of this study using both methods is shown in Figure 7.3. Both
fit methods give the correct shape of the fitted mass distributions and the av-
erage mass values agree. However when including bin correlations the expected
error distribution is obtained while when ignoring them the errors are overes-
timated by a factor ∼ 2. This result is confirmed by the pull distribution for
the variances. More details can be found in Appendix K.

Summarising, at parton and detector level compatible results are obtained
when the same amount of knowledge is used. It has to be noticed, in addition,
that since the top-quark mass is not an observable its measurement always needs
an underlying theory model even when ignoring detector effects.

A further test can also be performed at detector level which is to extract the
value of top quark pole mass for each individual bin of ρs. This is a non-trivial
check of the consistency of the theoretical model and its description of the data
for different values of the invariant mass of the tt̄+ 1-jet system. The result
of a bin-by-bin fit is shown in Figure 7.4. It should be noticed that the two
bins corresponding to high invariant masses show a small difference between
the data and the prediction. Such difference is not significant given the errors
on the measurement, but it can be interesting to check if it gets confirmed in
future analyses.
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Figure 7.2: The differential normalized ρs distribution in the selected tt̄+ 1-jet
events at detector level after background subtraction. The data points are shown
for the electron+jets and muon+jets channels separately and for the combin-
ation of both channels. The result is compared to the tt̄+ 1-jet theoretical
prediction at NLO (mpole

t = 165 GeV in red, mpole
t = 175 GeV in blue) folded

to the detector level. The folding procedure is explained in Section 7.1.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of fitted masses, their errors and pull distributions for
detector level fit ignoring bin correlations (left) and including bin correlations
(right)
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t = 171.16 ± 0.39 (stat.) GeV, while a naive bin-by-bin combination

gives mpole
t = 170.85± 0.45 (stat.) GeV
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7.2 Particle level

It is possible to measure the R observable also at particle level. This level is
built from stable particles, with a mean lifetime longer than 0.3×10−10 seconds,
before they interact with the detector. Only particles within ATLAS pseu-
dorapidity range are considered. Ref. [255] gives more details on how photons,
electrons, muons, missing energy, jets and b-jets are constructed at particle level.
The tt̄+ 1-jet system is reconstructed from particle level objects with the same
algorithm used for the system recontruction at detector level, with the same
cuts described in Section 5.3. The neutrino is treated as detectable particle and
does not have to be reconstructed. In this way the theory dependence of the
unfolding procedure is minimised.
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Figure 7.5: Acceptance factor (bottom) and efficiency migration matrix (top-
left) used in unfolding data to particle level. Also the covariance matrix used
in the fit at particle level is shown (top-right).

It is out of the scope of this note to extract the mass at particle level,
since there is no conceptual difference with respect to the detector level fit,
but technical difficulties arise since data has to be unfolded and theoretical
predictions has to be folded at the same time.

It is anyway important to report the observable corrected for detector effects,
Rparticle, since this measurement has the smallest theory assumption. It can thus
be compared directly to new calculations.

In the particle level analysis, data are corrected to a fiducial volume, which
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is defined with similar cuts to the one applied at detector level, but on particle
level objects.

It should be noticed that the observable defined at particle level is differ-
ent from the one defined at parton level. Even if the formal definition is the
same, the definition of the top-quarks changes drastically. While at parton
level top-quarks are considered as free and stable particles, at particle level
top-quarks do not exist, and they are reconstructed after decay and radiation.
Top-quark candidates reconstructed from their decay products are often re-
ferred as pseudo-tops. The reconstruction algorithm can not be perfect, hence
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Figure 7.6: Unfolded distribution at
particle level. Data are represented by
black dots, while the nominal tt̄ MC sample
is shown in red. The statistical unceratin-
ties on data are represented with a balck
line, while the cyan band shows the total
error.

bin Rparticle stat. syst.

0.000 < ρs < 0.250 0.179 ±0.007 +0.019
−0.027

0.250 < ρs < 0.325 1.169 ±0.085 +0.156
−0.188

0.325 < ρs < 0.425 2.226 ±0.099 +0.110
−0.107

0.425 < ρs < 0.525 2.296 ±0.115 +0.111
−0.106

0.525 < ρs < 0.675 1.982 ±0.087 +0.091
−0.081

0.675 < ρs < 0.725 1.138 ±0.135 +0.112
−0.090

0.725 < ρs < 0.775 0.690 ±0.077 +0.078
−0.078

0.775 < ρs < 1.000 0.113 ±0.022 +0.034
−0.033

Table 7.1: Value of the unfolded ob-
servable in each of the bins, together
with its statistical and systematic
errors. Systematic errors have been
evaluated bin-by-bin following the
procedure defined in Section 6.4

the four-momentum of a pseudo-top is different from its associated parton level
top-quark. In fact, as the definition of the observable changes, a fit of the
particle level distribution with a template obtained from parton level predic-
tions, could and in fact gives a different value of mpole

t . It is important then to
correctly compare unfolded data with theoretical predictions at the same level.
If different levels are connected in a coherent way, the extracted value of mpole

t

should be independent of the level at which the measurement is performed. This
topic is discussed with more detail in next Section 8.1.

Unfolding to particle level follows the same approach employed in the parton
level unfolding but only including detector effects. First, R at detector level is
unfolded using the Bayesian algorithm. Second, a bin-by-bin acceptance factor
is applied. It corrects for events which pass particle level selection cuts, but are
not selected at detector level.

The acceptance factor and the efficiency migration matrix used in the particle
level unfolding are presented in Figure 7.5. The quality of the unfolding pro-
cedure has been tested by using pseudoexperiments, as it has been done for
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the parton level unfolding of Section 6.2. Pull distributions are presented in
Appendix F.2, showing no bias in the unfolding procedure.

Figure 7.6 and Table 7.1 show the R distribution together with their asso-
ciated statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Chapter 8

Discussions of the results

In this chapter the results obtained at parton, particle and detector level are
discussed. Firstly, in Section 8.1, differences in the shape of R and its proper-
ties are analyzed at differenet levels. Secondly, a detail study on the particle
level mass measurement, evaluating the impact of missing higher orders in the
calcualtion of top-quark decays and the impact of off-shell effects, is reported
in Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

8.1 Discussion of the results obtained at parton,
particle and detector levels

The observable R at particle and parton levels is constructed using different in-
formation. At parton level the top is reconstructed as a stable particle whereas
at particle level the top quark is reconstructed by identifying and clustering the
information from the decayed particles, gluon irradiation and later hadroniz-
ation. At detector level the experimental effects in the reconstruction of the
observable R need to be considered in addition.

The absolute difference between the parton and particle level can be estim-
ated in terms of a mass shift of the extracted values for the top-quark pole mass
using both predictions. For this purpose the value of mpole

t can be extracted
from a fit to the observable R at particle level using the parton level template
with and without the folding/unfolding correction. An example of these distri-
butions can be seen in Figure 8.1. The difference observed is stable in the range
of top-quark masses considered, around 165-175 GeV, and has a value of:

∆mpole
t (particle vs parton) ∼ 3.5 GeV. (8.1)

In other words, the whole top decay, gluon radiation and hadronization
modelling modifies the extracted top-quark mass by a factor of ∼2%. The
uncertainties affecting this difference arise from the limited accuracy of the
QCD perturbative calculation, the parton shower model and the hadronization
modelling. Taking the values from Table 6.6 gives:
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Figure 8.1: The observable R reconstructed at particle level (yellow) and parton
level (blue) for a tt̄ MC sample with a top-quark mass of 172.5 GeV. The particle
level distribution extends to higher ρs values than the parton level.

∆mpole
t (particle vs parton) ∼ 3.5±0.71 (syst-hadronization modelling) +0.66

−0.32 (theo) GeV.
(8.2)

Obviously this difference is accounted for by the folding/unfolding procedure

giving equal results of mpole
t within 0.1-0.2 GeV at both levels.

8.2 Discussion of the off-shell versus on-shell ef-
fects

The determination of the top-quark mass presented here is based on the method
proposed in Ref.[40] where stable on-shell top quarks are considered. A correc-
tion is applied to transform the results obtained within fixed order perturbative
QCD at parton level to the observed distribution at detector level. This correc-
tion includes effects due to the top-quark decay, additional gluon radiation from
top-quark decay products as well as hadronisation and experimental detector
effects. It is well known that additional gluon radiation from top-quark decay
products can lead to sizeable effects [268]. As a consequence the aforementioned
corrections lead to sizeable shifts of the extracted top-quark mass of about 2%
(see Eq. 8.2). This observation is in perfect agreement with Ref.[122] where sim-
ilar effects have been observed when comparing results for the R distribution
at the level of stable top-quarks with results obtained for the true final states
including off-shell and interference effects.

In Refs. [269, 270] it has been shown that interference effects are suppressed
for sufficiently inclusive quantities. Note that finite width effects can be ap-
proximately included through an appropriate modification of the phase space
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integration taking into account the kinematic effects owing to the relaxed on-
shell condition. Including off-shell effects as described before the interference
effects are estimated in Refs. [269, 270] to be formally of the order Γt

mt
, where Γt

denotes the width of the top-quark. Corrections of the order Γt
mt

are produced
by non-resonant backgrounds while corrections due to the additional emission
of gluons are further suppressed by additional powers of the coupling constant.
The results of Refs. [269, 270] give thus a first indication that interference effects
are negligible. However, given the aimed precision in top-quark mass measure-
ments further studies are certainly welcome.

In Ref. [122] the impact of finite width and interference effects on top-quark
mass measurements has been studied in detail. For two specific observables
(mlb and mT2 for details we refer to Ref. [122]) the extracted masses using dif-
ferent theoretical descriptions are compared. As pseudo-data, events generated
using the ‘full’ calculation including finite width as well as interference effects,
have been used. Comparing with theoretical predictions based on the narrow
width approximation, including NLO corrections in the production and decay,
mass shifts of (0.83 ± 0.07) GeV for mlb and (0.6 ± 0.06) GeV for mT2 were
observed. In both cases the uncertainty associated with the scale variation is of
similar size and thus cover the uncertainty due to a different theoretical mod-
eling. Obviously mlb and mT2 are rather sensitive to off-shell effects since both
observables depend on the kinematics of the top-quark decay products. As a
consequence we expect smaller effects in the top-quark mass extracted from the
R distribution since it is less sensitive to off-shell effects.

In Ref. [271] a study similar to the one presented in Ref. [122] has been
presented. Ref. [271] shows also results for the R observable. However, the res-
ults presented in Ref. [271] are not conclusive. First of all the full calculation,
including off-shell and interference effects, and the theoretical prediction based
on the narrow width approximation are evaluated for a different scale setting.
It is well known (see for example Ref. [40] or Ref. [252] and also the results
presented in Ref. [271]) that scale variation leads to sizeable effects on the ex-
tracted top-quark mass. In Ref. [271] it is shown for example that the results
for the two different scale settings disagree at the level of 3–4 sigma (see table
5 of Ref. [271]). Furthermore, in difference to Ref. [122] the uncertainty of the
observed mass shifts using different theoretical predictions is not estimated in
Ref. [271]. It is thus unclear whether the reported shifts are significant or not.

8.3 Evaluation of off-shell effects on R at 13 TeV

In this section the impact of off-shell effects on the top-quark mass extrac-
tion from the R observable are evaluated. In fact, four different theoretical
approaches can be used to produce predictions for R at particle level:

• Full calculation (Full):

defined as pp −→ W+W−bb̄j at NLO in QCD, including off-shell effects
and non-resonant top-quark contributions. This is the most complete
approach at O(α4

sα
4).

• Narrow width approximation (NWA):
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defined as pp → ttj −→ W+W−bb̄j at NLO in QCD. Top-quarks are
considered on-shell and NLO effects on the top-quark decay are included.
Non-resonant top-quark and off-shell effects are not taken into account
instead.

• Narrow width approximation, with NLO effects in production only (NWAprod):

defined as pp NLO QCD
−→ ttj LO

−→ W+W−bb̄j. Next-to-Leading-Order effects
in this calculation are only taken into account in top-quark production,
while top-quark decays are treated at LO only.

• Powheg+Pythia8 (PP8):

defined as pp POWHEG
−→ ttj PYTHIA8

−→ W+W−bb̄j, this calculation matches
a NLO QCD matrix element Monte Carlo generator (POWHEG) to a
program performing event-by-event showering and hadronization (PY-
THIA8). In this approach, top-quarks are produced in association with a
parton at NLO and subsequently the shower program performs top-quark
decay at LO, but including leading logarithms at all !QCD orders. Also,
the shower program is tuned to data.

Table 8.1 summarizes the characteristics of the previously defined theoretical
approaches.

NAME Initial State Calculation Final State

NWAprod pp NLO
−→ tt̄j LO

−→ eµbb̄νeνµj

NWA pp NLO
−→ tt̄j NLO

−→ eµbb̄νeνµj

Full pp NLO
−→ eµbb̄νeνµj

PP8 pp POWHEG
−→ tt̄j PYTHIA

−→ eµbb̄νeνµj

Table 8.1: Table summarising the different theoretical approaches which has
been used in this section. The only calculations which include off-shell effects
have both W bosons decay leptonically as WW → eµνeνµ [122]. Hence the
final state for the process is eµbb̄νeνµj.

In order to evaluate the effects of the different theoretical approaches on
the R observable, a common level have to be defined where the comparison
make sense. Since for calculations including off-shell effects it does not make
sense to talk about parton level, the only meaningful comparison can happen at
particle level, in a common fiducial phase space. Begin the calculation of the
pp→WWbbj process using purely perturbative approaches technically difficult,
results for the Full, NWA, NWAprod approaches have been taken from Ref.[122].
Hence the same fiducial volume is used for the comparison, which is defined in
the following.
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8.3.1 Generation of the Monte Carlo predictions and fi-
ducial phase space

The only calculation of pp→W+W−b̄bj which includes off-shell effects has been
computed only recently [122], at an energy of the pp collisions of 13 TeV. Because
of the technical difficulties of the calculation, these results are only available for
the eµνeνµbb̄j final state. Various free parameters, such as the particle masses,
the PDFs and the Fermi constant Gµ, had to be set to perform the calculation.
In the following the POWHEG+PYTHIA8 simulation was produced with the
same parameters of the other approaches [122]:

mW = 80.40 GeV ΓW = 2.10 GeV
mZ = 91.19 GeV ΓZ = 2.51 GeV

Γon-shell
t = 1.37 GeV CT14nlo PDF

Gµ = 1.6637 · 10−5 GeV−2 αs(mZ) = 0.118

whereGµ is the Fermi constant and the electroweak coupling and the weak
mixing angle are computed in the Gµ scheme:

sin2 θW = 1− m2
W

m2
Z

α =

√
2

π
Gµm

2
W sin2 θW

(8.3)

All the calculations were produced with input top-quark mass value of mt =
173.2 GeV and with renormalisation and factorisation scale µR = µF = mt.

The fiducial phase space at particle level, where the off-shell calculations were
produced, is made of jets, leptons and neutrinos. Jets are defined from final state
partons with pseudo-rapidity |η| < 5, using the anti-kt algorithm with R=0.5
parameter using the energy recombination scheme (jet momentum is the sum of
four-vectors of selected partons). While fin the case of fixed order calculations
(Full, NWA, NWAprod) only two b-quarks, one jet and eventually the NLO
real radiation exist, in the Monte Carlo approach a high multiplicity final state
is generated by the shower program. Thus, in the POWHEG+PYTHIA8 case,
all partons before the hadronization1 are considered as final state partons, to
avoid being dependent on the modelling of the hadronization process. Jets are
b−tagged if jet and b-quark momenta have an angular distance ∆R < 0.5, i.e.
the initial b-quark iles inside the jet cone. All jets are required to have pT(j) >
40 GeV, |ηj | < 2.5 and being separated one from each other (∆Rjj > 0.5).

In Ref. [122] exactly one muon and one positron are required. For the
POWHEG+PYTHIA8 approach, also anti-muons and electrons are considered,
since it does not affect the shape of R but helps in increasing the statistic of the
simulation. Leptons are recombined with photons in jets of R=0.1 with the anti-
kt jet algorithm. Exactly two leptons leptons are required, with pT(l) > 40 GeV
and |ηl| < 2.5, being angularly separated to jets, ∆Rlj > 0.4, and between
themselves ∆Rll > 0.4. Neutrinos are treated as detectable particles, and their
four momenta is considered to be known. Nevertheless, a cut on the trans-
verse momentum of the neutrinos sum (pmiss) is applied, as it is often done in
experiments. In particular it is required that pT

miss > 40 GeV.

1Partons before hadronization are identified in PYTHIA8 by the particle status 71.
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8.3.2 Results

The R observable is defined at particle level as the differential normalised cross-
section as a function of

ρs =
340 GeV√

(p(jb1) + p(jb2) + p(l−) + p(l+) + p(ν1) + p(ν2) + p(j))2
(8.4)

where jb is a b-tagged jets, l a leptons, ν a neutrino and j the light jet with the
hardest pT.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison between the R observables computed with different
approaches at particle level. The right-most plots are taken from Ref. [122].

The shape of R for the different theoretical approaches considered are shown
in Fig. 8.2. The POWHEG+PYTHIA8, NWA and Full approaches agrees within
10% across the whole ρs range. Where the observable is most sensitive to the
top-quark mass (ρs > 0.6) the different approaches show less similarity. Nev-
ertheless differences between the POWHEG+PYTHIA8 and Full approaches
are not significant and could possible be due to statistical fluctuations in the
less populated bins, ρs > 0.8, where the Monte Carlo sample generated are
statistically very limited.

One could ask what would be the top-quark mass value when different the-
oretical predictions are used to extract mt from data. To answer such question,
the top-quark mass is extracted from each of the R distributions of Fig. 8.2.
Knowing that all the distributions were generated with the same input value of
the top-quark mass (mt = 173.2 GeV), shifts in the extracted top-quark mass
will give the differences one would get when inferring mt from data using one
prediction or another.

To extract the top-quark mass, a parton level template is produced with
various mass points. A continuous parametrisation is obtained by fitting the
mass points with a second order polynomial, as already done in Chapter 6. The
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template is then folded to the fiducial volume at particle level. The folding is
implemented via a bin-by-bin correction obtained from a POWHEG+PYTHIA8
simulation, where the information of both parton and particle level was avail-
able. The parton level template, as well as the correction factors, are shown on
Appendix M.

Top-quark mass values are extracted as the values which minimize the func-
tion:

χ2 =
∑
i∈bins

[
ROi −Ri(mt)

]2
σ2 [Ri(mt)]

(8.5)

where RO is the distribution to be fit and R(mt) is the particle level template.
Four different possible binning choices were studied: 6 bins as used in Ref. [41],
8 bins as used in Chapter 6, 10 bins and 20 bins. The results of the top-quark
mass extraction are reported in Fig. 8.3. No dependence on the binning choice is
found. Parameters belonging to the MC simulation only, such as hdamp, tuning
choice, modelling of multi-particle interactions, have been varied to cross-check
the stability of the folding procedure. Three alternative bin-by-bin correction
factors were used for the folding and no large deviations have been found with
respect to the nominal case, as it is reported in Appendix M. For different sets
of parameters used in the fitting procedure, extracted values are stable within
∼ 0.5 GeV.
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Figure 8.3: Differences in the top-quark mass extraction due to different theor-
etical approaches chosen.

The mass values inferred for the POWHEG+PYTHIA8, NWA and Full the-
oretical approaches were found to be compatible within . 1 GeV. Hence, all
top-quark mass extractions which use one of the above approaches should give
compatible result within . 1 GeV. When completely ignoring top-quark NLO
decay effects instead, the top-quark mass extracted is found to be shifted by
∼ 3 GeV from its input value.

The results reported in Fig. 8.3 suggest that off-shell effects on top-quark
mass extraction from R at particle level are small, and well within the errors
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on the top-quark mass reported in Chapter 6. Larger deviations could occur
if NLO effects in top-quark decay are ignored. In the Monte Carlo approach
where a matrix element generator is configured to a parton shower program,
the top-quark decays are treated at Leading-Order also, but the contribution
of leading large logarithms is taken into account at all orders. This recovers a
good description of the process and allows to obtain results which are within
. 1 GeV to other more refined calculations (NWA and Full).



Chapter 9

Conclusions

The top-quark plays a key role in the SM and in many of its extensions. It is
hence important to measure accurately its properties, looking for small devi-
ations from SM expectations and reducing the parameters space of BSM theor-
ies. One particular parameter, the top-quark mass, has been studied in detail
in this thesis, also taking advantage of the data collected by the ATLAS exper-
iments at a collision energy of 8 TeV.

Various top-quark mass measurements have reached an experimental un-
certainty smaller than 1 GeV. With such a precision, a number of theoretical
aspects become relevant, such as the definition of the measured mass. The
so-called standard methods relies on the definition of top-quark mass as it is
defined in MC generators, mMC

t . In such picture, the top-quark is considered
as an unstable particle, which mass distribution follows a Breit-Weigner dis-
tribution centred in mMC

t . Such a parameter though, cannot be interpreted
directly as the top-quark mass as defined in the SM Lagrangian, and a theor-
etical uncertainty on its interpretation of hundresd of MeV should be taken
into account. Top-quark inclusive and differential cross sections depend on the
top-quark mass also. Since prediction for such observables are available at fixed
QCD order, without the need of using Monte Carlo simulations, the top-quark
mass can be extracted from their measurements, in a theoretically more rigorous
way.

In order to have a good resolution on the extracted top-quark mass, the
chosen observables should be as much as possible sensitive to it. Also, they
should be well defined theoretically (free of divergences, computed at least at
NLO in a defined renormalisation scheme) and the theoretical uncertainties
associated to their calculations should be well under control. Then of course, the
calculated observables must be experimentally accessible, in order to compare
to the real data measured.

The differential cross section

R(ρs) =
1

σtt̄+1-jet
·

dσtt̄+1-jet

dρs
, (9.1)

presented in Section 3.3.2, largely satisfies such requirements and it is therefore
ideal to measure the top-quark mass. It shows a strong sensitivity to mt in the
threshold region, where the invariant mass of the system formed by a top-quark,
an antitop-quark and a jet is close to roughly two times the top-quark mass

131
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(ρs > 0.7). Compared to measurements of inclusive cross-sections in fact, the
threshold region of R has a ∼ 5 times higher sensitivity to mt. The calculation
of R suffers of small uncertainties, since NLO QCD corrections are small, while
errors from QCD coupling constant and PDF uncertainties cancel at first order,
being R a normalised quantity. To get rid of possible IR divergences which
could spoil convergence of the perturbative QCD series, the extra-jet is required
to have a minimum transverse momentum and a maximum pseudo-rapidity,
which avoids the soft and collinear regimes. The renormalisation schemes in
which calculations of R are available are the pole-mass scheme and the modified
minimal subtraction scheme, which allow the measurement of the top-quark pole
mass, mpole

t , and running mass at its scale, mt(mt). At the LHC, an enormous
amount of top-quark pairs has been produced, and a good part of them has
been produced in association with a high momentum extra-jet, which allows to
have a good experimental precision on a measurement of R.

In this thesis, a measurement of the differential cross section of top-quark
pair production in association with an energetic jet in 8 TeV proton-proton
collisions is presented. The pp collision data, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb−1, were collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2012. The
analysis procedure selected final state objects in such a way that the background
contamination was small and had a minimal impact on the final result, as it
happened for the same analysis carried out using data at from 7 TeVcollisions.
The distribution of the inverse of the invariant mass of the tt̄+1-jet system ρs =

2m0√
stt̄+1-jet

observed in the lepton+jets final state is normalized and corrected to

parton and particle level.

The unfolding to parton level corrected the measured R for detector, had-
ronization and top-quark decays effects and it is found to be independent on
the top-quark mass value, as it is shown in Fig. 6.5. Top quark mass was then
extracted from the measured and corrected R comparing its values in bins of
ρs to the theoretical expectations as a function of the renormalised top-quark
mass, through a χ2 minimisation. The MC simulations in this case are used
only to correct data, while top-quark pole mass extraction is performed using
fixed order NLO QCD calculations. Data correction procedure has been proven
to be independent of the binning of the observable (Appendix D), on the value
of mt used in the MC to define the unfolding procedure (Appendix G) as well
as on the cut on the extra-jet transverse momentum (Appendix B).

A number of experimental uncertainties affected theRmeasurement. Firstly,
a statistical uncertainty was associated to the limited sample of data selected
and was estimated by looking at which mass values were varying the χ2 by one
unity around its minimum value. Systematic uncertainties due to the definition
of final state objects were found to have a minor impact on the result, the only
significant one coming from the determination of the scale of the jets energy.
The largest source of experimental uncertainty was coming from the choice of
the MC used in the modelling of tt̄ production. Theoretical uncertainties due to
missing order in the perturbative calculation of R were evaluated by varying the
renormalisation and factorisation scales by a factor 2, while the impact of the
choices of αs and PDF was estimated by using three sets of PDF using different
values of the strong coupling constant.

Measurements and definitions of the observable at parton, particle and de-
tector level have been discussed in Section 8.1, where the R observable was
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also unfolded to particle level in a fiducial volume defined by kinematical cuts.
At such level top-quarks already decayed, but algorithms exist to reconstruct
pseudo-tops from the top-quarks decay products. The R presented at particle
level is corrected only for detector effects and theoretical assumptions on it are
minimised if the pseudo-tops algorithms are. Such distribution can be compared
directly to fixed order calculations defined in the same fiducial volume, which
is theoretically well defined. The effects of potential off-shell contributions to
the definition of the observable are discussed in Section 8.2. While in most of
the literature such effects have been reported to be small a recent article [122]
claims that off-shell effects could play a more relevant role instead. Section 8.3
covers a detailed discussion on this topic and concludes that off-shell effects are
small, and well within the errors accounted.

To conclude, the measured values of the pole mass and the unning mass at
it scale, extracted from parton level R calculated in the pole scheme and in the
MS scheme respectively, are:

mpole
t = 171.05± 0.43 (stat.)± 0.92 (syst.) +0.66

−0.32 (theo) GeV.

mt(mt) = 162.89 ± 0.45 (stat.) ± 0.98 (syst.) +2.08
−1.23 (theo) GeV

(9.2)

which are compatible estimates of the same bare parameter of the SM Lag-
rangian, given the known relation which connects the two renormalised masses
at four loops in QCD. Differences in the two renormalization schemes have been
discussed in Section 6.7, where it is shown that the results of the measurements
of mpole

t and mt(mt) are compatible estimates of the same bare parameter of
the SM Lagrangian, within their uncertainties and given the QCD relation [267]
between the top-quark mass in the pole and MS schemes. The highest theoret-
ical uncertainty on mt(mt) is due to the MS scheme having a poor description of
thresholds regions, where R has the highest sensitivity to the top-quark mass.

The pole mass result is compatible within the errors with the pole mass result
obtained with the same method at 7 TeV and with other pole mass determina-
tions [41, 138, 148, 149, 272–275], as it is shown in Figure 9.1. The statistical
uncertainty is much reduced compared to the 7 TeV result of Ref. [252] and is
now sub-dominant to the experimental systematic uncertainties.

For a well defined top-quark mass, a fiable estimate can be made on the
magnitude of the missing next orders in the perturbative calculation and on the
uncertainties in the parton density functions. The obtained result confirms that
a precision higher than 1% starts to being achieved in measurements of a quark
mass in a well defined theoretical framework. The measurement presented in
this analysis is the most precise measurement of the top-quark pole mass up to
date, with a total error of +1.21

−1.06 GeV.
Future measurements of the top-quark mass at the LHC will take advantage

of an increased luminosity, which allos to reduce the statistical uncertainty. To
obtain a much better measurement of the top-quark mass from jet rates at the
LHC though, a better modelling of the MC is needed, in order to reduce the
dominant uncertainties on this measurement, as well as a more refined theoret-
ical calculation of the R observable. Such improvements would allow to reduce
the total error on the top-quark mass below 1 GeV. Jet (and photon) rates can
also be used to extract top-quark mass from an observable similar to R in lepton
colliders. The advantage in this case come from the energy of the collision being
fixed by the particle accelerator, and studies have been carried out showing that
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Figure 9.1: Summary plot of the top-quark pole mass measurements at the
Tevatron and LHC [41, 138, 148, 149, 272–275].

uncertainties on mt below 1 GeVare possible in e+e− collisions, as reported in
Section 3.3.3.

With measurements of well defined top-quark masses reaching precision be-
low 1 GeV, interesting scenarios open up. A deeper knowledge of how the
elementary particles interact between each others will become accessible and
answers to questions on the future of the SM and of our universe will might be
given.



Resumen en Español

El Modelo Estándar (“Standard Model”, SM, en inglés) es el modelo teórico
que a d́ıa de hoy mejor describe el universo en el que vivimos: una teoŕıa
cuántica de campos relativista que es capaz de reproducir la mayoŕıa de las
medidas llevadas a cabo por distintos experimentos en f́ısica de part́ıculas. El
SM se desarrolló a partir de la primera mitad del 1900 para describir unas
cuantas evidencias de f́ısica experimental. Sus predicciones se comprobaron
en posteriores experimentos de colisionadores de part́ıculas, con un éxito sin
precedentes, como se introduce en el Caṕıtulo 1 de esta tesis.

En f́ısica de part́ıculas, los experimentos suelen medir secciones eficaces y
probabilidades de decaimientos de part́ıculas inestables. Dichos observables
pueden ser calculados por el SM, con herramientas cada vez más sofisticadas y
para condiciones tan complicadas técnicamente como las del Gran Colisionador
de Hadrones ( “Large Hadron Collider”, LHC, en inglés). Una introducción
sobre estos temas se expone en el Caṕıtulo 2.

El SM establece la existencia de diecisiete part́ıculas elementales: doce fer-
miones (seis leptones y seis quarks) que forman la materia, cuatro bosones que
median las interacciones entre ellas, y el bosón de Higgs que confiere masa a
las part́ıculas pesadas. Todas estas part́ıculas se han medido en varios experi-
mentos, siendo la última, el bosón de Higgs, descubierta en 2012. El quark top
se descubrió en 1995 y el Caṕıtulo 3 está totalmente dedicado a describir las
propiedades y la fenomenoloǵıa de esta part́ıcula en el LHC.

Con una masa alrededor de 170 GeV, el quark top es la part́ıcula más pesada
del SM, la que le confiere la caracteŕıstica única de desintegrarse antes de que el
proceso de hadronización tenga lugar. Esto hace que el quark top sea el único
quark que se pueda estudiar en condiciones de part́ıcula casi libre. Además, el
quark top juega un papel especial en la teoŕıa de las interacciones electrodébiles:
el quark top introduce enormes correcciones en los cálculos teóricos, siendo
su gran masa debida a un acoplamiento muy fuerte con el bosón de Higgs.
Suponiendo la validez del SM hasta escalas de enerǵıa muy altas, la estabilidad
del vaćıo electrodébil y del universo en el que vivimos también depende fuerte-
mente del valor de la masa del quark top. Por estas razones la medida precisa
de las propiedades del quark top, y en concreto de su masa, es fundamental.

Las medidas de la masa del quark top que tienen menor incertidumbre ex-
perimental, realizadas por los experimentos del LHC, alcanzan precisiones ex-
perimentales menores de 1 GeV. Estos métodos, llamados medidas directas o de
masa cinemática, miden la masa del quark top a través de las propiedades de
sus productos de desintegración. Las últimas combinaciones de estas medidas
tienen un error experimental total de 0.5 GeV. Con medidas tan precisas, hay as-
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pectos teóricos que empiezan a ser relevantes. En el caso de la masa cinemática,
no existe una relación conocida entre las masas medidas en los experimentos y
la masa definida en la teoŕıa. Se ha estimado que la incertidumbre debida a
la interpretación de las masas medidas puede ser del orden de varias centenas
de MeV El error total de las medidas directas, entonces, tendŕıa que incluir
dicha incertidumbre del mismo orden de magnitud de los errores evaluados en
los experimentos.

Otra posibilidad para medir la masa del quark top es a través de su de-
pendencia en secciones eficaces. En el caso las secciones eficaces sean calculadas
a órdenes mayores que el primero, es necesario definir un esquema de renor-
malización, que relaciona parámetros extráıdos desde la sección eficaz medida
a aquellos usados en el SM. Comparando datos con cálculos puramente per-
turbativos es posible medir una masa del quark top bien definida teóricamente,
incluyendo una estimación completa de sus incertidumbres teóricas. Sin em-
brago, las secciones eficaces inclusivas son poco sensibles la masa del quark top,
motivo por el cual este tipo de medidas suelen tener errores mayores que los
métodos directos. En los últimos años, se han desarrollado cálculos de sec-
ciones eficaces diferenciales y nuevos métodos que permiten estudiar regiones
del espacio fásico que tienen una fuerte dependencia con la masa.

En esta tesis se ha medido la masa del quark top a partir de la sección
eficaz de eventos tt+1 jet , diferencial respecto a la masa invariante del sistema
tt+1jet, usando datos producidos en el LHC. El observable elegido, llamado
R en la tesis, varias propriedades que permiten una medida de la masa de alta
precisión. Primero, tiene una alta dependencia con el valor de la masa del quark
top, en la región de baja masa invariante del sistema tt+1jet. Segundo, se puede
medir con alta precisión en los experimentos, siendo la topoloǵıa de eventos
considerada un buen subconjunto de todos los quarks top producidos por el
LHC. Estos hechos permiten tener una buena resolución experimental. Además,
el observable se ha calculado con cálculos perturbativos a órdenes mayores que el
primero (“Next-to-Leading-Order”, NLO, en inglés), que permiten extraer una
masa bien definida. Las correcciones perturbativas son pequeñas y controladas,
y permiten que errores debidos a la no inclusión de todos los términos del cálculo
perturbativo sean pequeños .

Esta tesis usa datos provenientes de colisiones de los protones de 8 TeV
y recogidos por el experimento ATLAS. ATLAS es unos de los experimentos
más importantes en f́ısica de part́ıculas y está compuesto por muchos detectores
que trabajan de forma coordinada para medir las part́ıculas producidas por el
LHC, como se describe en detalle en el Caṕıtulo 4. Para seleccionar eventos
de topoloǵıa tt+1jet, se estudió el canal semileptónico del sistema top-antitop,
donde se producen un lepton (electrón o muón), al menos cinco jets (de los cuales
dos provienen de quarks de tipo b) y una gran cantidad de enerǵıa transversa
no detectada asociada a la presencia de un neutrino. Se utiliza un sistema de
cortes para seleccionar la señal y reconstruir el sistema tt+1jet a nivel detector.
Una vez sustráıdos los fondos esperados, es posible definir el observable R a
nivel de detector, como se explica en Caṕıtulo 5.

Para poder extraer la masa del quark top es necesario comparar la dis-
tribución medida con los cálculos perturbativos, en un espacio fásico común,
llamado volumen fiduciario. Los volúmenes fiduciarios se pueden definir a nivel
de partones, donde los quarks top no han decáıdo aún, y a nivel de part́ıculas,
formado por part́ıculas casi estables que t́ıpicamente interaccionan con los de-
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tectores de ATLAS. Otra posible opción es añadir a la predicción teórica los
efectos del detector y hacer la comparación a nivel de detector.

El Caṕıtulo 6 de esta tesis describe la metodoloǵıa para extraer la masa
del quark top desde el observable definido a nivel partónico. La determinación
de la masa se obtiene tras corregir la distribución de nivel detector por los
efectos de detector, hadronización y de decaimiento del quark top. El método
de corrección elegido se basa en la inversión y regularización de una matriz de
respuesta obtenida desde simulaciones Monte Carlo. Este método ha resultado
ser independiente de la masa utilizada en las muestras Monte Carlo.

Las incertidumbres sistemáticas que afectan la medida, experimentales y
teóricas, se han estudiado en detalle. Las teóricas son las asociadas a los órdenes
perturbativos y a la elección de la PDF del protón en el cálculo teórico. Las
incertidumbres experimentales tienen origen en el modelado de la señal, del
detector y de la señal de fondo. Las incertidumbres experimentales dominantes
han resultado ser las del modelado de la radiación inicial y final, del modelado
de la hadronización, y las debidas a la calibración de la enerǵıa de los jets.

En el Caṕıtulo 7, la masa polo se ha extráıdo a nivel detector, añadiendo
efectos de detector a la predicción teórica de nivel partónico. El resultado de la
medida a nivel detector es compatible con el obtenido a nivel partónico, cuando
la misma información es utilizada en el ajuste. Además en el mismo caṕıtulo, el
observable se ha presentado a nivel de part́ıcula, para que pueda ser utilizada en
la comparación con otros futuros cálculos definidos al mismo nivel. La extracción
de la masa no se llevó a cabo al nivel de part́ıculas debido a dificultades técnicas.
Sin embargo, el nivel de part́ıculas no tiene diferencias conceptuales con el nivel
de detector, dado que en ambos niveles el quark top solo se puede definir desde
sus productos de desintegración. Por lo tanto las conclusiones obtenidas para
el nivel detector son validas para el nivel de part́ıculas.

Una discusión sobre los resultados obtenidos en distintos niveles se recoge
en el Caṕıtulo 8. Una evaluación de los efectos sobre la medida de quark top
en condiciones off-shell se ha llevado a cabo, concluyendo que dichos efectos son
pequeños y contenidos en los errores evaluados.

El valor obtenido para la masa polo del quark top y sus incertidumbres son:

mpole
t = 171.06± 0.43 (stat.)± 0.92 (syst.)+0.66

−0.32 (theo.) GeV

en acuerdo con los valores anteriormente obtenidos para la masa polo.
Recientes cálculos del observable R a nivel partón, en el esquema de renor-

malización de sustracción mı́nima modificada , permiten también extraer desde
los mismo datos corregidos a nivel partónico, la masa “running” a su escala:

mt(mt) = 162.89± 0.45 (stat.)± 0.98 (syst.)+2.08
−1.23 (theo.) GeV

Los resultados de la masa polo y masa “running” resultan ser compatibles,
teniendo en cuenta la relación entre los dos esquemas de renormalización. El
error teórico evaluado para la masa “running” es mayor que el de la masa polo
porque los correspondientes esquemas de renormalización describen de manera
más o menos precisa el observable en la región donde la sensibilidad a la masa
del quark top es mayor.

Todos los resultados y los aspectos estudiados están resumidos en el Caṕıtulo
9, con el que concluye la tesis. Con una incertidumbre total de σ(mpole

t ) =+1.2
−1.1,

el resultado de esta tesis representa la mejor medida de la masa polo del quark
top hasta el momento.
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Appendices

A Energy re-scaling of light jets from the had-
ronic W boson candidate

The top-quark candidates are reconstructed at detector level from stable particles,
following the algorithm described In Section 5.3. The event selection was op-
timised in the context of the 7 TeV analysis [253], and it was favoured with
respect to ohter event selections, as described in its Appendix D. In one of the
steps of the selection, the hadronic W boson candidates are reconstructed from
a pair of light jets. The pair of jets reconstructing the hadronic W should pass
the criteria:

• 0.9 < α < 1.25 , with α =
MPDG
W

mij

• ∆kijt = min(pit, p
j
t ) ·∆Rij < 90 GeV.

and, in order to recover the exact value of the W boson PDG mass, their four
momentum is after the selection re-scaled by α.

In this Appendix, the impact of such correction on the R observable and on
the migration matrix is evaluated.

The observables R and migration matrices obtained with and without the
α correction are compared in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. The additional
correction increases slightly the diagonal of the migration matrix and helps in
the background reduction while its effects on the reconstructed R are extremely
small as shown in Figure 2. In fact measured value of the extracted top-quark
mass in this analysis including, or not including, the α correction changes by
less than 0.20 GeV which is well contained within the accuracy of the method
taking into account statistical fluctuations and uncertainties inherent to the
fit procedure. See Table 6.6 and the corresponding values of the uncertainties
labelled as the statistical and unfolding modelling .
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Figure 2: R at detector level computed with and without the α correction on
the light jets from hadronic W boson four momenta.
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Figure 3: Efficiency of migration matrices with and without the α correction on
the light jets from hadronic W boson four momenta. Errors on the bin values
are of the order of sub-percent, but are not reported to make the matrices more
readable.
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Figure 4: Purity of migration matrices with and without the α correction on
the light jets from hadronic W boson four momenta. Errors on the bin values
are of the order of sub-percent, but are not reported to make the matrices more
readable.
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B Change of pextrajet
T

One of the cross-checks which have been performed was studying the impact of
the choice of the extra-jet transverse momentum (pextrajet

T ) at detector level, on

the extracted value of mpole
t .

Different cuts have been chosen for the extra-jet at detector level, while
keeping the same nominal cut for the extra-jet at detector level. The expected
effects were:

• No change (within statistical errors) of the nominal value of mpole
t

• Increase of statistical uncertainty on the measurement, because of smaller
number of events.

As it is shown in Figure5, these conditions are satisifed for pextrajet
T cuts of 40,

50, 60 and 70 GeV.
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Figure 5: Extracted mpole
t for different choices of the detector level extrajet

transverse momentum cut. All values are compatible within their statistical
error. Statistical error increases while asking a stronger cut, as expected. Also
the average of the four values is shown (red line).
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C Additional control plots

In this appendix more control plots are shown. In particular, in some analyses
differences in the transeverse momentum spectrum of the tt̄ system were ob-
served when comparing data and MC. The control plots for such a distribution
is shown in Figure 6, both after pre-selection cuts and tt̄+ 1-jet specific cuts.

Other distributions are then showed, Figures from 7 to 16 , which are used
in the reconstruction of the tt̄+ 1-jet system reported in Section 5.3.
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Figure 6: The transverse momentum of the reconstructed tt̄ system. The dis-
tribution is built from events which pass pre-selection cuts only (left) or events
which pass the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection (right).
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Figure 9: The ∆k variable which is used to select jets coming from hadronic W
candidates. The distribution is built from events which pass pre-selection cuts
only (left) or events which pass the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection (right).
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Figure 10: The β =
mlep. top

mhad. top
variable. The distribution is built from events

which pass pre-selection cuts only (left) or events which pass the final tt̄ +
1-jet selection (right).
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Figure 11: The χTOP =
|mlep. top−mhad. top|
mlep. top+mhad. top

which is minimized in the tt̄ +

1-jetsystem reconstruction. The distribution is built from events which pass
pre-selection cuts only (left) or events which pass the final tt̄ + 1-jet selection
(right).
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Figure 12: The pt and η distribution of the leading selected b-jet, built from
events passing the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection.
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Figure 13: The pt and η distribution of the sub-leading selected b-jet, built from
events passing the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection.
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Figure 14: The pt and η distribution of the leading selected light jet, built from
events passing the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection.
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Figure 15: The pt and η distribution of the sub-leading selected light jet, built
from events passing the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection.
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Figure 16: The pt and η distribution of the sub-sub-leading selected light jet,
built from events passing the final tt̄+ 1-jet selection.
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D Binning choice

After event selection and system reconstruction, it has been chosen to re-bin
R with 8 variable-size bins. Different choices of the binning have been studied
and are presented in this section. In particular we present studies performed
for the binning used in [252] (6 variable-size bins). Bins definition are reported
in Table 1.

binning bins for ρs < 0.675
6 bins [0, 0.25] [0.25, 0.325] [0.325, 0.425] [0.425, 0.525] [0.525, 0.675]
8 bins [0, 0.25] [0.25, 0.325] [0.325, 0.425] [0.425, 0.525] [0.525, 0.675]

bins for ρs > 0.675
6 bins [0.675, 1]
8 bins [0.675, 0.725] [0.725, 0.775] [0.775, 1]

Table 1: Definition of the different binning choices studied.

In [252], bin choice was optimised to

• isolate regions where distribution is more sensitive on the mass and min-
imising migrations in this bin.

• isolate regions where the sensitivity is very low (in particular in 0.525 <
ρs < 0.675).

• maximise the number of events in the diagonal of the migration matrix.

That is why bins with ρs < 0.675 have not been modified. From ρs > 0.675
sensitivity on mpole

t increases, which makes it worth to divide this ρs interval
in more than one bin. The price to pay when dividing the ρs ∈ [0.675, 1]
interval in smaller bins is the loss of diagonality of the efficiency of the migration
matrix. While increasing the number of bins, the migrations between them also
increase. Efficiencies of the migration matrix for different choices of the binning
are reported in Figure17

Data has been corrected to parton level with different choices of binning,
with the nominal Bayesian unfolding procedure. Top-quark pole mass and its
statistical uncertainty are then extracted minimising a χ2 function and taking
its ±1 variations. The results obtained are:

mpole
t (8 bins) = 171.05 + 0.43(stat.) GeV

mpole
t (6 bins) = 170.76 + 0.96(stat.) GeV

(3)

where method error includes∼ 0.2 GeV from uncertainties on parametrisation of

Rtt̄+1-jet
theo@NLO+PS(mpole

t ), and ∼ 0.20 GeV from errors in the choice of the unfolding
regulator. Results are compatible within their errors.
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Figure 17: Efficiencies (top) and purities (bottom) of the migration matrix when
choosing 6 bins (left) and 8 bins (right).
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E Validation of private samples

As discussed in Section 6.1 a bin-by-bin correction to obtain the distribution
from 1st emission level to the parton level is needed to compare with the theor-
etical calculation (tt̄+ g → tt̄+ 1-jet). This last correction is obtained with the
privately produced MC sample, in which the parton level information is saved.
The private sample was validated using ATLAS samples and the validation plots
are shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Validation plots for privately produced Powheg tt̄ MC samples. The
validated samples are used as input to access the MC parton level information
of the tt̄+ 1-jet system. The number of privately generated parton level events
amount to 106.
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F Unfolding algorithm

To correct data for detector (and hadronisation in our case) effect is a complex
topic. Different algorithms exist which do it, eveyone with its positive and
negative aspects. In [252] the SVD method [276] has been used to unfold data
to parton level, while in this analysis the Bayesian one has been chosen. In this
section this choice is motivated and the two methods are compared.

The unfolding problem can be formulated in the following way. Call Rtt̄+g
the truth distribution and Rdet the distribution measured after hadronisation
and detector effects. The information on how the observable changes from truth
to reco level is contained in a migration matrix M.

For MC, both Rtt̄+g and Rdet distributions are known, thus one can define
M, by:

Rtt̄+g
MC
×M = RdetMC

(4)

For data, the only distribution known is the one measured at detector level,

Rdetdata
and its correspondent truth distribution is obtained by inverting above

equation:

Rtt̄+g
data

= Rdetdata ×M−1 (5)

This last step relies on the inversion of a matrix. To avoid large statistical
fluctuations due to bins with few or zero events, matrix inversion has to be reg-
ularised. In the two unfolding methods studied in this section, the regularisation
is handled by one parameter only for each method.

Of course one can test the closure of the method by checking that:

Rtt̄+g
truth

∼ RdetMC ×M−1 (6)

as it is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Closure test of the unfolding procedure to parton level (left) and
particle level (right). The unfolded nominal tt̄ MC sample is compatible with
the truth distribution.
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The SVD method relies on the choice of a parameter, called kreg, which
determines how strongly the unfolded distribution is regularised. Too low values
of kreg bias the unfolded distribution towards the reference MC distribution,
while higher values bias give more weight to the spectrum to be unfolded. If
the distribution has been binned in n bins, kreg can take values between 1 to n.
A kreg = 1 gives exactly the underlying MC truth distribution. This algorthm
performs better for distributions with a high number of bins, which is not our
case. For few bins, few values of kreg can be tested, and sometimes convergence
of the procedure is not reached.

The Bayesian unfolding is an iterative method in which the strength of the
unfolding is handled by the number of iterations performed (niter). Too small
values of niter bias the distribution towards MC, while too high iterations gives
too big uncertainty on the measurement and the unfolded distribution start to
fluctuate within its error.

For both methods, no precise prescription exists for the choice of the unfold-
ing parameter. Thus the observable is unfolded using the two methods and kreg

and niter are chosen in such a way that the extracted values of mpole
t and their

statistical errors are compatible. Plots comparing the extracted values and their
statistical errors are reported in Figure 20, for the 6 bins and 8 bins binning
choices. For 10 bins, the SVD method did not converge, so no plot is reported.

The unfolding method chosen for this analysis is the Bayesian one, since
variations of its regularator parameter give more stable results for mpole

t and its
statistical error. The number of iterations chosen to obtain the nominal result
is 20. Variations of ∆niter = ±5 around the nominal value have been taken to
estimate the uncertainty on the choice of the regularisation parameter. Their
impact on mpole

t is ∼ 0.20 GeV.
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Figure 20: Dependence of the extracted pole mass on the unfolding algorithm.
Results for the SVD (red) and Bayesian (black) methods are shown, for different
values of the regularisation parameter. Plots for nominal tt̄ MC (top), used
in the definition of the unfolding procedure, and data (bottom) are reported.
Values of the regularisation parameters increase along the x-axis. Higher values
approach values of 1 on the x-axis. kreg values between 3 and 7 are shown,
kreg = 7 is forbidden for a 6bins binning choice. Values of niter are shown up to
niter = 25.
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F.1 Pull distributions - parton level

To validate the unfolding procedure, pseudo data samples have been generated
by varying the bin content of the observable at detector error indipendently,
according to a Poisson distribution with mean values the nominal bin values.

Pull distributions defined as Pi =
Npseudo
i −Nnominal

i

σpseudo
i

have been produced for each

bin of the unfolded observable. Distributions were found to be compatible with
gaussian distributions centered in zero and width compatible with the unity,
as it is shown in Figure 21. This test confirms that the analysis procedure is
unbiased and correctly estimates the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 21: Pull distributions for each bin of the observable corrected to parton
level. The distributions were found to be centered in zero with width compatible
with the unity.
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F.2 Pull distributions - particle level

The same valdation discussed in has been applied to the unfolding to particle
level. Also in this case, the test confirms that the correction procedure is un-
biased and correctly estimates the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 22: Pull distributions for each bin of the observable corrected to particle
level. The distributions were found to be centered in zero with width compatible
with the unity.
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G Consideration on fPh.Sp. correction factors

In this appendix details are given on the phase space correction factor fPh.Sp.,
which is used in bin-by-bin correction of data in Section 6.2.

As already shown in Figure 23, the effect of introducing such a correction is
of the order of 1%

GeV , in a range of masses considered going from 165 to 180 GeV.

Such a correction can be translated into a correction of ∼ 0.15 GeV
GeV , starting

from the mass value of the nominal MC used in the unfolding procedure.
To cross-check that the correction procedure actually works correctly, it

is possible to extract masses from tt̄ MC with an input mIN in the range
[165 GeV , 180 GeV ]. As it can be seen from Figure 6.5, the correct value
of the mass is extracted from the tt̄ MCs. Hence, data correction procedure is
independent of the input top-quark mass value.

Another aspect to study is the dependence of the correction with the binning
of the observable. If choosing the same binning used in the 7 TeV analysis [252],
the correction factors are shown in Figure 24. The correction is negligible, taking
into account the precision with which mt is extracted.

This is due to the fact that the extrapolation to fulll phase space is less
sensitive to events in a small corner of phase space, when a less fine grained
binning is chosen.

Since the analysis with a 6-bins observable does not suffer from this correc-
tion, it is possible to estimate the error on such a correction by comparing the
top-quark mass values of the 6 bin analysis with the result obtained using the
8-bins observable. Comparison of the results is presented in Table 2. As a sys-
tematic uncertainty on the correction, half of the maximum difference between
both values. It amounts to 0.15 GeV.

# bins mpole
t with fPh.Sp. correction [GeV] mpole

t without fPh.Sp. correction [GeV]
6 bins 170,76 170,67
8 bins 171,05 170,79

Table 2: mpole
t extracted values for a 6-bins and a 8-bins observable, with and

without applying the phase space correction factor.
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Figure 23: The correction factor fPh.Sp.
(
ρs,Rtt̄+gpreACC.

)
, for each of the 8 bins

used in the analysis. Each plot correspond to a bin of Figure 6.2. Each point

i in the plot of bin j reported above correspond to the quantity fPh.Sp.[bin-j]
i =

f(Rtt̄+gpreACC.

[bin-j]
(mi))

fnominal . The f(Rtt̄+gpreACC.

[bin-j]
(mi)) factors are reported in Figure

6.2 and fnominal in 6.1. The parametrisation has been functionally continued
by a first order polynomial.
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Figure 24: Same as Figure 23, but showing the effect of the correction on a 6
bins observable. Correction is negligible.
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H Bins removal from χ2

Since the observable used in the extraction of mpole
t is normalised, not all its

bins are independent between each other. To take this fact into account one bin
is removed from the sum over all bins which is performed in the calulation of
the χ2. The nominal choice has been to remove the first bin, with ρs ∈ (0, 0.25),
since it improved the value of the χ2 at the minimum. Other choices could have
been performed in principle, but as it is shown in Table 3, the differences are
minimal.

Removed bin mpole
t [GeV] ∆mpole

t (stat) [GeV]
0 < ρs < 0.25 171.05 0.43

0.25 < ρs < 0.325 170.94 0.42
0.325 < ρs < 0.425 170.80 0.41
0.425 < ρs < 0.525 170.89 0.41
0.525 < ρs < 0.675 170.85 0.41

Table 3: Value of extracted pole mass at parton level, for different choices of
removed bin.

As it is seen from the bin-by-bin fit at detector level, in Figure7.4, the high
value of χ2 is due to bins at low ρs.
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I Discussion on the hdamp parameter

The hdamp parameter determines the strength of the NLO correction in Powheg.
For tt̄+ 1-jet@ NLO the hdamp parameter controls the strength of the second-
leading jet, hence it poorly affects the tt̄+ 1-jetsystem, only through clustering
effects. However the R observable built from tt̄ @ NLO production is instead
affected by the choice of hdamp since the four momentum of the leading extra-
jet of the tt̄+ 1-jet system (contrary to the tt̄+ 1-jet@ NLO+PS case) entirely
depends on it. Large effects are thus obtained in this case as reported in [277]
(Table 13), where differences up to ∼ 3 GeV are seen for the top-quark mass.
Similar effects are seen for R.

In addition the migration matrix is fairly insensitive to this parameter. When
unfolding data with alternative tt̄ MC samples with hdamp= ∞, and using
tt̄ + 1-jet@ NLO+PS theoretical prediction as a template for the fit at parton
level, results in a difference in the extracted top-quark mass of:

∆mpole
t (hdamp tt̄ unfolding) ∼ 0.20 GeV

well within the statistical uncertainty.
In summary the hdamp parameter has a negligible impact on R when con-

structed from the tt̄+1-jet@ NLO+PS calculation and furthermore the unfolding
procedure is very little affected by the choice of hdamp.
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J Stressing the unfolding

To validate the analysis procedure, a series of test has been performed to confirm
that both statistical and systematic errors have been correctly evaluated.

To confirm that the output of the unfolding algorithm gives is correct, cor-
rected distributions have been folded with the procedure described in Section
7.1 and then compared to their detector level respectives. No bias can be seen
when comparing the distributions, as it can be seen in Figures 25, 26 and 27.
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Figure 25: Ratios of detector level observable against the folded corrected dis-
tribution at parton level. Different values of the the number of iterations of the
Bayesian unfolding algorithm. For all the samples unfolded with n >= 15 the
ratio is 1, within the statistical errors of the detector level distribution. Here
data and nominal tt̄ MC samples are shown.
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Figure 26: Ratios of detector level observable against the folded corrected dis-
tribution at parton level. Different values of the the number of iterations of the
Bayesian unfolding algorithm. For all the samples unfolded with n >= 15 the
ratio is 1, within the statistical errors of the detector level distribution. Here
two alternative tt̄ MC samples are shown.
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Figure 27: Ratios of detector level observable against the folded corrected dis-
tribution at parton level. Different values of the the number of iterations of the
Bayesian unfolding algorithm. For all the samples unfolded with n >= 15 the
ratio is 1, within the statistical errors of the detector level distribution. Here
two detector systematic variations are shown.
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K Detector level fit using migration matrix

At detector level, the top quark pole mass is extracted by fitting collected data
to parton level theoretical predictions which have been folded to detector level.

In the following let us call:

• Rdata
i the value of the observable built from collected data in the bin i,

• Rdet-theo
i the expected value of the observable at detector level in the bin

i,

• Rparton-theo
i the expected value of the observable at parton level in the bin

i,

• Mij the migration matrix from parton to detector level (including accept-
ance cuts).

To obtain detector level predictions for the observable R, we folded parton level
calculations using the migration matrix Mij , obtaining:

Rdet-theo
i =

∑
j∈bins

Mij · Rparton-theo
j (7)

To extract a value for the mass the χ2 function to be minimised is defined
as:

χ2 =
∑
i6=i0

(
Rdata
i −Rdet-theo

i (mpole
t )

)2

σdet-theo
i

2 (8)

where σdet-theo
i is the expected statistical error on the bin i, and i0 is the bin

excluded in the minimisation, since we are using normalised distributions.
If one would ignore bin correlations, the correct value to chose for σdet-theo

i

would be the square root of the events in bin i, which correspond to suppose for
every bin a Poissonian distribution with parameter the bin content. However,
this is not the case if bins at detector level are a correlation of parton level
bins. Also when unfolding to parton level, the correlelation between detector
level bins are used in the fit, through the covariance matrix. Hence, one has to

compute the the expected variance of Rdet-theo
i , i.e. Var(Rdet-theo

i ) = σdet-theo
i

2
.

Here the detailed calculation of Var(Rdet-theo
i ) is presented. The equations

used in the derivation are known properties of the variance:

• Variance of a linear combination of distributions fi, with coefficients ai:

Var

(∑
i

aifi

)
=
∑
i

a2
iVar(fi) +

∑
i

∑
j 6=i

aiajCOV(fi, fj) (9)

• Covariance of two independent distributions fk and fj :

COV(fk, fj) = 0 (10)

• Covariance of the same distribution:

COV(fj , fj) = Var(fj) (11)
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• Simmetry of the covariance:

COV(fk, fj) = COV(fj , fk) (12)

Using Eq. 12, Eq. 9 can be written as:

Var

(∑
i

aifi

)
=
∑
i

a2
iVar(fi) + 2

∑
i

∑
j>i

aiajCOV(fi, fj) (13)

Being the R distribution at parton level normalised, all their bins but one
are independent from each others, i.e:

Rparton-theo
k0

= 1−
∑
j 6=k0

Rparton-theo
j (14)

The choice of the value of k0 is arbitrary and has no impact on the final result.
All tj with j 6= k0 are independent from each others. Hence, from Eq. 10 and
Eq. 11, the following properties follow:

• if j, k 6= k0 and j 6= k

COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

k ) = 0 (15)

• if j 6= k0

COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

k0
) = COV

Rparton-theo
j , 1−

∑
k 6=k0

Rparton-theo
k

 =

= COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

j ) +
∑
k 6=j,k0

COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

k ) =

= COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

j ) =

= Var(Rparton-theo
j )

(16)

Using Eq. 13 and then Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 one gets:

Var(Rdet-theo
i ) = Var

∑
j

MijRparton-theo
j

 =

=
∑
j

M2
ijVar(Rparton-theo

j ) + 2
∑
j

∑
k>j

MijMik COV(Rparton-theo
j ,Rparton-theo

k ) =

=
∑
j

M2
ijVar(Rparton-theo

j ) + 2
∑
j

MijMik0
Var(Rparton-theo

j ) =

=
∑
j

Mij [Mij + 2Mik0
] Var(Rparton-theo

j )

which is the final formulation of the variance to be used in the χ2 definition.
Then the last question to answer is what Var(Rparton-theo

j ) is. In our ap-
proximation, top-quarks are produced as stable particles at parton level. Hence
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we assume that in each bin, Rparton-theo
j follows a Poisson distribution with

parameter value the expected bin content.
The final expression of the χ2, including correlation between bins at detector

level, becomes:

χ2 =
∑
i 6=i0

(
Rdata
i −

∑
kMik · Rparton-theo

k (mpole
t )

)2

∑
jMij [Mij + 2Mik0 ]Rparton-theo

j (mpole
t )

(17)

Notice that in case of no correlations between bins Mij is the identity matrix,
and Eq. 17 is the same as Eq. 8.

With this χ2 definition one would get for the top quark pole mass at detector
level:

mpole
t (detector level) = 170.74± 0.48(stat) GeV (18)

which is in good agreement with the result presented in Eq. 7.7, but has stat-
istical error compatible to the parton level result reported in Table 6.6.

It is possible to compare different kind of fits ad check wether they give the
same results. The fit at parton level corrects data via unfolding and introduce
bin correlation also through the covariance matrix. Results for such fit are
presented in Table 6. At the detector level, one can ignore bin correlations
(Table 4) and hence overestimate the error, or include them (Table 5) and
obtain a result close to the parton level one.

excluded bin mpole
t stat error

i0 = 1 170.91 0.71
i0 = 2 170.77 0.71
i0 = 3 170.41 0.70
i0 = 4 170.50 0.69

Table 4: Extraction of the top-quark mass at parton level when ignoring bin
correlations at detector level.

excluded bin mpole
t stat error

(while k0 = 1)
i0 = 1 171.16 0.39
i0 = 2 171.19 0.40
i0 = 3 171.07 0.38
i0 = 4 171.09 0.38

normalisation bin mpole
t stat error

(while i0 = 1)
k0 = 1 171.16 0.38
k0 = 2 171.14 0.38
k0 = 3 171.14 0.40
k0 = 4 171.21 0.41

Table 5: Extraction of the top-quark mass at detector level when taking into
account bin correlations

excluded bin mpole
t stat error

i0 = 1 171.05 0.43
i0 = 2 170.94 0.42
i0 = 3 170.80 0.41
i0 = 4 170.89 0.41

Table 6: Fit at parton level using covariance matrix, which include bin correla-
tions
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Description Value [GeV] stat. unc on syst [GeV]

mpole
t 170.91

Statistical uncertainty 0.71
MC statistics 0.25 −
Signal MC generator 1.16 0.3
Shower and hadronization 1.20 0.22
Proton PDF 0.79 −
ISR/FSR 0.98 0.23
Color reconnection 0.11 0.49
Underlying event 0.35 0.43
JES (with b-JES) 0.97 0.68 (26comp)
JER 0.12 0.47 (11comp)
others (MET, lep, b-tag, jeff, bkg) 0.48 −
Total exp. systematics 2.39 −

Scale variations (+0.76,−0.52) 0.13
Theory PDF⊕αs 0.55 0.1
Total theory systematics (+ 0.94, - 0.76) -
Total uncertainty (+ 2.68, -2.61) -

Table 7: Breakdown of the systematic error on the measurement at detector
level, when ingoring correalations between bins. The total error happens to be
larger than the parton level one. Statistical error on the systematic uncertainty
does not take into account statistical correlations.
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L Sensitivity of the observable at different levels

In 8.1 it has been shown how the sensitivity of the observable to mpole
t is de-

graded at particle and detector levels. In this appendix this effect is explained
with an example.

Firstly, simplify the folding of the observable as follows:

R′i =
∑
j

MijRj , (19)

where i and j are the bin numbers and Mij the migration matrix. Then the
sensitivity at the folded level is:

S ′i =
|R′i(m0 + ∆)−R′i(m0 −∆)|

2∆ · R′i(m0)

=

∣∣∣∑jMijRj(m0 + ∆)−
∑
kMikRk(m0 −∆)

∣∣∣
2∆ · R′i(m0)

=
∑
j

Mij |Rj(m0 + ∆)−Rj(m0 −∆)|
2∆ · R′i(m0)

· Rj(m0)

Rj(m0)

=
∑
j

Mij ·
Rj(m0)

R′i(m0)
· Sj

(20)

In the last two steps it has been multiplied and divided by Rj(m0) and it has
been used the definition of Si. In particular, it is possible to isolate the same
bin number from the others, and write:

S ′i = wiiSi +
∑
j 6=i

wijSj with wij = Mij ·
Rj(m0)

R′i(m0)
(21)

Notice that from Equation 19, it immediately follows that:

∑
j

wij =

∑
jMijRj(m0)

R′i(m0)
= 1 (22)

Consider now two particular cases, which show that the particle level is
bound to be less sensitive than the parton level. In the case of a perfect recon-
struction of the tt̄+ 1-jet system, one would have a perfectly diagonal migration
matrix and Ri = R′i, obtaining thus S ′i = Si . Hence, the more diagonal the
folding matrix (i.e. the better the tt̄+ 1-jet system reconstruction), the higher
the sensitivity at particle level. Imagine now that at parton level, bin i has the
highest sensitivity, which means that Sj < Si ∀ j 6= i . This is what happens
for the R observable in the bin closest to ρs ∼ 1. From Equation 21:

S ′i = wiiSi +
∑
j 6=i

wijSj < wiiSi +
∑
j 6=i

wijSi <

<

∑
j

wij

Si < Si (23)
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where it has been used Sj < Si (if i is the most sensitive bin) in the first step
and Equation 22 in the last step. This last result confirms that at a whatever
folded level, the highest possible sensitivity is smaller than the one at the level
from which one started.
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M Evaluation of off-shell effects at 13 TeV

In order to extract mass values from the distributions reported in Fig. 8.2, a
template has been computed for the R at parton level using CT14nlo PDF and
setting the energy of pp collisions to 13 TeV. Additional parameters have been
set, as it has been explained in Section 8.3.1. Eight mass points

{160, 165, 167.5, 170, 172.5, 175, 177.5, 180}

have been produced, and a continuos parametrisation is obtained bin-by-bin by
interpolating the mass points with a second order polynomial.

The parton level template are then folded to particle level fiducial volume,
using a bin-by-bin factor, obtaining the template which is then used to ex-
tract the top-quark mass from particle level defined observables. The correction
factors are shown in Fig. 28 for the case of 6 and 8 bins. The folded template
for the 8 bins choice is shown in Fig. 29 instead.
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Figure 28: Comparison between the R observable as defined at parton level
(with pT

extrajet > 50 GeV) and particle level (in the fiducial volume of Sec-
tion 8.3.1) for 6 bins (left) and 8 bins (right). The bin-by-bin correction
factors used to correct the parton level template are obtained from the ratio

of R(particle)
R(parton) , which is shown in the bottom part of the plots.

The result of using different folding factors, obtained from variations of para-
meters belonging to the Monte Carlo simulation are reported in Fig. 30. No large
deviation is found.
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Figure 29: Dependence on mpole
t of the R observable at parton level, for the 8

bins binnign choice. The R at parton level are calculated using pp→ tt̄+ 1-jet
calculation at NLO QCD, with

√
s = 13 TeV.
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Figure 30: Results obtained when using different bin-by-bin factors in the fold-
ing procedure. The nominal folding procedure is defined with hdamp = ∞,
µR = µF = mt, multiple parton interaction off and the parton level defined
with the extra-jet with pT extrajet > 50 GeV. On the top-left the results
obtained when using MC simulation with hdamp=mt, on the top-right for
µR = µF = 1

2 (
√

(mt + pTtop)2 +
√

(mt + pTanti-top)2, on the bottom-left for
multiple parton interaction switched on, while on the bottom-right the parton
level was defined with pT extrajet > 40 GeV . For all the variations considered,
changes on extracted masses are within ∼ 0.5GeV.
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